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ABSTRACT 
The possibilities of hierarchical compression in hyperspectral images repository are investigated.  
The image analysis of «SpecTIR» and «AVIRIS» hyperspectrometers is carried out. In order to increase the 
compression ratio, the spectral bands approximation algorithms are proposed to provide fast access to individual 
bands. The effectiveness of the developed algorithms is investigated through computational experiments using 
real 16-bit hyperspectral images. 

Keywords 
Hierarchical compression, image approximation, hyperspectral image, image repository, maximum deviation, 
spectral band. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
An important problem of developing a hyperspectral 
[Che13a], [Bor04a] images repository is the large 
number of spectral bands that reaches several 
hundreds. For example, the results of «SpecTIR» 
hyperspectrometer shooting [Spe14a] contain more 
than 300 spectral bands, the results of «AVIRIS» 
shooting [Avi13a] contain more than 200 bands. The 
bit rate of each spectral band is 16 bits. 

The result is a non-trivial task to store such images in 
the repository: an extremely large amount 
of hyperspectral data entails excessive demands on 
storage capacity and an unacceptably low rate of 
access to these data. Therefore, when creating 
a hyperspectral images repository, a compression 
should be applied.  

In this paper, for the compression of hyperspectral 
images in the repository, we suggest using a modified 
method, based on a hierarchical grid [Gas10a] 
interpolation (HGI). This modification includes new 
algorithms for spectral bands approximation that 
reduce access time to the individual bands. 

In addition, in this paper we present the results of 
computational experiments to investigate the 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithms on real 16-
bit hyperspectral images. 

 

2. RECENT SOLUTIONS 
To store hyperspectral images one of these data 
formats is commonly used: hdf4, hdf5, lan, img+hdr, 
dat+hdr [Che13a], [Avi13a], [Spe14a]. These formats 
are not sufficiently effective for hyperspectral images 
repository, as do not support data compression. 

An important feature of hyperspectral images is that 
common compression methods [Sal07a] for them are 
ineffective or even inapplicable. Transform coding 
techniques (primarily JPEG [Wal91a] and JPEG-
2000 [Mar00a]), fractal methods [Sal07a] and video 
compression methods (including MPEG methods) 
[Has97a] are computationally too complex and do not 
allow a strict control of compression error (in 
particular, the maximum deviation, see below), which 
must be in the organization of a repository of unique 
hyperspectral data. Differential methods and 1-D 
approximation methods have not sufficiently high 
compression ratio even with compression of one-
component images [Sal07a]. 2-D approximation 
methods based on segmentation [Pra07a] are overly 
complicated. 

In [Gas14a] the HGI-method [Gas10a] was proposed 
for the compression of hyperspectral images and the 
results of numerical experiments demonstrating the 
benefits of HGI over JPEG method in this situation 
are given. 

However, proposed in the above-mentioned article 
version of HGI method can not be used to store 
images in hyperspectral images repository, because it 
does not provide access to the individual spectral 
bands without decompressing a large part of the 
compressed image.  

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 
and/or a fee. 
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3. PROPOSED SOLUTION 
In order to formulate the requirements for the 
compression method in the repository, analysis of the 
hyperspectral image characteristics was performed in 
this paper. 

3.1. Analysis of hyperspectral images 
Analysis of hyperspectral images features was carried 
out by the following data publicly available: 

• five image of spectrometer «SpecTIR» [Spe14a] 
(360 bands of 16-bit pixels 320x600 size); 

• five image of spectrometer «AVIRIS» [Avi13a] 
(224 bands of 16-bit pixels 614x1086 size). 

Examples of spectral bands of these images are 
shown in Fig. 1.  

Statistical characteristics of spectral bands were 
evaluated for analysis of the hyperspectral images 
features. Features of bands interdependencies were 
also evaluated. Some results are shown in the result 
section in Fig. 4-5. The following conclusions were 
formulated based on the analysis of these results. 

• The difference between the maximum and 
minimum of the brightness gradations reaches 
thousands or tens of thousands. These images can 
not be converted to a "byte". 

• Spectral bands are strongly interdependent, as the 
correlation [Pra07a] between the bands is 
extremely high. 

• Most spectral bands have a high correlation within 
the band. It can be expected that the use of 
compression will have a significant effect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2. Compression based on HGI 
The method HGI [Gas10a] is proposed for 
hyperspectral image compression in [Gas14a]. The 
method uses the decimated image for interpolation of 
«less decimated» image. Interpolated pixels are 
subtracted from original pixels; the calculated 
differences are encoded to reduce data size. 

The method provides control of the maximum 
deviation. Moreover, access time to an image 
fragment does not depend on the fragment scale, as 
the block-hierarchical [Gas10a] format of 
compressed data used in this method. 

3.3. Independent bands compression  
based on HGI 
Independent processing of spectral bands is the 
easiest way to use the HGI-method to compress 
hyperspectral images. This approach is very 
ineffective, since it does not use the correlation 
between the spectral bands.  

3.4. Compression based on  
a «sliding approximation of bands» 
To use the correlations between the spectral bands, 
the approximation of the spectral bands is proposed 
for use. Each spectral band is approximated on the 
basis of other bands that have already been 
compressed and restored. High correlation between 
the bands should provide good approximation 
accuracy. Compression of the difference between the 
original and approximated spectral bands instead of 
compression of the original spectral band should 
significantly improve the compression ratio.  

Let X s be a spectral band number s (matrix of 
numbers). Let S be a number of spectral bands X s in 

the hyperspectral image{ },0sX s S≤ < .  

We will sequentially compress the spectral bands 
with the numbers 0, 1, 2 .. (S – 1). When compressing 
each spectral band X s we will first calculate 
approximating band: 

1 1

0

ˆ , 0
N s is

i
i

X k X s S
− − −

=

= ≤ <∑ , 

where , 0
i

X i ≥ are previous spectral bands that have 

already been compressed and decompressed, 

N is the number of previous spectral bands that are 
used for approximation (algorithm parameter), 

{ },0ik i N≤ <  are approximation coefficients, 

which are calculated on the basis of minimizing the 
mean square error of approximation. At the same 
time control of the maximum deviation is provided.  

Thus, a set of base bands at the approximation is 
a «sliding window» in the spectral dimension. 

Figure 1. Spectral bands №27, №269 of image 
«Urban and Mixed Environment» 

of the spectrometer «SpecTIR» 
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3.5. Compression based on  
the «non-overlapping sets of bands» 
The above-described compression algorithm based on 
the «sliding approximation of bands» is not suitable 
for storage of hyperspectral images in the repository. 
The reason is the sequential compression of the 
spectral bands, wherein the previous bands are used 
for approximation of the next bands. As a result for 
decompression of any spectral band all previous 
bands should be decompressed. This is a serious 
obstruction in providing quick access to images. 

In the repository decompression of any band should 
entail decompression as small as possible number of 
other bands, which may not be needed. To this end, 
we propose to use an approximation of the spectral 
bands within the «non-overlapping sets of bands». 

While compressing the entire set of spectral bands is 
divided into «non-overlapping sets of bands». Each 
set contains N bands, see Fig. 2. Within each set the 
described algorithm of the «sliding approximation of 
bands» is used. Then for decompression of any 
spectral band we do not need to decompress all 
previous bands. Only previous bands of the 
corresponding set must be decompressed. 

3.6. Compression based on  
the «shared base bands» 
The compression ratio of the algorithm based on the 
«non-overlapping sets of bands» is significantly 
smaller than the compression ratio of the algorithm 
based on «sliding approximation of bands». The 
reason is that a much smaller number of base bands 
used in the algorithm based on the «non-overlapping 
sets of bands» for approximation.  

To solve this problem, the approximation algorithm 
based on «shared base bands» (see Fig. 3) is 
proposed in this paper. «Shared base bands» are 
selected from the complete set of spectral bands with 
the step N. Also integer parameter C is specified.  

Shared bands are compressed by the algorithm based 
on the «sliding approximation of bands». The number 
of base bands used for the approximation is equal 
to N + C – 2. Then, after the compression of shared 
bands, «other» bands are also compressed. Set of the 
«other» spectral bands is separated into subsets 

{ }, ( 1) ,0 /s
m X mN s m N m S N= < < + ≤ ≤X , 

located between the shared bands. 

Each subset Xm is compressed by the algorithm based 
on the «sliding approximation of bands». As the base 
bands for approximation we use the bands of the 
same subset Xm and the nearest of the shared bands. 
The total number of bands used for the approximation 
is also equal to N + C – 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4.1. Statistical characteristics 
of hyperspectral images  
Statistical characteristics of spectral bands were 
evaluated for analysis of the hyperspectral images 
features. Some results are shown in Fig. 4-5. 
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                                                Set  of bands №1

5

Hyperspectral image

                                                Set  of bands №0

Figure 2. Bands approximation algorithm based 
on the «non-overlapping sets of bands» (N = 4) 

21

Subset 0
of bands

 №

             Hyperspectral image

54

Subset 1 
of bands

№

30 6

Shared bands

Figure 3. Bands approximation algorithm  
based on the «shared bands» (N = 3, C = 1) 

Figure 4. The difference ∆∆∆∆X between  
the maximum and the minimum depending  

on the band number s («SpecTIR») 
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Figure 5. Evaluation of the correlation 
coefficient ρρρρ1111 between the neighboring bands, 

depending on the number of band s («AVIRIS») 
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4.2. Efficiency of the HGI-compression  
in image repository 
The dependency of compression ratio from error was 
calculated to evaluate the effectiveness of 
compression (see Fig. 6). Computational experiment 
was conducted on real 16-bit images of 
hyperspectrometers «SpecTIR» and «AVIRIS». 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following conclusions were formulated on the 
basis of the obtained results. 

1. All the developed algorithms have a high 
compression ratio. Therefore, these algorithms can 
be effectively used in systems of hyperspectral 
images storage. 

2. Algorithms based on the "non-overlapping sets of 
bands" and "shared bands" provide quick access to 
compressed data. These algorithms can be 
effectively used in hyperspectral image repository. 

3. The use of any bands approximation can 
significantly improve the compression ratio. 

4. The advantage of using the bands approximation 
increases with compression ratio increasing. 

5. In a small error algorithms based on the "sliding 
approximation of bands " and "shared bands" 

demonstrate better results. The algorithm based on 
"shared bands" is preferred as it provides fast 
access to data. 

5. CONCLUSION 
New algorithms for approximate of the spectral bands 
developed for the compression method based on 
HGI. These algorithms are well adapted for use in the 
hyperspectral images repository. The effectiveness of 
the HGI-compression evaluated on real images of 16-
bit hyperspectrometers. The prospects for using the 
HGI-compression in the hyperspectral images 
repository demonstrated. 
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an extension system to a closed-source, real-time physics engine for improving structured
stacking behavior with small-scale objects such as wooden toy bricks. The proposed system was implemented and
evaluated. The tests showed that the system is able to simulate several common stacking scenarios, which the base
physics engine cannot simulate.

Keywords
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1 INTRODUCTION
The real-time simulation of dense structure stacking in
game physics engines is a challenging research topic
with many applications in video games and virtual real-
ity simulators. In this paper, stacking refers to dense
structured stacking as seen when creating deliberate
structures. Our main focus is on the simulation of stack-
ing of small-scale objects, which is particularly chal-
lenging because gravitational acceleration is relatively
large compared to the size of these objects. To achieve
a real-time simulation of such stacking scenarios, we
propose a correction system for a closed-source physics
engine, namely the Nvidia physics engine that is inte-
grated in the Unity 4 game engine.

2 PREVIOUS WORK
A widely cited paper on stacking objects in a physics
engine was presented by Erleben [Erleben, 2007]. His
approach uses a standard collision detection algorithm
but includes its own complementarity formulation,
solver and error correction algorithms. The paper dis-
cusses an error correction scheme that is partially based
on stack layers derived from the contacts of objects.
The method proposed by Erleben was compared to
several other physics engines and performs better on all

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

stacking scenarios while still running at near real-time
speeds. His publication showed that using the structure
of a stack has to some extend been considered before
and is a viable approach.

A slightly more recent paper by Kaufman et al.
[Kaufman et al., 2008] focuses on accurately simulat-
ing friction and enabling friction-dependent behavior.
Their method is usable in both rigid and deformable
bodies’ simulation. Although not the main focus,
their system can simulate stacking scenarios that are
friction-dependent in near real time. However, it does
not construct stable structures during simulation. This
paper demonstrates that simulating correct friction
behavior supports a system’s ability to simulate more
stacking scenarios, in particular a cardhouse stack. This
scenario is interesting because it is mainly dependent
on friction to remain stable.

Hsu and Keyser [Hsu and Keyser, 2010] describe an ap-
proach to improve the performance of random stacks
in simulation. The contribution of this paper is an ad-
vanced object sleep paradigm. By forcing objects into
an object sleep state, depending on pile specific con-
ditions, more realistic pile behavior is achieved. The
algorithm runs at real time and can even provide slight
performance improvements. Although the authors have
implemented the algorithm inside a physics engine, this
approach should be able to function independently of
the underlying physics engine. The approach is simi-
lar to the one describe in the present paper. The system
proposed by Hsu and Keyser is, however, only meant to
simulate random stacks.

A more recent paper by the same authors
[Hsu and Keyser, 2012] presents a method to sta-
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belise stacks by adding constraints between objects
based on local equilibrium. The algorithm periodically
revises the grouping and removes objects from groups
if objects are no longer in equilibrium or are impacted
by fast objects. The system is designed to allow for
art-directed stacking, but not necessarily realistic
stacking; however, the system cannot create stacks that
are massively unstable. It was tested on both structured
stack and random stack scenarios. The system is able to
maintain stacks created before simulation, but it is not
clear if the system can handle stacks that are created
during simulation as this scenario was not shown. The
system runs at real-time to near real-time speed. It is
the closest prior work to what is proposed in the present
paper. However, the system uses the Bullet physics
library, an open source engine, thus the authors have
access to the source code even though it is claimed to
work as a general extension. The method presented by
the present paper uses a closed-source engine; thus,
only API calls are possible. The system described by
Hsu and Keyser [Hsu and Keyser, 2012] uses grouping
of objects as the main method of generating stable
stacks whereas the method proposed by the present
paper uses object sleep state to create stacks. The focus
of Hsu and Keyser [Hsu and Keyser, 2012] is artistic
control over stacks, whereas the focus of the present
paper is stack simulations under user control.

A paper by Han et al. [Han et al., 2013] sets out to test
two commonly used hypotheses in physics animation.
The first is that users are unable to perceive distortions
in the simulation that are due to approximated simula-
tion methods. The second hypothesis is that freezing
transformations of objects in a random pile does not af-
fect the visual plausibility of a simulation. Both hy-
potheses are confirmed in a user study. This paper rep-
resents one of the rare instances where alternate simula-
tion methods are tested on users for visual plausibility.

One common feature of all the papers proposing new
simulation methods is that these are not demonstrated to
work on small object scale while our system is designed
specifically for small scales as they are characteristic
for toy bricks.

3 METHOD
As the proposed method is an extension of a physics en-
gine, objects will start under the control of the physics
engine. If an object is detected to be in a stable config-
uration, the object stability system will freeze it in the
physics engine and take over stability calculations. If
unstable configurations are detected, the object stability
system will wake up the object and the physics engine
will then simulate the object until it again returns to a
stable configuration.

For every frame, new contacts must be found and any
potential new additions to the stack of frozen objects

must be tested, the state of the stack must be updated
and the overall stability of the stack must be tested.
Firstly, all contacts are added to the data structure of
the system, then all contacts between two objects that
are both in unstable positions are removed as they can-
not be resting on a part of the stack. Contacts com-
ing from impacts above a certain speed are also disre-
garded. Contact areas between stable and potentially
stable objects are then calculated based on the remain-
ing contact points. Using these contact areas potential
objects are tested for stability, and if they are in a stable
configuration, they are added to the stack. The system
then updates stability data through the stack. Lastly, the
stack is tested for overall stability. This is done by cal-
culating the centre of mass for all objects above each
object, and testing if the vertical projection of this cen-
tre of mass is outside of the main contact area of the
object. If it is then the object and everything above it is
woken up and flagged as unstable.

The contact area between two objects is found by gen-
erating the convex hull of the projections of the contact
points between the two objects onto the ground plane.
To test the stability of a single object, a vertical ray is
cast from the centre of mass of the object. If the ray hits
the contact area, the object is considered stable.

For more than one object stacked above another object,
different types of stack branching have to be consid-
ered. The simplest form of branching is a single branch,
where objects are stacked on top of each other one at
a time, thus only one object rests on another object.
To calculate the stability of this stack, objects above a
given object must be taken into consideration when cal-
culating stability. To this end, the centre of mass of an
object and all objects stacked on top of it is defined as
Cstack, which is calculated using Equation 1 where Cobj
is the centre of mass for the object, mobj is the mass of
the object, Cstack,above is Cstack for the stack above the
current object and mstack,above is the mass of the stack
above the current object. Analogously, mstack is the
mass of the stack calculated by Equation 2.

Cstack =

(
Cobjmobj

)
+(Cstack,abovemstack,above)

mobj +mstack,above
(1)

mstack = mobj +mstack,above (2)

Two types of multi-branch stacking are distinguished.
One is split branching, where multiple objects rest on
one object. This case is handled similarly to the sin-
gle branch case, except that Equations 1 and 2 are used
for every object resting on the current object. The sec-
ond type of branching is merge branching. In this case
an object rests on more than one object. For a more
clear explanation, the object above the one being up-
dated will be denoted object A. For merge branching
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Figure 1: The two object merge-branching case. The bottom
right object is being updated.

there are three different cases. The first case is that the
entire weight of the stack and object A can be supported
by a single object. This is true if the Cstack of object A is
within one of the individual contact areas. This is tested
similarly to the single object stability, but using the in-
dividual contact areas instead of the combined contact
area. If this is true, the entire weight of object A will
be on this supporting object. If the supporting object
is the object being updated, it will be updated similarly
to the single case. If it is not, no update of data will
be made (if there are also other objects resting on the
object, these will update normally). The second case is
that object A is resting on more than two objects. In this
case the update is done similarly to the single branch
case but the mass mstack of object A for the calculations
is reduced to a fraction matching the number of objects
it rests on.

The last case is that object A is resting on two objects.
In this case, the distribution between the two supports
is calculated. The calculation is based on the setup
depicted in Figure 1. The assumption is that gravity
would cause a torque around the pivot point at the other
support object as if the supporting object that is being
updated was not present. The equivalent force of this
torque would be exerted on the supporting object that is
being updated and can be recalculated as a weight. This
assumption goes both ways, and generates the distribu-
tion of mass.

The pivot point is the contact point closest to Cstack. The
torque exerted on this point by gravity is calculated us-
ing Equation 3.

T =
(
Cstack−Ppivot

)
×G (3)

Where T is the torque, Ppivot is the pivot point, and G is
the gravitational force.

From the torque a force F on the other contact area can
be calculated. Using Equation 4, and rearranging it, the
downwards force equating the torque can be calculated,
and the equation used in the implementation is shown
in Equation 5.

|T|=
∣∣Ccontact−Ppivot

∣∣ |F|sinθ (4)

Where θ is the angle between the lever arm and the
force.

|F|= |T|∣∣Ccontact−Ppivot
∣∣sinθ

(5)

The direction of the force is parallel to the gravity vec-
tor. The equivalent mass, mequiv, is calculated using the
equation for the force of gravity, i.e., mequiv = |F|/g.

The object can then be updated using the same base for-
mula as in the single object case Equation 1 but using
the equivalent mass instead of the mstack,above.

The algorithm for leaning stability uses some of the
same principles as the weight distribution function seen
before, but friction calculations are included as well.
First, the system identifies the number of objects in
leaning contact. If the number is one or less, leaning
stability is not possible. If the number is over 2 the
system also returns false, as this scenario is too com-
plicated for the current model to handle and this case
was not observed in the test how users stack with toy
bricks. Flat stacking is tested first, so if a object can be
stable using the above version, more than two contact
bricks are possible. The system handles the case where
an object is in contact with two other bricks (or ground
objects), and at least one of these is part of a stack.

First the lowest contact area (blue dot in Figure 2) is
found. The next step is to find the contact point, on
the horizontal plane, closest to the centre of mass of the
object. This point will function as the pivot point. The
torque from gravity is calculated in the same way that
it is calculated in the weight distribution function previ-
ously described with Equation 3. To find the direction
in which the torque acts on the second contact (green in
Figure 2), the cross product between the torque vector
and the line from the pivot to the contact point is nor-
malized. Using an approach similar to the one in Equa-
tion 5 the magnitude of this torque-induced force can
now be computed. By multiplying the magnitude of the
torque induced force with the force vector found before,
the force vector is determined. In order to calculate the
amount of friction supporting the object from the con-
tact point, the force perpendicular to the contact surface
must be calculated. This force is found by projecting
the force vector onto the inverted normal of the contact
area. Using this normal force, the Coulomb friction can
be calculated using Equation 6 [Erleben et al., 2005].

|Ffriction|= µ |Fnormal| (6)

Next the sliding force, the force the object wants to
move with, in the same direction as the friction force,
must be calculated in order to find the direction for the
friction force. Usually this would be done with a pro-
jection, but as the normal force has already been cal-
culated, the sliding force can be found by subtracting
the normal force from the force the object is generating
on the contact. Now the force on the pivot point can
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Figure 2: Leaning object

be calculated using Equation 7. The normal force is in-
verted as this is the force the other object is assumed
to be exerting in a stable configuration to avoid object
penetration. It is assumed that the friction at the contact
point holds as much weight of the object as the friction
force allows.

Fpivot =−Fnormal +G−Ffriction (7)

Where Fpivot is the total force on the pivot point, Fnormal
is the normal force on the contact point and Ffriction is
the friction force on the contact point. G is the gravita-
tional force on the pivot point.

The normal force for the pivot point then can be found
in the same way as before, the friction and sliding force
as well. If the friction force is larger than the sliding
force, then the object is considered stable.

4 RESULTS
The tests were designed to investigate the capabilities of
the proposed system compared to the base physics sys-
tem. The tests included three stacking scenarios (see
Figure 3) which are based on common stacking behav-
ior observed in a preliminary user test. The simulations
were compared to each other and to recordings of the

Figure 3: The three stack types, from left to right: 4-stack,
card house and leaning tower.

behaviour of real bricks in similar stacking configura-
tions. The simulation stacks were constructed during
the simulation, with one brick being added to the stack
at approximately 1 second intervals until the structure
is completed or collapses. For better comparison with
real-world objects, KAPLA wooden bricks were used
as the base for all scenarios.

The results of testing the 4-stack structure showed that
the proposed system is capable of generating towers
over 25 levels high. The base physics system is only
capable of getting this structure to a height of four lev-
els high.

The card house stack can be simulated by the proposed
system and behaves stable. The base physics system
is not able to generate a stable inverted V which is the
base of the structure.

As the leaning tower scenario is to some extend simi-
lar to the 4-stack, the base physics engine is not able
to simulate the scenario. The proposed system makes
the tower collapse when the structure reaches 9 levels.
The collapse appears to occur at the correct time, how-
ever, it is too vertical since real towers tend to pivot on
the lowest level and remain mostly intact before impact
with the ground.

5 CONCLUSION
We presented an extension system to a physics engine,
which is able to simulate common stacking scenarios
that the base physics engine cannot simulate. These
results encourage further research on improvements of
the proposed system, in particular related to the simula-
tion of leaning bricks, which is currently not robust and
can in some cases allow incorrect stability.
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ABSTRACT 
Advancement in scientific representation should accelerate the processing of images if it is more relevant and 

worthy with the experiment. Scientific visualizing of data (here, face images) has an enormous impact on 

exploring detailed inner content of images. Hence, the quality of processing depends on the quantity and 

informative data that might be accumulated, preserved as well as visualized in a particular image. In this paper, 

authors have described a novel technique for representation of range face image by „Vectorfaces‟, which is 

proved to be more effective towards better recognition purpose in terms of recognition rate. Range face image is 

particularly important for 2D visual images for accomplishing depth data from 3D images. Other than an 

efficient representation of „Vectorfaces‟ images, authors have also emphasized its significance for selecting 

better features compared to conventional range images. The major goal of the present work reported in this 

article is to evaluate, visualize and compare the role of „Vectorfaces‟ over range face  images. Change of tracks 

for different mathematical notations to visualize the images are noted. Moreover, Mean-Maximum curvature 

image pair is accumulated from range image as well as „Vectorfaces‟ for extraction of features. SVD, followed 

by a feed-forward backpropagation neural network have been used for recognition purpose. In this work, 3D face 

images from Frav3D database have been considered. A statistical evaluation of this investigation is also given in 

the case study section. 

Keywords 
Scientific representation, 3D face image, range face image, Vectorfaces, Surface extraction, Mean-Maximum 

curvature, Face recognition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, 3D images have gained much 

attention of the researchers for its underlying crucial 

information. Unlike 2D images, 3D images are used 

to accumulate data points along X, Y and Z axes. 

Now, to process 3D images more effectively, it is 

important to accumulate required information that 

can be analyzed by quantitative as well qualitative 

fashion. Before quantitative analysis, it is very much 

required to know how to process the information that 

are already belonging to it. Hence, image 

representation (i.e. qualitative observation) methods 

are becoming more important to explore the hidden 

information.  

 

The idea to visualize the depth-oriented technique is 

popular and well accepted in terms of range image 

[1]. Other than range face image, authors have 

developed a novel face representation technique for 

depth data, i.e. 'Vectorfaces'. In general, range image 

preserve normalized depth data. Therefore, 

Vectorfaces is another approach to visualizing a 

range face image that exhibits depth data more than 

2.5 D range image [2-3]. 

In practice, it is easy to learn and analyze any image 

by different appearance and selecting appropriate 

representation mechanism, which encourages the 

researchers to apply suitable techniques for further 

processing. In this article, various representation 

mechanisms of range image and Vectorfaces 

illustrate its suitable applications in the domain of 

computer vision especially in face recognition.  

In general, any three-dimensional face image 

contains the data in the form of points rather than 

intensity of conventional 2D face image. The depth 

data (i.e. Z) in X-Y plane renders the valuable 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 

profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 

redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 

and/or a fee. 
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surface information from a face that is not supported 

by 2D. In addition, due to the presence of depth in 

the 3D image, the external illumination and shades 

do not affect its content. Further, facial pose 

registration for rotated face images by the available 

data across three axes is an additional feature of 3D 

scanned face image. In figure 1, the phenomenon of 

intensity vs. depth data of a randomly selected person 

from Frav3D database is illustrated.  

  

(a) Surface of 2D image (b) Surface of 3D image 

Figure 1. Intensity and Depth Comparison 

From figure 1, it is observed that due to the variation 

of illuminated light source, the values that are having 

maximum intensity are represented by number of 

peaks in surface representation form of 2D visual 

image. Whereas for 3D face image (for frontal face) 

nose region (especially tip of the nose or 'pronasal') is 

having maximum depth value having a single peak. 

For establishing the meaningful comparison, authors 

have normalized depth data from 3D image and 

intensity data from the 2D image. The available data 

from 2D and 3D images have been normalized 

between 0 to 255. All the color 2D face images have 

been converted to grayscale by following the 

standard formula as shown in equation 1.  

𝐺𝑟 = 0.2989 ×  𝑅 +  0.5870 ×  𝐺 +  0.1140 ×  𝐵     (1) 

where, 𝐺𝑟  is the output gray image and R, G and B 

are the three color channels of the input color image 

However, representation of range face images in 

Vectorfaces is aimed towards processing the points 

that are available using the computation of normal 

vector on facial surface preserved by different depth 

values. Thus, in Vectorfaces surface of a 3D face is 

well represented in comparison to corresponding 

range face images and hence that will certainly  

improve the recognition task significantly. The 

principal contributions of this investigation are 

summarized below: 

 A novel face image, „Vectorfaces‟, is 

introduced to describe a face image, by 

computing normal component and tangent 

component at each point of a depth image 

(especially 2.5D range image). From every 

pair of normal and tangent components, 

surface normal is computed that has been 

again arranged together to form an 

intermediate matrix, processed by the bi-

cubic interpolation. The resultant matrix is 

Vectorfaces for that input image. 

 It uncovers the prime structure and 

emphasizes on the overall depth information 

of a 3D image.   

 Visual representation of output images 

obtained from different mathematical 

formulations are also shown in this paper. 

 Other than qualitative analysis by different 

representation mechanisms, authors have 

also applied curvature based face 

recognition technique from both the range 

and Vectorfaces to accomplish quantitative 

measurement. 

The remaining discussion in this paper is arranged as 

follows. In section 2, the detailing of „Vectorfaces‟ is 

done.  Various representation techniques and their 

significance have been explained in section 3. A case 

study for this representation i.e. faces recognition 

using Vectorfaces has been discussed in section 4. 

Conclusion and future scope are in section 5. 

2. VECTORFACES 
On the face surface, ′𝑝′ is a point having two 

components, namely a tangent component and a 

normal component to derive surface normal ′𝑉′. The 

vector ′𝑉′ is the summation of these two components 

as shown in equation 2. 

𝑉 = 𝑉𝑡 + 𝑉𝑛                                       (2) 

To calculate the normal components for surface 

normal, unit normals on the face surface, let ‘𝐹’, is 

considered.  The unit normal is actually the unit 

vector (𝑛 ) that is perpendicular to ‘𝐹’  at any point 

say ′𝑝′. Now, 𝑉𝑛  has been calculated as described in 

equation 3. 

𝑉𝑛 =  𝑉. 𝑛  . 𝑛                                    (3) 

here ‘. ’ is used to denote dot product operation 

The remaining component i.e. tangential component 

has been calculated by following equation 4.  

𝑉𝑡 = −𝑛  ×  𝑛  × 𝑉                               4  

here ‘ × ’ is used to denote cross product operation 

 

Now, for accomplishing Vectorfaces from surface 

normal, at first it has been processed by bicubic 

interpolation [4] method. During interpolation 

mechanism, some missing links have been restored. 

Thus, some points have been restored, and a visual 

representation is accomplished. For the desired 

output, authors have chosen the value of the 

parameter (σ), with an iterative approach. Here, 'σ' is 
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considered as 3. Finally, the smoothed matrix grid is 

termed as 'Vectorfaces' as shown in figure 2. 

Hence, the basis of such face image is surface normal 

vector, and every mathematical formulation are done 

following a vector  operation, authors have termed 

the ultimate resultant matrix as 'Vectorfaces'. 

 

 

(a) Range Image 

 

(b) Vectorfaces 

Figure 2. Representation of range image and 

Vectorfaces. 

It can be noticed that, from the Vectorfaces facial 

shapes, as well as different facial objects (like: eyes, 

nose, lips etc.), are accurately detectable than range 

images. This quality has proven to be more 

significant for face recognition than range images. It 

has been explained later in section 4 of the paper. 

Moreover, Vectorfaces preserves more information 

content that has been observed from two different 

mathematical measures, like entropy and mean of 

standard deviations. Entropy [5] is used to compute 

the amount of information it preserves. The more 

data it contains, the more entropy can be noted. 

Whereas, evaluation of mean of standard deviations 

is used to measure the average of standard deviations 

that has been calculated from each column of the face 

image. Standard deviation defines the amount of 

variations in the data. The mean of standard deviation 

over all the columns of the image is the measurement 

of average variation from the image. It has been 

observed that, the entropy of range image shown in 

figure 2(a) is 0.7069 whereas from Vectorfaces 

(displayed in figure 2(b)) it is 4.9790. Besides this, 

the mean of standard deviations of a range image is 

38.4320 and for Vectorfaces the value is 0.2556.  

From this analysis, it can be concluded that, although 

the entropy of the Vectorfaces is much higher than 

range image, it is having very less average variations 

among data it preserves. It signifies that Vectorfaces 

accumulates images in much informative and 

correlated way and an excellent way of 

representation for preserving facial features.  

3. VECTORFACES VS. RANGE 

IMAGE 
In this section, authors are concerned to explain the 

efficient methods and their representation that 

explains the significance of Vectorfaces of range face 

images. Representation of 3D face image cannot be 

usually seen. Here, in figure 3, authors have 

displayed a 3D face image in a reference plane. 

There are data points for X-Y grid to represent Z as 

depth values.   

 

Figure 3. A 3D is a referential image. 

Now, to emphasize the implication of Vectorfaces, 

authors have considered all the data points that are 

along the side of three axes. Rendering three volumes 

of datasets from three axes, authors have determined 

various surface metrics, like line, area, curves, etc. 

from face surface using depth data. Hence, to process 

and visualize these metrics authors have applied 

some methods, such as curvature analysis, shape 

index, and curvedness index.  

3.1. Curvature analysis 

In general curvature is used to define the amount by 

which the surface of any object deviates from a line 

or plane. Among two types of curvatures, like: 

extrinsic and intrinsic, Mean curvature belongs to the 

extrinsic property whereas Gaussian curvature is 

having the intrinsic property of face surface. Mean 

curvature (H) describes the curvatures of the local 

face region. It has also been noticed that the mean 

curvature values are the trace of second fundamental 

form, and that has been computed by equation 5. It 

can also be computed from principal curvatures by 

simple averaging them.  

𝐻 =
 1 + 𝑓𝑥

2 𝑓𝑦𝑦 − 2ℎ𝑥ℎ𝑦ℎ𝑥𝑦 +  1 + 𝑓𝑦
2 𝑓𝑥𝑥

 1 + 𝑓𝑥
2 + 𝑓𝑦

2 
3

2 
     (5) 

 Gaussian curvature (K) is computed by taking the 

product of  principal curvatures. The alternative 

definition that the authors have followed here is 

shown in equation 6.  

𝐾 =
𝑓𝑥𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑦 − 𝑓𝑥𝑦

2

(1 + 𝑓𝑥
2 + 𝑓𝑦

2)2
                           (6) 

The principal curvature at any point on face surface 

is the minimum and maximum values of the 

curvature that can be denoted by Pmax and Pmin and 

they are perpendicular to each other if they are not 

equal. Now, it has been computed from Gaussian and 

mean curvature values using equation 7 and 8. 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐻 +  𝐻2 − 𝐾                             (7) 
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𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝐻 −  𝐻2 − 𝐾                             (8) 

In these equations, 𝑓𝑥  and  𝑓𝑦  is the first derivative of 

𝑓, such that 𝑍 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), with respect to X and Y 

axes. 𝑓𝑥𝑥  and 𝑓𝑦𝑦  are the second derivative of f with 

respect to X and Y axes. 𝑓𝑥𝑦  represent the mixed 

derivative. 

In this investigation process authors have also 

implemented these mathematical derivations for 

Vectorfaces for suitable comparison with 

corresponding range face image. In Table 1, the 

curvature points for both the images from the various 

analysis are displayed with quantification using 

number of points it preserves. The images in table 1 

are of binary type. The white points are the 

representation of the detected curve points from 

individual curvature analysis. 

(i) H (ii) K (iii) Pmax (iv) Pmin 

    

No. of 

points: 

34190 

No. of 

points: 

25223 

No. of 

points: 

30705 

No. of 

points: 

29708 

(a) From range face image 

    

No. of 

points: 

38085 

No. of 

points: 

35472 

No. of 

points: 

36938 

No. of 

points: 

36624 

(b) From Vectorfaces 

Table 1. Observation of curvature points on range 

and Vectorfaces image 

From this type of analysis and corresponding 

representation highlights that the number of 

curvature points are accumulated by various 

curvature maps from Vectorfaces than range images. 

Hence, it proves that Vectorfaces would be more 

useful for further processing. 

3.2. Shape index and Curvedness index 

The curve points are mainly focused on global 

curvedness whereas shape index (SI) is used to 

calculate local features that might also be useful 

during the face recognition task. The curvedness 

index (CI) is also computed to measure the 

magnitude of the curvedness at any point on face 

surface that are particularly dependent on principal 

curvatures of the surface. The SI and CI are followed 

by equation 9 and 10. These particular descriptors 

from both the face images are displayed in figure 4. 

𝐶𝐼 =  
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛

2
                            9  

𝑆𝐼 = −
2

𝜋
tan−1

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛

                     (10) 

  

(a) From range image 

  

(b) From Vectorfaces 

(i) Shape index (ii) Curvedness index 

Figure 4. SI and CI from face images. 

3.3. H-K classification and SI range 

Here, authors have represented various facial 

surface's regions from H-K classification [6] and SI 

range [6]. H-K table is useful to describe various 

surface information for instance, concave and convex 

cylinder, planer, valley ridge, rut, dome etc. 

following a conditional parameters of  H and K. 

Though much work has been progressed using 

curvatures, authors have planned to explain the 

significance of Vectorfaces with suitable 

representations. In Table 2, various surface 

information from range face image as well as 

Vectorfaces using H-K table is described. In addition, 

the values of SI (shown in equation 10) can be 

interpreted between -1 to 1 that specifically describes 

more local information than H-K. In Table 3, facial 

surfaces from SI are also described for both the 

images. 

From such analysis, described in table 1, 2 and 3, it is 

proved that Vectorfaces is capable to accomplish 

more global as well as local facial features than 

conventional range face images. The efficient 

representation of Vectorfaces implies that it contains 

more number of effective data points than range face 

images and as a matter of fact it accomplishes other 

tasks in the sequence, typically face recognition with 

much higher success rate. 
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K<0 & H<0 K=0 & H<0 K>0 & H<0 K<0 & H=0 K=0 & H=0 K<0 & 

H>0 

K=0 & 

H>0 

K>0 & 

H>0 

        

(a) From range image 

        

(b) From Vectorfaces 

Table 2. Representation of facial surfaces using H-K table

 

      

[-1,-0.625) [-0.375,-0.125) [-0.125,0.125) [0.125,0.375) [0.375,0.625) [0.625,1) 

Spherical cup Saddle Rut Saddle Saddle Ridge Ridge Dome 

(a) Various surface description from SI 

      

(b) Extraction of various face surfaces from range image 

      

(c) Extraction of various face surfaces from Vectorfaces 

Table 3. Facial surfaces from SI range 

Various representations in these tables of face images from both the image types are binary images. Here also the 

white points used to visualize the validate points from H-K table and SI. Here, the term 'validate' means the valid 

points that are within the range of H-K table and SI. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
In this section, authors have presented a case study to underline the significant role of Vectorfaces over range 

face images in performing face recognition. Face recognition is an interesting and challenging research domain 

that has been studied during the past decades. In addition, there is numerous holistic as well as feature-based 

techniques for robust and accurate recognition purpose. Therefore, an effective visualization and representation 

would be one of the key contributions for implementing the successful face recognition system. Hence, to select 

the suitable feature set from input face images it is very much required to discover the underlying information 

for more robust recognition purpose. In figure 5, the role of  
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Figure 5. Importance of Representation techniques in face recognition scheme. 

Representation techniques for executing an efficient 

recognition algorithm has been illustrated. In this 

figure, a feedback loop between feature selection 

and representation techniques blocks implies the 

cohesive relationship. A better representation of the 

data points is very much advantageous for selecting 

better features that ultimately results in better 

recognition rate.  

In connection with the qualitative assessment, in 

terms of representation or representation, the said 

case study have been followed by the authors. In 

figure 6, an overall sketch of the recognition 

algorithm for quantitative evaluation of these 

images is illustrated. 

 

Figure 6. Sketch of the quantitative estimation. 

4.1. State-of-the-art 

For the motivation of such quantitative evaluation 

after qualitative discussion, authors have described 

the similar type of approaches that have already 

been considered by the researchers. In [7], Ganguly 

et al. researchers have compared the recognition 

performance of two paired curvature maps, such as 

Maximum Principal curvature-Mean and Gaussian-

Mean. It is investigated that the features from the 

set of feature vector, better recognition is achieved 

by Maximum Principal curvature-Mean curvature 

pair. The key attributes from face image have been 

extracted using SVD based feature extraction 

mechanism. Later these features have been 

classified by five layers feed-forward 

backpropagation neural network. Lin et al. [8] also 

proposed curvature based 3D face recognition 

algorithm which are invariant of expression. Here, 

authors have mainly focused on Gaussian curvature 

maps. To create feature matrix, curvature points 

from various facial properties, like: nose, mouth 

eyes, etc. are considered. Later the feature vector is 

classified by distances between query image and 

gallery images. In [9], researchers have proposed 

PCA based face identification and verification 

process after successful detection and normalization 

of input 3D scan face image. Here, authors have 

used curvature values to detect whether the input 

image is facing for not. Mahoor et al. [10], 

proposed Hausdorff distance based face matching 

technique from surface ridge data. Surface ridge 

data has also been obtained from curvature analysis. 

4.2. Discussion 

Here, authors have followed and modified the 

recognition algorithm [7] for evaluation of 

Vectorfaces as well as range face image in terms of 

face recognition [14] rate. Since the algorithm 

proposed in [7], directly considers the curvature 

data as feature to discriminate the individuals, 

authors have followed this technique. Moreover, the 

data points  accomplished by the curvature maps 

are more for Vectorfaces than corresponding range 

image. Therefore, aiming to compare the qualitative 

assessment, as well as quantitative measurement of 

same representation, has also inspired the authors to 

investigate the reorganization scheme from 

curvature maps. 

In particular, authors have implemented and 

validated the algorithm using three layer feed-

forward backpropagation neural network on 

synthesized face dataset from Frav3D database. In 

addition, unlike the algorithm [7], the concatenated 

features from paired curvature maps has not been 

sorted for this examination. Therefore, individual 

feature's position as well as its magnitude holds its 
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important characteristics in the final feature vector. 

The synthesized dataset is accomplished by 

registering the rotated face images using ERFI 

model [11]. Other than registered face images, it 

contains face images with neutral as well as an 

expression.  

In Table 4, the perceptible improvement of face 

recognition rate due to Vectorfaces is presented 

with a comparison of corresponding range face 

images. Here, rank based selection of features from 

SVD feature set is carried out for both the image 

types for recognizing 3D face images.  

 

Feature Rank 

 

(number of features 

from each curvature 

image of paired map) 

From 

Vectorfaces 

From 

Range 

Image 

[6] 

Classification rate (%) 

Rank 1: 5 84.19 80.22 

Rank 2: 10 90.87 83.75 

Rank 3: 12 91.01 87.1 

Rank 4: 15 89.01 82.35 

Rank 5: 20 89.33 82.49 

Rank 6: 25 89.67 82.01 

Visual representation of the recognition rate 

Table 4. Quantitative evaluation of Vectorfaces 

and range face image 

From this tabular  representation of the evaluation 

(in terms of recognition rate), it has been proved 

that the data points that are available in Vectorfaces 

is very much informative and useful for better 

recognition purpose. In Table 1, it has already been 

described that number of detailed points in the 

considered pair for Vectorfaces is much higher than 

range images. The recognition rates from the 

proposed mechanism also exhibit the same and 

support the qualitative measurement. 

Although the said recognition rate is comparable 

with other's [12-13], authors have only tried to 

prove the importance of Vectorfaces by visualizing 

(i.e. qualitative fashion) and quantitative 

measurements (in terms of recognition rate). 

5. CONCLUSION 
During this investigation process, authors have 

established the role of Vectorfaces in the domain of 

3D technology by qualitative as well quantitative 

assessment. Representation of the Vectorfaces in 

various  fashion and relative importance establish 

that it would be effective for recognizing 3D face 

images like 2.5D range image.  

Individual components of Vectorfaces, namely 

tangent and normal components can eventually be 

useful for further processing. Other than these 

investigations, Vectorfaces can be used to extract 

different facial properties, like nose, eyes, lips, etc. 

which might be eventually helpful for recognition 

purpose. Hence, it has certainly many useful 

applications in computer vision domain. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the challenging problems in photogrammetry is extracting of three-dimensional objects from aero images, 

in particular, extraction of different kinds of buildings. All methods that provide satisfactory results are rather 

time consuming and process data quite long.  In the paper we propose a method that detects areas on aero images 

that might contain a building behind them. Our method allows reducing the amount of data which should be 

processed by more complex algorithms. This leads to reducing of the total time spent on extraction process. 

Keywords 
computer vision, line extraction, building extraction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Photogrammetry deals with making measurements 

from photographs, especially for recovering the exact 

positions of surface points and reconstruction of the 

whole scene or specific object types. At this point 

there are a lot of methods that provide satisfactory 

results in most cases. But still there are problems that 

cannot be solved by general methods with required 

accuracy or speed. One of them is the detection and 

reconstruction of buildings from aero images.  

There are several approaches to that problem. There 

is an approach, which proposes to use special data for 

building recognition such as LIDAR [Rot02a], 

[Soh07a]. Results, provided by those methods, have 

high detection and low miss percentage, but in many 

cases LIDAR data is not available. 

Another approach is to use structural, contextual, and 

spectral information from satellite photos [Jin05a] 

and aero images. There are several modern methods, 

which based on this approach that provide good 

results (recognition with probability ~85%) [Ok13a], 

[Gha14a], [Sin14a]. But there is a general limitation 

to this approach. In some cases it is impossible to 

detect buildings, which have the same colour and 

have no visible shadow. 

To overcome this problem it is possible to use photos 

of the same scene, which have been shot from a bit 

different views. That way the object that is non 

distinct in one image should be clearly visible in the 

other.  By using multiple images it is also possible to 

extract and utilize three-dimensional information 

about the scene. In order to process multiple images 

more efficiently special methods are needed. 

The first approach is to build DEM (Digital Elevation 

Model) and process it in order to extract buildings. 

General methods of extracting buildings [Bru97a], 

[Cor97a] and [Gir98a] are rather rough. For that 

reason, methods that use prior information about 

building shape are applied. For example there is a 

method, which detects only flat roofs [Bre95a]. Such 

methods provide accurate results but are too limited. 

The other approach based on extracting linear objects 

from images. The first step is to detect and extract 

lines, then match them and apply plane sweep 

strategy [Bai00a]. But this method rather complex, 

since it requires matching lines on several images (it 

is recommended to use 5 or 6 images). Processing 

such amount of data takes quite long. This problem 

could be solved by preprocessing each image and 

limiting the area to which this method is applied.  

Since the main purpose of this paper is to propose 

preprocessing algorithm, we will refer to method, 

described above as “complex algorithm” or “complex 

method” (because of its comparable complexity to 

proposed method).   

In order to get regions which might contain buildings 

it is possible to use methods, which were designed to 

detect buildings on single image [Jin05a], [Ok13a], 

[Gha14a], [Sin14a]. But these methods are rather 

complex themselves and they utilize completely 

different approaches. This way the advantage in 

computation time which we have got from 

preprocessing is decreased. In order to avoid this it is 

better to use more simple method for preprocessing. 

It is even better if some information acquired by 

preprocessing can be used by complex method. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 
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profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 

and/or a fee. 
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The general idea of this paper is to detect straight 

lines on image, then unite them into contours and 

select those which might contain a building within.   

It is important to notice, that our goal is not to detect 

building edges themselves but to find areas, which 

contain buildings. Then a complex algorithm will 

process much less data. Also that complex method 

can reuse straight lines and segments detected by 

proposed method. This way the amount of additional 

computations (compared to computations made by 

complex algorithm) on preprocessing step will be 

rather small. 

2. GENERAL IDEA 
In this paper we propose the usage of the fact that 

most buildings have linear edges. Therefore, it is 

convenient to use line extraction methods in order to 

achieve our goal, because such limitation allows to 

easily and accurately analyze the data. The whole 

algorithm can be divided into following steps: 

1. Edge filter 

2. Line extraction 

3. Combine lines into contours 

4. Analyze contours and leave only those, which 

might belong to the buildings. 

In that scheme the first and the second steps are also 

done by complex algorithm and only the last two 

steps are additional.  This way it is possible to pass 

lines, extracted on the second step to complex 

method in order to prevent repeated computations. It 

is also noticeable that the last two steps are rather 

simple since they process mostly vector data rather 

than raster data 

3. EDGE FILTER 
There are few methods that detect edges on images. 

Among them, Sobel filter [Sob73a] and Canny filter  

[Can86a] are noticeable. 

Sobel Filter 
The Sobel filter was designed for edge detection 

algorithms and creates an image which emphasizes 

edges. Technically, it is a discrete operator, 

computing an approximation of the gradient of image 

channel or intensity. The operator uses 3x3 kernels 

for horizontal and vertical directions, which are applied to 

each point of the image: 
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Where A is the source image, Gx and Gy are images 

which at each point contain the horizontal and 

vertical derivative approximations,   is 2-

dimensional convolution operation. 

From these values the gradient magnitude is 

calculated: 

22
yx GGG     (3) 

The result of the Sobel operator is a 2-dimentional 

map of gradient at each point. The higher the 

gradient value the more likely there is an edge at this 

point of the image. 

But in our task it is necessary to strictly determinate, 

if there is an edge for all points in image. Just using a 

threshold for values from Sobel filter is not enough.  

Canny filter was proposed to overcome such 

problems as thinning edge and removal of false 

edges, created by image noise. 

Canny Filter 
Canny filter can be broken down to a four steps. 

The first step is to apply a Gauss filter. On the second 

step the Sobel filter is applied and the edge direction 

angle is calculated from equations (1), (2) and 

rounded to one of the 4 values: 0, 45, 90, or 135 

degrees. 

                 (4) 

On the third step non-maximum suppression is 

applied to “thin” the edge. The algorithm for each 

pixel in the gradient image is: 

1. Compare the gradient magnitude of the current 

pixel with the edge strength of the pixel in the 

positive and negative gradient directions 

2. If the edge strength of the current pixel is not the 

largest compared to the other pixels in the mask 

with the same direction the value will be 

suppressed. 

After that, pixels with a gradient magnitude larger 

than certain threshold (often called high threshold) 

are marked as strong edge. A pixel is marked as weak 

edge if gradient magnitude is larger than the second 

threshold (low threshold) but smaller than high 

threshold. Pixel is suppressed if the gradient 

magnitude is lower than the low threshold. 

On the last step all weak edge pixels that don’t have 

strong edge pixel in their neighborhood are 

suppressed. 

In this paper we propose to use improved Canny edge 

detector, proposed in [Bao05a], since this algorithm 

provides even more precise results. 

4. LINE EXTRACTION 
The next step of our method is to extract lines and 

segments form edge map we received on previous 
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step. And one of the most widely used techniques for 

locating straight lines is Hough transform [Hou62a]. 

The main idea of the Hough transform is to map 

image pixels, defined by their position (x, y) to the 

ρ–θ parameter space corresponding to all possible 

lines through the point, using the following formula: 

             ,   (5) 

where ρ is the perpendicular distance of the line to 

the origin, and θ is the angle between a normal to the 

line and the positive x axis. Usually the parameter 

space is partitioned into adjoining rectangular cells 

using a predefined resolution in both the ρ and θ 

dimensions. 

The accuracy of the Hough transform received much 

attention due to the errors resulting from 

discretization of parameters [Ngu08a, O’Rp81a, 

Li86a]. 

An interesting approach is suggested in [Du10a]. In 

this paper it is proposed not to process straight line 

segments but rather their neighborhood and search 

for intersections of these neighborhoods in a voting 

process. That approach provides much better results 

than a plane voting approach. 

In this paper we propose to use the following 

approach to straight segment detection. First we 

divide the image into equal square cells (except for 

those, which are placed at the border of the image). 

In each cell the Hough transform is applied. Finally, 

straight line segments from neighbouring cell are 

merged if they are located on the same line. 

As the result of the described algorithm we will get a 

set of straight line segments, corresponding parts of 

linear objects. But at this point there are no relations 

between these segments, so it is necessary to unite 

them. 

5. COMBINING STRAIGHT LINE 

SEGMENTS 
First we will define two parameters, which are be 

used in the merging algorithm. The first parameter 

we will call “expected distance between buildings” or 

EDBB for short. The second parameter we will call 

“expected building size” or EBS. These parameters 

will define how lines will be merged. The first 

parameter has the following meaning: if distance 

between objects is shorter than EDBB value, then 

these objects don’t belong to the same building or 

don’t belong to any building at all. Technically, this 

is average linear size of buildings in scene. EBS is set 

in such a way that objects that are further than this 

value, then they either belong to different building or 

other type of objects. Technically, this is the size of 

the smallest object which is classified as building. In 

this paper we propose to set EDBB and EBS 

manually. The possibility of automated definition of 

these parameters will be studied in future researches. 

There are 3 different types of segment layout, which 

will be analyzed separately: 

1. Segments are positioned on the same line 

2. Segments are positioned on intersecting lines 

3. Segments are positioned on parallel lines 

After segment analysis and merging closed contour 

finalizing is performed. On this phase all lines, that 

were not included into closed contours or located 

inside one of them, are marked as rejected. But they 

might be reused again in methods, which  

Segments on the Same Line 
Sometimes a single strait line edge is divided into 

two or more separate edges. This might occur 

because of low image quality, shadows or low 

contrast. In this case these segments must be united.  

Usually the task is solved by using a threshold. That 

approach is not correct since a single threshold is not 

enough to accurately determinate if segments should 

be merged. 

In this paper we suggest to use two thresholds. If the 

distance between the segments is lower than the first 

threshold (EDBB) and shorter than one of the 

segments, then these segments should be merged. If 

the distance is larger than the second threshold (EBS) 

or longer than both segments, then segments 

shouldn’t be merged. Otherwise additional analysis 

should be done. 

First we define a region of interest. Coordinates of 

closest ends of segments are interpreted as left, top, 

right and bottom border of a rectangle, representing 

that region. Then the rectangle is expanded for 2 

pixels in each direction in order to detect edges at the 

border of the region. 

After that, two thresholds are selected for the Canny 

filter based on the histogram of that rectangle (the 

using absolute minimum or maximum is not 

effective, because of random deviations produced by 

noise). Then the Canny filter is applied. After that, 

the number of pixels, which were marked as edges by 

the Canny filter, are counted in the neighborhood of 

the “lost” segment (the one between two involved 

segments). If this number is close to the high 

threshold then these two segments should be merged.  

Segments on Intersecting Lines 
This case is similar to the previous one. Just as in the 

previous subsection, there are three cases to consider, 

based on distance between the nearest ends of 

segments. Also the same methods are applied to 

determinate if segments should be merged.  

One of the differences is the fact, that segments (one 

or both) might contain a point of intersection. In this 

case, the segment that has an intersection point is 

divided into two segments at that point. 
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In some cases false angles between segments might 

appear after merging. This problem is solved in the 

following way. If the angle between segments is 

close to 180 degrees (e.g. they are nearly positioned 

on the same line) an addition check is performed. 

Then, if the length of one completed (extended to 

point of intersection) segment is much shorter than 

the length of the other one, they can be considered as 

single straight line segment. 

Segments on Parallel Lines 
This type of layout can represent four kinds of 

building layouts. 

The fist kind is parallelism of random edges that are 

not related in any way. This type is characterized by 

significant difference in edge length. In this case the 

edges are left as is.  

The second and the third kinds of layout represent 

parallel edges of the same building or of different 

buildings accordingly. These two types are 

distinguished and processed with method used in 

previous subsections (two thresholds and the Canny 

filter).  

The last one is duplication of building an edge (for 

example if there is a drainpipe at the roof of the 

building). If lines are positioned close to each other 

and only one of them is part of some contour, then 

they should be merged into one and the contour 

should be expanded accordingly.  

6. FILTER CONTOURS 
At this step of the described method we filter those 

closed contours which were created in previous steps. 

Also all straight line segments, which are not part of 

some contour, are ignored (but they will still be 

passed to complex algorithm). 

In this method we propose to use two criteria for the 

filter. The first one is the limitation of closed contour 

area. It should be at least more, than EBS*EBS. A 

second criterion is the shape of close contours. They 

should have a convex n-gon shape. 

These two criteria are quite simple, so there is a lot of 

space for further research here. 

7. RESULTS 
In Figure 1 and Figure 2 the source images are 

presented. These images are shot from airplane when 

it flew in different directions (strips). We applied the 

described method to those images. The results of 

region detection are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 

accordingly. 

Besides buildings the selected regions include 

shadows from these buildings and some other 

objects. Two regions are in fact just a parking lot. 

But that inaccuracy is acceptable, since the described 

method is supposed to decrease the amount of data 

passed to much more complex algorithms.  

 

Figure 1. Source image, the first strip 

 

Figure 2. Source image, the second strip 

 

Figure 3. Contours produced by proposed method 

from Figure1. 

 

Figure 4. Contours produced by proposed method 

from Figure 2. 

The average detection quality of described method is 

rather low: around 71%. But that is compensated by 

the fact that if the building which have not been 

detected in one image, would be detected in the 

other. Since complex method processes all images, 

detection of each building at least in one image is 

enough. That way the detection rate will be nearly 

the same as if only complex method [Bai00a] is 

applied to set of images, but the amount of data 

processed is much smaller.    
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8. CONCLUSION 
The problem of detection and extraction of buildings 

is quite a challenging problem in computer vision 

and photogrammetry in particular. But existing 

methods are either not accurate enough or have high 

computational complexity. Of course the last type of 

algorithms is preferable. But in photogrammetry it is 

common to use aero images which may be larger 

than 10000 by 10000 pixels. Complex algorithms 

will process such amount of data too long. So we 

present a method that will decrease the volume of 

input data for them. 

On presented example our method selected all 

buildings without missing a single one. Besides, 

given the fact that in aero images buildings occupy 

approximately 20-60% of images (depending on 

territory, where images were shot), our method will 

give around 40-80% boost, which is a very good 

result. The described algorithm is original. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this study we derive novel surface fiducial point’s detection that is computed from the differential surface 
geometry. The fiducial points are intrinsic, local, and relative invariants, i.e., they are preserved under similarity, 
affine, and nonlinear transformations that are piecewise affine. In our experiment, the fiducial points, computed 
from high order surface shape derivatives, are used in a non-iterative geometric-based method for 3D ear 
registration and alignment. The matching is achieved by establishing correspondences between fiducial points 
after a sorting based on a set of absolute local affine invariants derived from them. Experimental results showed 
that our purposed surface feature is suitable for further application to 3D ear identification because its robustness 
to geometric transformation. 

Keywords— 3D ear registration, Surface geometric invariant, Zero torsion 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Biometrics is an emerging technique that involves the 
use of physiological and behavioral characteristics to 
determine the identity of an individual. At the present 
time, the physical biometrics, for example 
fingerprints, facial patterns and eye retinas, are 
developed and enhanced. In this work, we are 
interested to identify humans by ear structure.   The 
ear anatomy has a lot of unique structures which do 
not change with changing event or age. In addition, 
compared with the other biometrics techniques, the 
ear data can be registered in a non-invasive way 
[Che07a, Bur00a].  
Geometric Invariance is a central problem in visual 
information system, computer vision, pattern 
recognition image registration, and robotics. The term 
invariance is referred to the geometrical properties of 
the relative distance among a collection of static 
spatial features of an object [Gov99a-Pin13a].  

 
Our study is focused on registration techniques for 
biomedical 3D images, Surface registration.  Surface 
registration is a vital step in medical imaging 
literature. Various techniques have been proposed for 
surface registration from which the following general 
methodology can be defined. Firstly, the landmarks or 
specific structures are extracted from each image to 
be registered. Secondly, correspondence between the 
extracted landmarks is established. Thirdly, choice of 
geometric transformation, such as rigid 
transformation affine transformation or polynomial 
transformation, is entertained. Fourthly, the geometric 
transformation parameters are estimated. Lastly, the 
two surfaces are aligned. Surface registration methods 
can be categorized into polynomial transformation 
[Sin09a], similarity-based [Woo98a] surface-based 
[Bes92a], energy-based [Por94a] and fiducial point -
based registration [Kan81a-Ibr98a].   
In this paper, we consider the problem of 3D ear 
alignment in the different orientations. The data is 3D 
and obtained using a laser scanner. Our approach is 
based on the differential geometry of the surface, 
consists of two processes, start from computing 
intrinsic local fiducial points on the surface and on 
curves that reside on the surface. A fast non-iterative 
alignment is purposed in our study that establishes 
reliable correspondences between fiducial points 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 
this work for personal or classroom use is granted 
without fee provided that copies are not made or 
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that 
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first 
page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers 
or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific 
permission and/or a fee. 
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without any prior knowledge of the overall nonlinear 
global transformation that took place after the 
changes. This is achieved through the construction of 
a set of ordered novel absolute local affine invariants. 
With enough fiducial points collection as 
correspondents, the overall nonlinear transformation 
is computed and the ear before and after the 
transformation are aligned. Finally, this paper deals 
with the computation of the fiducial points that are 
based on high order surface shape and curve 
derivatives, which are honorable for their sensitivity 
to measurement errors, round off error and distortion.  
This paper is organized as the following: - Section 2 
introduces the intrinsic local geometric fiducial points 
on surfaces. Section 3 shows how to construct a set of 
absolute invariants derived from these fiducial points 
and how to manage the correspondences between two 
partial sets of fiducial points residing on two surfaces 
that are transformations of one another. The 
experimental results on robustness of surface 
geometric invariance applied compared with the 3D 
ear are described in section 4. The finally, discussions 
and conclusions are given in section 5. 

 

2. GEOMETRIC INVARIANT SHAPE 
MEASURE  
2.1  Parabolic Contour  Points 
Local  and  invariant  intrinsic  properties  are 
presented by the Frenet frames [8], which states that 
for a curve r(s) parameterized by arc length s, the 
tangent t(s) = r(1) (s), the curvature k(s) = r(2) (s),          
the vector b(s) = t(s)x k(s), and the torsion                     
τ(s) = – <r(2)(s), b(1)(s)> determines as a set of local 
coordinates on the curve at each point that completely 
characterizes the curve at that point, where 
r(k)(s)stands the kth order derivative of r with respect to 
s, and x is the cross product operation.  
As we are interested in finding the relative and 
absolute invariant to the affine transformation, we 
observe that since arc length is not preserved under 
the affine transformation, neither t(s) nor b(s) cannot 
be used because they are not relative invariants. We 
seek to find geometric invariance on the surface 
which is intrinsic, local and affine invariant. When a 
surface undergoes an affine transformation, the 
parabolic contours are the affine transformed 
parabolic contours of the original curve, i.e., they are 
preserved. Similarly, the fiducial points residing on 
these contours are also preserved under the affine 
transformation. In this section, we briefly introduce 
theory related to the geometric invariance.  
Parabolic contours are space curves that reside on a 
surface when either one of the two principal 
curvatures, k1 or k2, is zero [Do76a, Mil97a]. In that 
case, the Gaussian curvature (KG = k1 k2), which is 

intrinsic, and vanishes at these points. For a surface, 
represented by the parameterization r(u,v): U ⊂ R2 → 
S, the Gaussian curvature is given by the determinant 
of the second fundamental form parameters [Do76a]    
    

 𝐾𝐺 =  𝑘1𝑘2 ∝ �𝑒 𝑓
𝑓 𝑔�                     (1) 

 
Where 

𝑒 = 〈𝑁, 𝑟(2,0)〉, 𝑓 = 〈𝑁, 𝑟(1,1)〉,𝑔 = 〈𝑁, 𝑟(0,2)〉   
 

𝑁 = 〈𝑟(1,0), 𝑟(0,1)〉, 𝑟(1,0) =
𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝜕

, 𝑟(0,1) =
𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝜕

  
 

𝑟(2,0) =
𝜕2𝑟
𝜕𝜕2

, 𝑟(0,2) =
𝜕2𝑟
𝜕𝜕2

, 𝑟(1,1) =
𝜕2𝑟
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

  

            
The parabolic contours are given by solving 
 
 𝑒𝑔 − 𝑓2 = 〈𝑁, 𝑟(2,0)〉〈𝑁, 𝑟(2,0)〉 − 〈𝑁, 𝑟(1,1)〉 = 0  (2) 
 
The parabolic contours, which are based on the 
Gaussian curvature, are intrinsic [Do76a] and 
preserved under the affine transformation. 
The mean curvature was computed from half of 
Gaussian curvature. 

 

𝐾𝒎 = 1 2⁄ (𝑘1𝑘2)                      (3) 

 

2.2  Zero Volume and Zero torsion Points 
on Parabolic Contour Curves 

Given a parabolic contour curve r(t) we can also 
obtain intrinsic curve points by creating volume 
relative invariants. One such relative affine invariant 
can be had by considering the volume of the 
parallelepiped spanned by the zero, first, and second 
curve derivatives given by the scalar triple product 

𝜕1(𝑡)  =   〈𝑟(0)(𝑡) × 𝑟(1)(𝑡),    𝑟(2)(𝑡)〉          (4) 

Where r(k)(t) is the kth derivative of the curve with 
respect to parameter t. Equation (5) is a relative affine 
invariant when the affine transformation has zero 
translation, i.e., when it is a purely linear 
transformation. Another relative invariant that carries 
in the case of a nonzero translation, is the volume of 
the parallelepiped that is spanned by the first, second, 
and third curve derivatives given by the scalar triple 
product 

𝜕2(𝑡)  =   〈𝑟(1)(𝑡) × 𝑟(2)(𝑡),    𝑟(3)(𝑡)〉         (5) 

 

3. ALIGNING THE SURFACES 
To align two surfaces that we need to establish the 
corresponding fiducial points on the two set of 
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parabolic contours from which we can estimate the 
overall transformation using least squares. To 
establish these correspondences and in the absence of 
the knowledge of the transformation parameters a 
priori, we construct absolute invariants derived from 
the fiducial points residing on any contours. These are 
blind to the transformation and remain unchanged 
before and after the affine transformation.  

3.1 Constructing Absolute Invariant from 
the Fiducial Points  
The set of absolute invariants are constructed from the 
sequence of relative invariants formed by the volumes 
of the parallelepipeds spanned by set of four intrinsic 
surface fiducial points on observed contour.  The 
volume spanned by a set of four points m, n, k and l, 
is given by V(m,n,k,l) = |<rm-rl)x(rn-rl), (rk-rl)>|. 
When the surface is affine mapped, the volume 
Va(m,n,k,l) spanned by the mapped points m, n, k and 
l, relates to  

𝑉𝑎(𝑚,𝑛, 𝑘, 𝑙)  =   𝑑𝑒𝑡{[𝐿]} 𝑉(𝑚,𝑛, 𝑘, 𝑙)           (6) 

To facilitate the process of finding the 
correspondences by reducing to string matching, we 
rearrange the fiducial points in accordance with the 
order described below.   

For a collection of n intrinsic fiducial points, we pick 
an intrinsic surface fiducial point, say point i. By 
using this point as well as the other three points 
selected from the combination �𝑛−1

3
�, we compute the 

volume spanned by theses four vectors. The smallest 
volume out of the �𝑛−1

3
�  computed volumes is 

assigned as the point i relative invariant.  We restart 
the process with the next point and the remaining (n-
2) points excluding the ith point. The process repeats 
until the list is depleted. The order of the intrinsic 
surface fiducial point is then sorted according to 
increasing volume. If both surfaces have n fiducial 
points, the two sequences of volume patches on the 
two surfaces would be.  
�𝑉(1) < 𝑉(2) < ⋯ < 𝑉(𝑛 − 3)&𝑉𝑎(1) < 𝑉𝑎(2) < ⋯ < 𝑉𝑎(𝑛 − 3)� 

where there volume patches are related by 

𝑉𝑎(𝑖)  =  𝑑𝑒𝑡{[𝐿]} 𝑉(𝑘), 𝑘 = 1,2, … ,𝑛 − 3      (7) 

The absolute invariants on the original and 
transformed surface are the defined as the ratio of the 
consecutive volume element in the ordered sequence, 
i.e., 

𝐼(𝑘) = �
𝑉(𝑘)

𝑉�(𝑘 + 1)𝑚𝑚𝑑 (𝑛 − 3)�
� ,𝑘 = 1,2, … ,𝑛 − 3 

 

𝐼𝑎(𝑘) = �
𝑉𝑎(𝑘)

𝑉𝑎�(𝑘 + 1)𝑚𝑚𝑑 (𝑛 − 3)�
� , 𝑘 = 1,2, … ,𝑛 − 3 

(8) 

 

3.2 Establishing Correspondence of the 
Fiducial Points  
In the absence of noise and occlusion, each of Ia(k) 
will have a counter part I(k) with Ia(k)=I(k), with that 
counterpart easily determined through a circular shift 
involving n comparison where n is the number of 
invariants. To allow for noise and distortion, a smaller 
error percentage between counterpart invariants is 
tolerated. The lower the error percentage, the stricter 
the matching is. In this our experiment, an error 
percent of 5% is used. A run length method is applied 
to decide on the correspondences between the two 
ordered set of zero-torsion points. For every starting 
point on the transformed set, this run length method 
computes a sequence of consecutive invariants that 
satisfies |I(k)-Ia(k)| < 0.05 |I(k)| and declare a match 
based on the longest string. Once this correspondence 
is found, these matched fiducial points are used to 
estimate the polynomial transformation. 

 

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 
The experiments are divided into two parts. In part 
one; we would like to test the robustness of the 
purposed method to ear feature extraction. In this test, 
3D ear cloud point data are subjected. In the second 
part, we would like to test the aligning curvature 
feature of our method.  
 

 
Figure 1.  Process of extracting color-mapped 

images of zero torsion points of surfaces computed 
from Gaussian curvature. 
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A. Feature Extraction 
The experiment of the robustness of the surface 
geometric invariant feature on the 3D ear surface 
extracted from cross-sectional contours to certain 
class of geometric transformation is described in this 
section. The process which shows in Fig.1, is as 
follows: 
        (i) Extract 3D coordinate from a set of dense 3D 
data. 
        (ii) Numerically compute to create the grid on 
the surface 
       (iii) Compute Gaussian curvature. The parabolic 
contours are then derived by approximately solving 
by Equation (2). 
        (iv) Compute Zero torsion points. We obtain 
intrinsic curve points by creating volume relative 
invariants which following by Equation (4, 5). 
 

B. Aligning the Surfaces 
In this process, the experiment is based on real 3D 
scans of the same person taken under different 
orientations. The ear point cloud data is collected in 5 
positions. We elect to use the distance map that 
displays the distance between any point of one surface 
and the closest point on the other surface after 
undoing the transformation to the second surface. The 
two ears taken of the same person at different 
orientations and with two different positions.  
Corresponding fiducial points are found, the affine 
transformation estimated using LSE fitting and the 
two surfaces are then aligned. The alignment is shown 
in Fig. 4 whereas we show the two surfaces before 
and after the alignment in Fig. 2 and 3 respectively. 
The average distance map error after alignment is 
shown in table 1.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.  The pre-process of ear alignment  
  

 
 

Figure 3.   The result of ear alignment  
 

 
Figure 4.   The ear alignment in the presence of 

occlusion 

 

 
Error 

Mean STD 
1.908 0.723 

 
Table 1.  Distance map error after alignment in the 

case of occlusion (Unit in mm) 
 
 

5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS  
In this study, we introduced geometric-based methods 
to perform shape matching by aligning 3D surfaces. 
For the 3D-to-3D alignment, a novel collection of 
surface fiducial points, which are the points on the 
affine-invariant contours, e.g. parabolic contours, 
where the volume of parallelepiped spanned by two 
derivative vectors is zero, are computed. In addition, 
the fiducial points are preserved under affine 
transformations. To establish correspondences 
between the fiducial points on the two shapes, a set of 
absolute invariants were derived based on the 
volumes confined between parallelepipeds spanned 
by sets of the fiducial point quadruplets. Once the 
correspondences were established, the parameters of a 
relevant transformation were estimated and the two 
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surfaces were aligned. The performance of our 
method is demonstrated by the ability to register the 
3D ear data scanned under a host of shape 
transformations, including ones that arise from 
change in ear position. Alignment errors, which were 
found to be within the 3D scanner resolution of 0.8 
mm. This will be particularly relevant to applications 
where there is intra-class variability in the 3D, or due 
to the use of different modalities. 
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ABSTRACT 
In ICP-based algorithms, the closest points are considered as the corresponding points. However, this method fails 

to find matching points accurately when the initial position of the point clouds is not sufficiently close. In this 

paper, we propose a new method to solve this problem using six-dimensional (6D) distance, which consists of 

color information and three-dimensional (3D) distance, and color distribution matching. First, before finding the 

corresponding points using this method, a Gaussian filter is applied on the input color image. A color based image 

segmentation is done on that image and then 𝑛 number of samples are randomly chosen from each segment. This 

process is applied in order to improve the computational time and performance. Second, corresponding point 

candidates are searched by solving a local minima problem using 6D distance. Then the color distribution matching 

is applied on these candidates to find the final corresponding point. Several experiments are conducted to evaluate 

the proposed method and the experimental results prove it has improved over the conventional methods.  

Keywords 
Iterative Closest Point(ICP), Point-to-Plane ICP, 3D registration, Color segmentation

1. INTRODUCTION 
3D registration is a computer vision technique of 

aligning multi-view range images with respect to a 

reference coordinate system. Various 3D registration 

algorithms have been introduced in the past few 

decades. Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm 

introduced by Besl and McKay [Besl92a] is one of the 

vastly used 3D registration algorithm, which got 

various modification later on. But ICP like algorithms 

have the local minima problem which is hard to solve. 

Many alternative algorithms have been introduced 

throughout the past few years to solve this local 

minima problem such as probabilistic and color ICP 

methods. Among these methods, Point-to-Plane 

method, which was introduced by Chen and Medioni 

[Chen91a], minimizes the cost function value between 

the estimated point cloud and improves the 

performance by combining 3D surface information. 

However, Point-to-Plane algorithms also consider the 

closest points as the corresponding points and, as a 

result, there could exist some performance drawbacks 

as well as repeated iterations. 

Considering these facts, in this research, we have 

introduced a new 6D ICP algorithm which manages to 

increase the matching performance by using the color 

information to find more accurate corresponding 

Gaussian 
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Color image
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Color 
Segmentation

Segmentation-
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Registered 3D 
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the proposed algorithm. 
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points. Johnson and Kang introduced a 6D color ICP 

algorithm [Johnson99a], which manages to find the 

matching information by implementing location 

information as well as color information. The 

introduction of finding corresponding points using 

color information contributes to solving the local 

minima problem that cannot be solved only using 3D 

information. However, the performance of this 

method deteriorates when the repeated identical color 

patterns exist. 

In order to overcome this drawback and also to 

improve the performance of the algorithm, this paper 

uses 6D distance information as well as color 

distribution similarities while searching for 

corresponding points. Section 2 describes how to use 

6D distance and color distribution similarity to find 

corresponding points, whereas Section 3 describes the 

use of the color segmentation-based adaptive 

sampling to improve the computation time and 

performance. Section 4 verifies the performance of the 

proposed method through experimental results and 

Section 5 gives the conclusion of the paper. 

2. 6D DISTANCE AND COLOR 

DISTRIBUTION SIMILARITY 
Algorithm 1 represents the pseudo code of the 

standard ICP algorithm. Modified ICP algorithms, 

such as Point-to-Plane ICP or Generalized ICP 

[Segal09a], increase the performance by improving 

the error minimization function represented in line 11 

of the Algorithm 1 Even though the error 

minimization function is different in these methods, 

most of them use the same nearest neighbor algorithm 

in line 4 to search the corresponding points. This 

nearest neighbor algorithm consumes less 

computational time for correspondence search as the 

closest point is considered the corresponding point. 

However, there is a limitation on solving the local 

minima problem as a reason of finding the 

corresponding point only using the 3D distance 

[Rusinkiewicz01a].  

input: Two point clouds: A={𝑎1, … , 𝑎 𝑛}, 

B={𝑏1, … , 𝑏𝑛} 

An initial transformation: 𝑇0 

output: The Correct transformation: 𝑇 

1:     𝑇 ← 𝑇0 

2:     while not converged do 

3:          for i ← 1 to N do 

4:               𝑚𝑖 ← FindClosestPointInA(𝑇 ⋅ 𝑏𝑖); 

5:               if ‖𝑚𝑖 − 𝑇 ⋅ 𝑏𝑖‖ ≤  𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥  then 

6:                    𝑤𝑖 ← 1; 

7:               else 

8:                    𝑤𝑖 ← 0; 

9:               end if 

10:          end for 

11:          𝑇 ← 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑇 [∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖 ‖𝑇 ⋅  𝑏𝑖 −  𝑚𝑖‖
2

] 

12:    end while 

Algorithm 1. Standard ICP 

Geometry-based ICP 

(a) (b) 

(d) (c) 

Segmentation-based ICP 

Uniform sampling Adaptive sampling 

Figure 2. Two different sampling method used for corresponding point search in Geometry-based ICP 

and Segmentation-based ICP 
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In this paper, we improve the corresponding point 

searching method using the three-dimensional 

distance with the color information. Corresponding 

point search method proposed in this paper can be 

summarized in two steps. In the first step, 

corresponding point candidates are searched using 6D 

distance. In the second step, the color distribution of 

each candidate’s neighboring points is matched with 

the query point’s color distribution. The best matching 

candidate is selected as the final corresponding point. 

First, we assume there are two point clouds A =
{𝑎𝑖}𝑖=1,…,𝑛 and B= {𝑏𝑖}𝑖=1,…,𝑚. Then, for each query 

point (𝑎𝑖 ) on the cloud A, we search k number of 

candidate corresponding points ( 𝑏𝑖0, … , 𝑏𝑖𝑘 ) from 

point cloud B using the 6D distance defined in 

equation (1). 

 

𝑑6 = √

(𝑥1 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦2)2 + (𝑧1 − 𝑧2)2

+𝛼1(𝑟1 − 𝑟2)2 + 𝛼2(𝑔1 − 𝑔2)2

+𝛼3(𝑏1 − 𝑏2)2

  (1)  

 

Here, 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖(𝑖 = 1,2) represents the 3D position of 

the selected two points while 𝑟𝑖 , 𝑔𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖(𝑖 = 1,2) 

represents the corresponding RGB color values. 

𝛼𝑖  (𝑖 = 1,2,3) is a experimentally determined weight 

coefficient for each RGB component. 

In order to select the final corresponding point out of 

all the candidate points, the color distribution of the 

neighboring area of the candidate point (𝑏𝑖𝑗) and query 

point ( 𝑎𝑖 ) is compared. Comparison of the color 

distribution is done by finding the first three 

eigenvectors and eigenvalues through the PCA 

(Principal Component Analysis) for each candidate’s 

neighbors. If one of the calculated eigenvalues is too 

high compared to other two, that candidate point is 

considered as an outlier and excluded from the 

candidate corresponding points list. The reason is that, 

if one eigenvalue is excessively higher compared to 

others then the color of that point is very similar to 

surrounding area. Deciding the final corresponding 

point in such areas is difficult. 

After excluding the outliers, remaining candidate 

points and 𝑎𝑖  is converted to quaternion in order to 

calculate the error through the vector calculus. If the 

dot product between a corresponding point candidate 

𝑏𝑖𝑗  and the reference point 𝑎𝑖 is closed to 1, then the 

color distribution of these two points are considered to 

be similar. The candidate point that has the highest dot 

product value is considered as the final corresponding 

point. 
3. COLOR SEGMENTATION-BASED 

ADAPTIVE SAMPLING 
The proposed method requires a lot of computational 

time because it calculates the PCA for all points of the 

point cloud. Uniform sampling is generally used in 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 3. Estimated position between the ground 

truth and each algorithm of rotation error(a), 

translation error(b) and computational time(c) 

in the world coordinate. 
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order to reduce the computational time. However, 

uniform sampling is not suitable for point clouds, 

which have small features that are vital to determine 

correct alignment, such as in Fig 2. (a) and (b). 

Uniform sampling techniques (Fig. 2(a)) generally 

select only a few samples in these small feature areas. 

Computational time can be improved by doing dense 

sampling on feature areas and sparse sampling on the 

rest of the area as in Fig.2 (b).  

A similar approach can be applied on the RGB-D 

image, which have both color and depth information. 

First, Gaussian filter is applied on the RGB image for 

minimizing the effect of motion blur. Then, a graph-

based segmentation method [Felzenszwalb04a], 

which shows good performance and consume less 

time, is applied on the color image to do the color 

segmentation. Instead of doing uniform sampling such 

as in Fig.2 (c), an adaptive sampling technique, which 

selects same number of samples from each color 

segment as shown in Fig.2 (d), is used in our proposed 

method. This method makes dense sampling on small 

color segments, which are most like to be feature 

points, and sparse sampling on larger color segments, 

which are possibly not feature points. As a result, this 

method improves the computational time by reducing 

the total number of sample points and performance by 

increasing total number of samples on feature areas. 

4. EXPERIMENT 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the 

proposed method using Freiburg dataset [Sturm12a] 

taken inside a general office environment. In the 

experiments, we evaluate for different corresponding 

point search methods; nearest neighbor, standard 6D, 

proposed method with uniform sampling, and 

proposed method with color segmentation-based 

adaptive sampling. Inside all these four methods, we 

use the same error minimization function, which is 

used in the Point-to-Plane ICP. 

Fig.3 shows a comparison of the translation and 

rotation error of the proposed method with the 

conventional method in the world coordinate. Ground 

truth data provided with the Freiburg dataset is used to 

find the translation and rotation error of each four 

methods. Rotation error is calculated using the 

equation (2) and translation error is calculated by 

equation (3).  

 

𝐸𝑟 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒(∆𝑅)

2
)                (2) 

𝐸𝑡 = ‖𝑡𝑒 − 𝑡𝑔‖                         (3) 

 

Here, ∆R can be represented by equation ∆R = 𝑅𝑒𝑅𝑔
−1 

where 𝑅𝑔  is the ground truth rotation and 𝑅𝑒  is the 

estimated rotation by each method. 𝑡𝑔 represents the 

ground truth translation matrix and 𝑡𝑒  represents the 

estimated translation matrix using the four methods. 

Fig.3 and Table 1 shows that the rotation and 

translation error of the proposed method is less than 

the conventional nearest neighbor method and 

standard 6D method. The proposed method with 

uniform sampling takes considerably high 

computational time compared to other conventional 

methods. However, using the proposed segmentation 

based adaptive sampling, we were able to reduce the 

computational time up to a comparable level with 

other methods. 

Fig.4 shows the registration results of the four 

methods on the 200th frame. This figure concludes 

that the proposed method shows more accurate 

aligning results than the nearest neighbor or standard 

6D method. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposed a new corresponding point search 

method using 6D distance and color distribution 

matching. And also this method is improved using 

color segmentation-based adaptive sampling. In order 

to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, 

we compared it with conventional methods using 

verified data set and the results prove it has improved 

over the conventional methods. As a future work, we 

are planning to improve the performance of the 

proposed method to achieve more accurate results in 

less time. 
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Average 

rotation 

error  

(deg) 

Average 

translation 

error 

(cm) 

Time 

(sec/frame) 

Nearest 

neighbor 
1.12 1.45 1.74 

Standard 6D 0.64 0.68 5.65 

Proposed 

(uniform) 
0.53 0.59 24.66 

Proposed 

(segmentation) 
0.54 0.71 3.89 

Table 1. Average error of relative rotation and 

translation and computational time per frame 
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(a) (b) 

(d) (c) 

Figure 4. Registration results of the four method on the 200th frame sample. (a) Nearest 

neighbor (Reference image in bottom left corner). (b) Standard 6D. (c) Proposed method with 

uniform sampling. (d) Proposed method with segmentation-based adaptive sampling. 
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ABSTRACT 
Collaborative software development in different languages is not unusual, but leads to minor resource utilization 

during collaboration as a result of porting or reprogramming needs. Additionally in cooperative projects, 

frequently legal and market economic issues prohibit an exchange of source code between the project partners. 

Combining modules from different languages is possible using the Component Object Model (COM). 

Additionally COM offers an efficient way to combine modules from several development teams. 

To solve the common issues of collaborative software development and to fulfil the needs of a real time 

visualization toolkit, “RTVCOM” was designed and realized. To demonstrate the capability of this approach an 

example client was developed that combines COM components written in OpenCL C, OpenGLSL, C++ and C#. 

It that processes 3D+t ultrasound data at 45.2 MB/s reconstructs the associated volume data and visualizes them 

in real time. The visualization is fully interactive, and different pre- and post-processing filters can be applied. 

Keywords 
Collaborative software development, COM, GPU, real time rendering 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Collaborative software development in different 

languages is not unusual. But this leads to minor 

resource utilization as a result of porting or 

reprogramming needs. Additionally in cooperative 

projects frequently legal and market economy issues 

prohibit an exchange of source code between the 

project partners. The Component Object Model 

(COM) [Mic15a] was designed to support 

development of software using different languages 

and offers an efficient way to combine modules from 

several development teams. COM enables inter-

process communication and applications with loose 

coupling and high cohesion. 

Using graphics processing units (GPUs) in real time 

visualization applications is state of the art. While 

GPU host programs are implemented in languages 

like OpenGLSL or OpenCL C, clients on central 

processing units (CPUs) are written in languages like 

C++ or C#. 

To facilitate collaborative development of real time 

visualization software in cooperative projects the 

toolkit “RTVCOM” (“Real Time Visualization using 

the Component Object Model”) was designed and 

realized. RTVCOM allows the implementation of 

clients in different CPU- and GPU-languages to gain 

a great variety of application possibilities. 

To evaluate the capabilities of RTVCOM an example 

client was created that processes 3D+t ultrasound 

data at 45.2 MB/s in real time. Volume rendering 

including pre and post-processing filtering contribute 

to a complex functionality of this client. 

2. RECENT SOLUTIONS 
The open source “Visualization Toolkit” (VTK) 

[Kit15a] and the “Insight Segmentation and 

Registration Toolkit” (ITK) [Kit15b] are widely 

spread in the medical visualization community. Other 

toolkits like the “Medical Interaction Toolkit” 

(MITK) [Ger15a] and frameworks like “MeVisLab” 

[Mev15a] are built upon VTK and ITK or integrate 

them. The advantage of these toolkits and 

frameworks is the immense range of functions and 

the acceptance in the community. But these toolkits 

are not fully realized for GPU execution and hence 

the algorithms are too slow for 3D+t volume 

visualization in real time. 

[Gob08a] created a pure GPU ray casting framework 

for massive volumetric datasets. The algorithms of 

that framework would be fast enough in principle. 

But it is only laid out for handling static volumes. 

Some GPU frameworks as presented in [Sch11a], 

[Mem11a] or [Chu10a] are dealing with medical 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 

profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 

redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 

and/or a fee. 
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Table 1. Overview of RTVCOM categories 

 

image segmentation or reconstruction, but not with 

continuous volume data. 

Therefore, all of these toolkits and frameworks are 

incapable of visualizing volume data at rates 

mentioned above. 

Simulator X [Lat12] is an example for software that 

is based on the actor model. It is fast enough to allow 

real time visualization with low coupling and high 

cohesion. But as the toolkits/frameworks above the 

actor model is not laid out to fulfil the needs of 

collaborative software development in different 

languages. Also the mentioned legal and market 

issues in cooperative projects are not regarded. 

3. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 
RTVCOM was designed and realized to solve the 

issues mentioned in the previous section. While 

RTVCOM was primary implemented for visualizing 

medical image data it was laid out to include all kind 

of real time data in principle. RTVCOM was 

developed as a modular system consisting of COM 

components as “In-process-Servers” with defined 

interfaces. Clients are not part of the toolkit and can 

be implemented arbitrary. 

3.1 Component Categories 
RTVCOM includes components from six categories 

(Table 1), which were implemented by the authors 

and three different project partners in two 

collaborative projects: 

 Reader 

The category “Reader” contains interfaces to (raw) 

data providers like ultrasound devices or other 

devices with continuous 2D+t or 3D+t raw or image 

data streaming.  

For prior recorded data support this category also 

contains readers for different file formats like 

DICOM or Insight Meta Image (.mha, .mhd). 

Components in this category are usually written in 

CPU languages. 

 Preprocessor 

COM-components for raw data processing or for 

processing image data before visualization belong to 

the category “Preprocessor”. This category consists 

of two subcategories: 

o “GPU” 

Real time processing filters can be found in 

subcategory “GPU”.  These filters are written in 

OpenCL C or OpenGLSL and are used before 

the visualization process. For example the 

conversion of raw data to image data can be 

found in this category. 

o “CPU” 

During development time it can be reasonable to 

write filters using CPU languages first. For 

example to examine the quality of a serial filter 

in C++ before parallelizing it using OpenCL C. 

These filters belong to subcategory “CPU”. 

 Viewer 

 “Viewer” contains all graphical COM-components 

that were built to visualize data. This category is 

divided in two subcategories: “2D(+t)” and “3D(+t)”. 

Currently all viewer-components use OpenGLSL 

vertex and fragment shaders. 

 Postprocessor 

It is often useful to enhance visualizations with post 

processing algorithms (“filters”). This category is 

divided in the same subcategories that are used in 

“Preprocessors” for the same reasons.  

 Helper 

This category contains all components that support 

the visualization indirectly like e.g. a GUI element 

for manipulating the opacity transfer function of 

volume visualizations. (The opacity transfer function 

itself is part of “Viewer” components.) Components 

in this category are usually written in CPU 

languages. 

 Import/Export 

Import/Export components are used to include 

functionality from third party products like 

MATLAB. The “MLApp”-COM server allows 

external applications to use MATLAB-functions. 

Since MATLAB is to slow for real time processing, 

this component is only used during the first phase of 

filter development. In the second phase promising 

filters are usually ported to OpenCL C or 

OpenGLSL. 

3.2 Interfaces 
The interfaces of the components are standardized. 

This simplifies the data exchange between the 

components on the client side. It is possible to 

convert data from OpenCL C to OpenGL shaders and 

vice versa without leaving the host. To minimize 

memory consumption and to enable fast data transfer, 

generally memory addresses or pointers are 

exchanged over the interfaces. 

Category Reader Preprocessor Viewer Postprocessor Helper Import/Export 

CPU X X  X X X 

GPU  X X X   
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Figure 2. Example for a jointly created client 

regarding processing location 

Figure 1. Example for a jointly created client 

regarding developers 

3.3 Sharing Components 
Sharing RTVCOM components is currently realized 

by a Microsoft Team Foundation Server 2010. This 

server is part of a Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010. 

These servers are the base of the quality management 

system used for developing RTVCOM. 

Depending on the settings of an integrated rights 

management system the developed components can 

be shared, for example, with project partners without 

revealing internal knowledge. Also jointly created 

clients are possible, where each partner can use the 

COM components of the other partners. Source code 

access is only possible for developers with rights in 

accordance to the rights management system. 

3.4 Client Creation 
Clients can be built by assembling components from 

the given categories. While the usage of “Reader”- 

and “Viewer” components is mandatory, components 

from other categories can be used optionally in type 

and numbers. 

A client, that was created by the authors and one 

industrial partner during a jointly project, is shown in 

Figure 1. In this client the industry partner (“A”) 

provides an ultrasound device including software 

components of category “Reader” and “Viewer”. 

This software allows only a conventional view on 

ultrasound images. The authors “B” integrated 

components from category “Preprocessor”, 

“Postprocessor” and “Helper”. During development 

“B” is able to use the components from “A” but 

cannot access their source code due to missing access 

rights. After the project ends “B” can provide “A” 

with the developed components without revealing 

any knowledge. 

A different view on this example client (see Figure 2) 

illustrates that the use of RTVCOM enables both 

partners to create GPU and CPU components and 

merge them in a joint client. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
To demonstrate the capability of RTVCOM an 

example client was developed that combines COM 

components written in OpenCL C, OpenGLSL, C++ 

and C#. It acquires raw data streams at 45.2 MB/s 

and 50 Hz from an ultrasound device, reconstructs 

the associated volume data and visualizes the data in 

real time. 

The used hardware consists of an Intel Core2Duo, 

2.6 MHz CPU, PC with an NVIDIA Geforce 760 

GTX. On this system the visualization is fully 

interactive, and different post processing filters can 

be applied without losing the real time capability. 

4.1 Client Details 
The data acquisition, data flow and visualization 

process of this C#-based client (see also Figure 1) in 

detail: 

1. The first component (“Reader”; written in C++) 

starts the data acquisition from the ultrasound 

device. Raw data (short values, 8 bit) are 

transferred at 50 Hz as 2D+t slices from the 

ultrasound device via a network card to the 

visualization computer. 

2. Within the second component (“Preprocessor”; 

written in C++ and OpenCL C) the short values 

are uploaded to the GPU. Due to a better float 

value support of GPUs the short values are 

converted to float values in the first OpenCL 

kernel. In the next step the volume data are 

recalculated from the raw data using four 

different OpenCL kernels. 
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of example client 

3. The next component (“Viewer”; written in C# 

and OpenGLSL vertex and fragment shaders) 

visualize the reconstructed volume using a 

raycasting technique. This 3D+t volume is 

updated every incoming slice resulting in an 

update rate of 50 Hz. 

4. Three filter components (“Postprocessor“; 

written in C# and OpenGLSL compute shaders) 

were added for enhancing image quality. These 

filters can be activated/deactivated interactively. 

5. Additionally the visualization of the volume can 

be optimized by manipulating the opacity and 

grayscale transfer functions using another 

component (“Helper”; written in C#). 

4.2 Comparison 
Before the example client was implemented, the 

visualization was realized by a single main program. 

This data and control flow was exactly like in the 

example client but without any COM components. 

Because COM is said to be slow regarding data 

transfer, a performance comparison between both 

implementations were implemented. It revealed no 

measurable difference. Both implementations were 

able to visualize the 3D+t data at 45.2 MB/s. 

5. CONCLUSION 
It has been demonstrated that RTVCOM and 

RTVCOM-based clients can solve the common 

issues of collaborative software development and to 

fulfil the needs of a real time visualization toolkit: 

 Support of collaborative software development 

in different CPU and GPU languages 

 Enabling development of jointly created clients 

in cooperative projects regarding legal and 

market economy issues 

 Visualization in real time 

The advantage as well as disadvantage is the fact that 

RTVCOM is not laid out to reveal source code. So 

this approach cannot directly be used for open source 

projects. 

Future works will extend RTVCOM to support the 

Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM). This 

will simplify the exchange and replacement of COM 

objects and make the Team Foundation Server 

obsolete for this purpose. Additionally the number of 

filters will be enlarged to increase visualization 

quality for specific applications. Furthermore readers 

for other types of data like real time image data from 

magnetic resonance tomography (MRT) will be 

implemented. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Intensive development of the Web has significant influence on social communication processes. New trends of 
information distribution demand new approach as being involved in on-line communication. Social institutions, 
including museums and exhibition centers, aim to develop their presence on the Web, searching for ways to 
engage bigger number of visitors by offering them new experience.  
A phenomenon of the virtual museum is studied in the paper as an online representation of a tangible museum 
collections and as an information resource that has no physical analogue. The target is to analyze the potential 
and relative advantages and disadvantages of virtual museums.  
The main subject of the research is effectiveness of online tools for representation of large architectural and 
urban objects, unimplemented projects and lost monuments.  
Virtual exhibition is often based on the products of virtual reconstruction. It is very important to formulate strict 
methods of this approach, to develop a methodology and establish a practice of visual distinction between true 
(and/or relatively true) parts of a virtual model and its authorial parts. 

Keywords 
Virtual, museum, urban, architecture, heritage, culture, reconstruction, exhibition. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Intensive development of information technologies 
brings influence on all aspects of human being life, 
including art and culture. From a perspective of 
museology computerization and informatization of 
society have led to development of new methods of 
working with collections and exhibits as well as 
communication with museum audience.  
On-line presence of museums obviously becomes a 
requirement for effective communications. Museums 
are interested to put their collections online not only 
for the purpose of preserving the cultural heritage, 
but also to make the information content accessible 
for potential visitors. 

Recently, a number of surveys have provided 
compelling evidence that online museums actually 
drive physical museum attendance instead of 
discouraging physical visits [Mar07]. 
The information on the museum's website, is 
available to a wide audience (including professionals 
working in various museums), which brings 
museums possibility to associate with each other, to 
identify similarity and find partners. Virtual 
museums are beginning to form a new type of global 
virtual museum environment, accessible to everyone 
and customizable to the needs of each user. 
Therefore, it is important to study the methods of 
presentation of the museum collections on-line, the 
factors forming quality information content and the 
effectiveness of the instruments exhibiting objects in 
virtual reality. 

2. VIRTUAL MUSEUM DEFINITION 
According to ICOM definition, “museum is a non-
profit, permanent institution in the service of society 
and its development, open to the public, which 
acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and 
exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 
and/or a fee. 
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humanity and its environment for the purposes of 
education, study and enjoyment” [Ico15]. Today 
museum is a social and cultural center for 
edutainment, pedagogic etc. purposes. 
Definition and above-mentioned functions of 
physical museums are partly applicable to on-line 
museums.  
The virtual presence of museums may involve a 
variety of forms, differing in their technology 
immersion but similar in their appeal to potential 
visitors. In general there are three main types of 
online museums:  
1. Physical museum representation (digital museum) 
– the internet-based version of a collection that exists 
in the real world. 
2. Virtual museum (online museum, electronic 
museum, web museum) – museum that can present 
either digital copies of works or works that have no 
tangible analog. 
3. Virtual museum that shows works that exist only 
in the virtual space.  

The first type of on-line representation supports and 
accompanies collections of a physical museum, 
implements representative, advertising and 
promotional functions. These web resources are 
actually data bases, where digital copies of exhibits, 
photo-, audio-, video materials and other 
corresponding multimedia products are stored and 
displayed. 
There is no standard definition prevailing for the 
term ‘virtual museum’ [Syl09]. However, it is 
evident that virtual museum greatly differs from 
digital library, catalogue or data base. Following the 
research in this field, “only those websites, which are 
implemented in compliance with principles of 
museum exhibition design, can be called virtual 
museums. It means that virtual museum as a physical 
one should have scientific concept, architectural and 
art concept and exhibition scenery [Nic99]. Virtual 
museum shall be based on well-developed scientific 
concept and design solution. 
Main criteria of virtual museums are as follows: 
1. Representativeness and content completeness 
precluding distortion of facts, which causes 
misconception of history or a particular epoch; 
2. Multiplicity and multi-layer structure of presented 
information to make it apprehensible for different 
audience;  
3. Clear and user-friendly interface, strict structure, 
efficient navigation and quick search. 

3. OPPORTUNITIES AND 
ADVANTAGES OF VIRTUAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
Virtual museum with thought-out conception has 
certain features, which make it different from 
representative web site of a real museum. These 
features bring new opportunities for exhibits’ 
displaying and for communication with museum 
audience. Virtual technologies enable qualitative 
development of museums as educational and social 
centers. Audience of virtual museums gets access to 
collections on-line, however, it does not decrease 
visitation of real museums – quite the contrary – it 
helps to attract new audience, especially young 
people: schoolchildren and students.  
Today there are quite many examples of virtual 
museums on the Web, such as on-line collections of 
Vatican museum, the multimedia guide of the 
Louvre-Lens museum, on-line collections of the 
State Hermitage Museum and others. Comparing to 
real museum, a virtual one has several significant 
advantages, especially when we deal with large 
objects (for example, urban or architectural), which 
cannot be displayed in museum rooms at all, or it 
would be very complicated to place them indoors. It 
is also a challenge to exhibit decrepit objects, which 
require certain temperature and humidity conditions.  
Virtual museums can provide access to exhibition 
from any space to all end-user groups including 
people with special needs (visual, acoustic, speech 
and other disabilities). In virtual environment exhibit 
can be observed from all angles, so user can obtain 
information that often cannot be shown in the 
physical museum [Syl09]. 
Virtual museums do not face a common problem of 
traditional museums - preservation of exhibits 
(reducing of natural dilapidation, protection from 
consequences of force majeure circumstances 
including natural disasters and disorders). Costs of 
making on-line collection or exhibition do not 
include expensive transportation and overheads. 
Virtual exposition can include exhibits from private 
collections and museums located in different parts of 
the world [Kis08].  
Worldwide images posted on the Internet are 
protected by copyright laws. In recent years, the use 
of licensing terms and conditions to control access to 
and use of art images has been subject to increasing 
criticism, primarily when considering restrictions 
imposed on works that are in the public domain 
[Cre12]. Many institutions have changed common 
museum practice and have begun to make their 
collections available digitally, with the option to 
download a high-quality image suitable for 
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publishing (The Victoria & Albert Museum, the 
British Museum, the National Portrait Gallery, etc.). 
Despite these developments, many libraries and 
museums continue to impose restrictive terms and 
conditions on their digital art collections, as well as 
assert their ability to control the use of digital 
reproductions of public domain artwork through 
copyright [Cre12]. 
Museum use different methods to protect their digital 
collections: exhibition of lower quality images or 
images with watermarks, protection against direct 
downloading of images, requirement to accept the 
terms of use for downloading high quality images. 

4. VIRTUAL RECONSTRUCTIONS 
It is a common situation when pieces of art and 
culture are partially or completely lost or 
significantly modified. In this case virtual 
reconstruction is an efficient tool. Results of 
reconstruction can be used as a basis for a new 
virtual museum.  
The term virtual reconstruction implies that the 
representation takes place in a three dimensional 
space, which is usually called virtual environment 
and the final product is usually called a 3D virtual 
model. Virtual reconstruction is a technology for 
making models of different complexity. These can be 
small exhibits, pieces of arts and crafts, monuments, 
historical plans and maps, buildings and large 
architectural ensembles, city areas and suburban 
landscapes, etc.  
3D virtual reconstructions significantly support 
studies for the eventual real reconstruction of the 
monument in the future. A virtual reconstruction 
would also enable the examination of various 
alternative solutions and help making decisions for 
the suitable restoration or reconstruction methods 
[Geo14]. Using this technology we handle digital 
copy of an object. It means that when we work with a 
piece of art or craft, or architectural object in virtual 
space, we do not bring any harm to its original 
prototype. 
3D modeling has been originally used for buildings’ 
designing. Up to the present moment it is especially 
efficient for handling architectural objects and their 
fragments. The result is a 3D model, which can be 
presented in different ways: 
- 2d and 3d graphics; 
- Interactive plans and maps; 
- Interactive panoramas; 
- Virtual excursions; 
- Virtual game-tours; 
- Mobile application using augmented reality 
technology (AR); 
- Virtual reality (VR). 

Interactive maps and panoramic views are widely 
used on web sites creating virtual tours for city 
exploration, tourism and sightseeing. A map as an 
element of interface makes user’s interaction with 
website much easier and more efficient, especially if 
the content includes large architectural and urban 
objects.  
Panoramic images and videos are a 360° 
representation of a certain scene. Video objects, 
dynamic 3D computer models, or spatial audio can 
be embedded in order to vitalize the scene. 
Interactive panoramas are developed to the extent of 
an excursion with a variety of routes and exhibits, 
which full descriptions are available for user just by 
clicking the mouse. Thus, large high quality 
environments can be created that enable the user to 
immerse into the virtual world. 

 

 

 

 

 
Multimedia products based on AR technology are 
supported by mobile devices and as well as the 
portable VR headsets can efficiently enhance and 
enrich the 2D and 3D representation of artefacts.  
An example of AR application is Multimedia 
Information Resource «The Church of the Savior on 
Ilyina Street in Novgorod the Great», which 
represents lost painting of the church. In this project 
a basis for interactive multimedia product is a 
completed 3d reconstruction [Las13]. One of the 
biggest concerns is how [Den12]. 

5. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN 
VIRTUAL RECONSTRUCTION OF 
ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS 
Despite broad experience in applying virtual 
technologies, methods of reconstruction are still not 

Figure 2,3. Interactive maps of St.-Petersburg 
(1720th, 2010th). VM of the Neva river delta 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Example of an interactive panorama. 
Palace embankment n 1720th in St.-
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sufficiently developed from a perspective of 
standardization and scientific approach [Kis08]. The 
main problem is that all elements of reconstructed 
space are usually done in the same manner: with 
same detail design and of same hues.  
Difficulties in virtual reconstruction arise from 
quality of documents, which are used as a basis for 
modeling, and interpretation of these documents.  
[Kis08]. The main principle of reconstruction is 
maximum conformance of a model with text 
description, illustrations and other information 
regarding original object. Available information from 
archive sources is often controversial and almost 
always incomplete. Researchers and designers have 
thus to make a decision whether to leave the model 
uncompleted as well or to finish the job using not 
only relatively accurate data from archives, but also 
analogues. Virtual reconstruction based on analogues 
allows several virtual models of one object, and all 
these versions are adequate, if they conform with any 
of available analogues. However, these models are 
not true copies of an object. For the purpose of 
supporting scientific approach, it is important to 
develop a method and establish a practice of visual 
distinction between true and/or relatively true parts 
of a model and authorial parts. 

 

 

 

 
Solutions to the mentioned problems are: 
1. Distinction between visualization of authentic and 
fabricated parts of a virtual model: 
- By different design technics; 
- By different level of detail; 
- By different hue; 
2. Using a system of references to archival materials. 
3. Using a video showing step-by-step sequence of 
developing the model. 

Therefore methods of virtual reconstruction should 
be developed closer to methods of classic restoration, 
when particular attention is given to visual 
distinctions between evidence and hypothesis, and 
between different levels of probability. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Nowadays virtual museums have become very 
popular due to many reasons and their number is on 
the rapid increase. Virtual museum can act as a 
complementary and auxiliary service for physical 
museum, or it might show reconstructions that exist 
only in the virtual space. Distinctive feature of virtual 
museum is that it provides unimpeded access to 
digital exhibitions and gives almost unlimited room 
for large architectural exhibits, which cannot be 
placed indoors. Virtual museums do not face a 
problem of exhibits’ preservation like protection 
from consequences of force majeure circumstances.  
Virtual reconstruction is an effective tool for 
representing modified or lost objects in their original 
view, but methods and rules of implementation are 
still not fully scientifically unstructured and 
standardized. It is still unclear what is in priority for 
end users: photorealism of a model, its authenticity 
and accuracy or just general visual impression. But 
nevertheless 3d reconstructions and interactive tools 
are very popular among visitors and can perform 
traditional museum functions online such as: 
acquisition, preservation, research, communication 
and education. 
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Figure 6. Le Blond's master plan for St. 
Petersburg. Unimplemented project. 1716-
1717. Using different hue and references 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Winter Palace n 1720th in St.-
Petersburg. Using different hue and references 
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of the study was create serious games for historical buildings which are important for each region of 

Czech Republic. These games are making guide to historical building and give to pupils the information about 

architecture, history of building and eventually about surroundings of historical building and the like.  

For creating serious games are using tools of 3D graphic software 3Ds MAX in combination with developing 

software UNITY 3D. In the modelling software 3Ds MAX were creation 3D models of historical buildings. The 

gaming environment was creating in UNITY 3D with programming language C#. 

Keywords 
Serious games, education, 3D, UNITY 3D, interactive. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
For approaching a cultural heritage, especially 

historically important buildings, to students of the 

primary school with attractive way due to which is 

easier to remember their subject matter, is the best 

way to use elements of gamification. Children are 

confronted with a virtual environment from an early 

age, primarily through an entertainment industry, 

whether they are films (mainly animated cartoons), or 

computer games. Due to this fact students get up 

close to this environment and they are well-versed in 

this field.  

As the main historical building in this series of 

serious game was chosen a medieval castle in Hradec 

Kralove for several reasons. Both because of close 

cooperation with primary schools in Hradec Kralove, 

secondly because it is burned-out and now non-

existent castle. 

Given the fact that the castle is no longer existed in 

any form (not even as a ruin) there is an opportunity 

of sub-objective research – a comparison of 

children´s way of learning, respectively they 

remember an information about historical buildings, 

which they are able to see both live (and to look at 

them indeed) and virtually and which they only learn 

about.  

The castle complex of Hradec Kralove, a castle and 

Minorite monastery, was destroyed and burned out 

during The Hussite Wars (a civil war in the first half 

of 15 century), the monastery in 1419 and the castle 

in 1423 (Richter, Vokolek, 1995). The castle 

complex have never been rebuilt and later in its place 

were built town houses. An appearance of the castle 

is captured only on several vedutas, the other 

documentation does not exist. Due to this fact was a 

virtual 3D reconstruction of castle complex made by 

analogy with till now non-existent medieval castles, 

along with consultations with experts from Museum 

of Eastern Bohemia in Hradec Kralove. These 

information were supplemented by graphic designs, 

sketches and other documents, which originally 

served for a creation of paper model, which is the 

part of permanent exposition of Museum of Eastern 

Bohemia in Hradec Kralove.  

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 

profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 

redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 

and/or a fee. 
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The gamification required is achieved by insertion of 

3D model of historical building into game 

environment and by interactivity. In this environment 

is able to browse through building, take a look at 

interiors and exteriors, get information about the 

specific architectural, historical and other elements 

and get acquainted with local legends and with 

history of everyday life. To verify the acquired 

knowledge there is a test as a part of this educational 

game. 

2. The creation of serious games 

The preparatory works 
The preparatory work with proposed ground plans 

and cuts was carried in vector editor Inkscape. From 

proposals there were created concrete documents for 

the creation of 3D model of castle complex.  

Textures of outdoor plasters used in 3D model of 

castle complex were created from real outdoor 

plasters´ photos of historical buildings situated in the 

centre of Hradec Kralove. Other textures was taken 

from photos of random objects, which had required 

colour and surface. A photo processing for creation 

of textures was carried in raster editor Gimp 2.8. 

 

The 3D modelling 
All modeling work were carried in 3Ds MAX 2011 

and 3Ds MAX 2014 softwares.  

3D virtual reconstruction of castle complex buildings 

were created in three ways:  

a) The basic objects – “Standard Primitives”, 

mainly tip “Box” and “Cylinder” and with 

their deformations and modifications and 

further with combination with Boolean 

operations (“Boolean” or “ProBoolean”) if it 

was necessary.  

b) The objects “AEC Extended” and 

their modifications.  

c) Sketching an outline with tool „Line“ a its 

spatial rendering with command „Extrude“.  

A selection of tools for creation of particular part of 

castle was dependent on complexity of castle´s 

element. If it was a simple object with no need of 

other adjustments, for example to add windows only, 

then a castle part was created using objects as „Door“ 

from offer „AEC Extended“. If there was a castle 

element of irregular floor plan, a command „Convert 

to  

Editable Poly“was used. By modifications of 

positions as „Vertex“, „Edge“, „Border“ or 

„Polygon“ was achieved an effective distortion of 

object and an irregular floor plan. With use of these 

deformations there were created roofs, church 

support system, battlements etc.  

The Boolean operations were used mostly for 

creation of passages, passes (f.e. an entrance gate) 

and monastic arcades.  

A tool „Line“ from offer „Splines“ and his spatial 

rendering with help of commands „Extrude“ was used 

for creation of railings, galleries etc. 

Fig. 1. Completed 3D model of the castle complex in Hradec Kralove. Source: The author. 
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After a finish of modelling works there were assigned 

to particular structural elements in advance 

performed textures, with help of tools from „Material 

Editor“. The last step in software was an export of 3D 

model to FBX format. 

The developing of gaming interface 
The environment of interactive presentation enriched 

with elements of gamification was developer in 

software Unity 3D. After putting imported 3D model 

of medieval castle into scene, here was a completion 

of visual scene, as castle surroundings, trees, access 

road, green vegetation, sky etc. Here was set also a 

lightening of castle.  

For creation of „walk-through“ presentation with mini 

map, i.e. watching a movement of user from above, 

there were put tools „First Person Controller“ to the 

scene, which form de facto a figure of user and at the 

same time scan the whole scene and „Camera“, which 

is situated above „First Person Controller“ scans its 

movement. A performance properties and linking of 

these tools was defined by statements of C# language, 

which are scripts „Keyboard Camera Control.cs“ and 

„FollowCamera.cs“. Due to the last named script 

there was created preview window Mini maps for 

monitoring a position of user.  

The usage of a map is very important for secondary 

school children, because they have different spatial 

perception than adults. Without Mini map children 

would get lost in virtual 3D model of medieval castle.  

This interactive presentation is followed by other 

elements of gamification. Among the most significant 

element is a menu, where a user choses a thematic 

area (History, Architecture, Legends etc.) and 

dropdown „information tables“ with lessons, which 

will be unrolled after clicking on highlighted element 

(f.e. pointed window). All these interactive elements 

are defined in programming language C#.  

Finished serious game is exported to the user 

environment on the platform „Web Player“, where is 

boot file in HTML format and a source file in 

UNITY3D. This platform is chosen because of easy 

running. A school and institutions using these serious 

games, are not forced to buy a new technology.  

3. The Gamification and pedagogical 

research 
Gamification is a setting up new game elements to a 

different environment, in this case the environment of 

national history on a primary school. A term 

gamification is spread from 2010 (Detergding, 2011). 

The main goal of gamification is to motivate students 

(serious game users) by achieving rewards.  

From a study from July 2012 follows, that 

gamification is approximately from 5 to 10 years 

before reaching the top of mass using, as the 

Garhnerov curve Hype cycle shows. (See Fig. 2) 

(Maněnová, Chadimová, 2014). 

The aim of the pedagogical research was to test what 

influence had an implementation of serious games for 

historical buildings on communication between 

teacher and pupils and the whole interaction in the 

frame of subject matter. On the base of analysis of 

lessons, during which serious game was using, and 

inquiry questions (the interview was with teacher and 

with pupils) was by means of category system in 

modified scheme Flanders system of interaction 

analysis was detected the interaction is higher than 1,  

it means the pupils are more active than teacher 

during lessons. (Maněnová, Chadimová, 2014)  

For basic quantitative processing and for obtaining 

demanded data program CodeNet was used. The 

program was developed at department of pedagogy 

and psychology of  

Pedagogical Faculty, University of Hradec Králové 

(authors: T. Svatoš and V. Žák). The CodeNet 

defines up to 20 different followed categories of 

activity and allows them to assign a code interval and 

further it is possible to make time cuts in it . (Svatoš, 

Doležalová 2011). 
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Fig. 2. Garthner curve of Hypo cycle 

Source: Maněnová, Chadimová, 2014
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ABSTRACT 
During military operations, the battlefields become fractured zones where the level of confusion, noise and 
ambiguity impact on achieving tactical objectives. Situational Awareness (SA) becomes a challenge because the 
unstable perception of the situation leads to a degraded understanding that disables the soldier in projecting the 
proper results. To meet this challenge various military projects have focused their efforts on designing integrated 
digital system to support decision-making for military personnel in unknown environments. This paper presents 
the state of art of military systems using Augmented Reality (AR) in the battlefield. 

Keywords 
Augmented Reality, Situational Awareness, Devices Mobile, Context Awareness, Network-Centric Warfare. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
According to [Bry09a] the fratricide remains a very 
real threat in the current battlefields. To address this, 
the military have put much effort in the development 
of combat identification technologies to improve the 
ability of soldiers to accurately identify the enemy. 

[Saa10a] argue that future military operations will be 
based on tools of Command, Control, 
Communications, Computers, Information and 
Intelligence for optimal performance in their 
assigned tasks in versatile and hostile environments. 

Situational Awareness (SA) is a mental 
representation and understanding of objects, events, 
interactions, environmental conditions and any other 
factors in a specific situation that may affect the 
development of human tasks. Many military 
operations take place in unknown environments. The 
SA solutions allow soldiers to make effective use of 
diverse information in a context of battle being one 
of the major goals the reduction of cognitive load in 
times of stress. New technologies offer innovative 
methods of getting contextual information and then 
this information is visually represented in a natural 
and non-invasive way without affecting the cognitive 
process of the soldier. This is the case of Augmented 
Reality (AR).  

AR, defined by [Azu97a] refers to interactive 
applications in which 3-D virtual objects (3-D 

objects, sounds, text, etc) are integrated into the real 
environment in real time and according to the 
position of the user. There are several projects that 
incorporate the use of AR in military applications, 
since its use could produce dramatic improvements in 
the soldier performance and provide a great 
advantage in combat. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: section 
2 introduces definitions such as Situational 
Awareness, Context Aware, Augmented Cognition, 
Augmented Reality and Network-Centric Warfare. 
Section 3 presents the requirements of an AR 
software framework for a military application. 
Section 4 presents a review of various military 
projects using AR to improve the SA on the 
battlefield. Finally, Section 5 presents the 
conclusions and future work. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

Situational awareness 
[Bro12a] defines SA as the perception, understanding 
and anticipation of the elements within an operational 
environment required to act effectively within that 
environment. 

[Tre11a] mentions that SA is a prerequisite to timely 
and accurate decision-making in the fast and highly 
stressful context of infantry operational 
environments. The introduction of electronic support 
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technologies onto the battlefield is expected to 
improve SA by providing the right information, at the 
right time and in the right format. 

[End88a] and [End95a] mention that SA is the 
perception of the elements in the environment within 
a volume of time and space, the comprehension of 
their meaning and the projection of their status in the 
near future. 

Figure 1 depicts the SA model in the dynamic 
decision making. Endsley mentions that the formal 
definition of SA is categorized into three hierarchical 
phases: perception of elements in current situation; 
Comprehension of current situation; and Projection 
of future status. The relationships between these 
phases and task/system and individual factors.  

 
Figure 1 – Endsley's model of situation awareness 
(Endsley, 1995) 

[End03a] determine that one of the most important 
factors which underlies in the development of a 
suitable SA is the presence of mental models and 
prototypical situations schemes. It provides a 
fundamental mental construction that leads the way 
to allocate attention and to highlight the critical 
issues. 

Context aware 
The formal definition of Context Aware most widely 
accepted is provided by [Dey00a]: "Context is any 
information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of an entity. An entity can be a person, 
place or object that is considered relevant to the 
interaction between a user and an application, 
including the user and applications themselves". 

According to [Dey99a] the context may be 
considered as a set of information including user 
activity, location, personal preferences and current 
status. The mobility creates situations in the user 
context. The context is dynamic and keeps on 
changing. The context is best defined as states or 
environmental settings, such as location, orientation, 

time, nearby objects or people, ambient light level, 
noise and temperature. 

According to [Sch94a] the access to the context 
increases the wealth of man-machine communication 
and the effectiveness of the elaboration of the task. 

[Hul97a] define Context Aware as computer systems 
capable of sensing, interpreting and responding, 
according to the environment in which the user is 
located. 

Augmented cognition 
To develop an information display system the 
information needs must be examined and also the 
best way to present that information in order to make 
the system robust, usable and effective must be 
determined. The information processing capabilities 
of humans have quickly become a limiting factor in 
human-computer interaction. This problem has 
motivated the development of a new scientific 
discipline called Augmented Cognition (AC) 
[Kob06a]. The specific concerns of AC are the 
design of methods to detect and mitigate the 
limitations of human processing of information and 
the design of solutions to improve the exchange and 
use of information on man-machine systems. 

Augmented reality 
According to [Hic03a], AR provides the user with 
superimposed information that can be seen in the real 
world, that is, it complements the real world with 
virtual information. AR improves the perception of 
the natural world by adding information to the senses 
such as visual, sound, smell or tactile sensations. AR 
refers to the mix of the signals from the 
tridimensional real environment on the user 
perception. Particularly it denotes the fusion of 
virtual 3-D images on the users’ natural vision of the 
world around them, using glasses or HMD (head-
mounted display). Through the ability to present 
superimposed information integrated in the user 
environment, AR has the potential to provide 
significant benefits in many application areas. Many 
of these benefits arise from the fact that the virtual 
signals shown through AR system may go beyond 
what is physically visible. 

Network-centric warfare 
According to [Dod05a] network-centric warfare is a 
military doctrine that aims to turn an informational 
advantage in a competitive advantage through a 
strong network of forces, geographically dispersed, 
but well-connected and informed.  

[Mof02a] describe that it is moving towards an 
organizational structure of network-centric warfare 
which is flat, fast and it is based on information, in 
contrast to the hierarchical structure of slow 
movement, based on the model of command and 
control. In the Network-Centric Warfare, computers 
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integrate information acquired from multiple sources 
creating an image that provides critical and relevant 
information to all levels of command and control 
including the soldier. The networks are formed by 
nodes with the information transmitted through 
command positions, vehicles and the soldiers' 
wearable computer. 

3. REQUIREMENTS OF 
AUGMENTED REALITY MILITARY 
PROJECTS 
In this section is detailed the minimum requirements 
to have in consideration when we are thinking about 
augmented reality software in the military area. 
Therefore, the section is organized as follows: the 
Information Model explains the information 
transformation process. Information filtering and 
representation explains the importance of filtering 
and the representation of information acquired from 
the context of the environment. Operational 
capabilities describe a set of specific needs of 
military infantry in order to improve the SA of 
soldiers in the battlefield. 

Information Model 
In the present study, the term Information Model 
(IM) is used to describe the information 
transformation process that starts when the 
information is acquired from the context and that 
ends when the information is visually displayed (Fig. 
2). The IM describes how the information passes 
through different stages focused on Acquiring, 
Sending, Processing and Representing the 
information obtained from the environment context. 
In the Acquiring stage the information is obtained 
from the environment context mainly through sensors 
geographically dispersed. In the Sending stage the 
acquired information in the previous stage is sent 
through communication devices. In the Processing 
stage the received information is computed. The 
information is treated through processing techniques 
such as detection, extraction, classification, 
recognition, identification, etc. Representing is the 
last stage of the IM where the information that was 
processed in the previous step is represented. In this 
stage AR techniques could be used to enrich the 
user's perception of the real world. 

 

Figure 2 – IM stages. The information 
transformation process 

 

Information filtering and representation 
[Jul00a] have presented the idea of using a real-world 
context as a search cue in information retrieval and 
implemented a system which filters information 
based on physical location, for selecting what is 
displayed to the user by means of AR. The main 
purpose of information filtering is to prioritize and 
reduce the amount of information presented in order 
to show only what is relevant to the user. 

[Ses00a] mention that because of the soldier's 
mobility through the environment, the context can 
change dramatically depending on their position. The 
amount of information that can be displayed to a user 
in a virtual world can be overwhelming. To fix this 
problem, the system must sort and prioritize the 
information so that it should show the features that 
are relevant to the soldier, such as threats. 

[Liv02a] use an information filter to add objects to, 
or remove objects from, the user's display. They use a 
spatial filter to show only those objects that lie in a 
certain one around the user. This zone can be 
visualized as a cylinder whose main axis is parallel to 
the user's up vector, where objects that fall within the 
cylinder's walls are shown, and the user can vary the 
inner and outer diameters of the cylinder walls. 

[Kei13a] propose a method for contextual 
information filtering based on the user’s movement 
and location in order to enable the intuitive usage of 
an ”internet of things” via AR without information 
overload. They are employing concepts of camera- 
and motion-based interaction techniques and use the 
metaphors of ”investigation” and ”exploration” to 
control the way augmented and visually 
superimposed elements are presented. 

Operational capabilities 
We have analyzed a set of specific needs of military 
infantry in order to improve the SA of soldiers on the 
battlefield by obtaining information from the context 
of the environment and then to represent it visually 
by using the AR in order to help the soldier to make 
decisions under stress. The following operational 
capabilities are based on an understanding of the 
current state of digital technology in warfare, the 
changing nature of combat, the changing role of the 
soldier and the growing importance of SA. 

Operational Capabilities: 

• Interactions with gesture and voice recognition 
for data collection 

• Multiple tracking (GPS, sensors, vision, etc.) 
• Detection and recognition of 3-D objects 
• Face recognition 
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• Identification of allies and enemies 
• Information filter system 
• Implementation and integration of the prototype 

on mobile devices 

Potential features: 

• Stand-alone (just a few dependence on external 
network access) 

• Omnidirectional (communication among 
members of the patrol and command and 
control center) 

• Light-weight (gesture & voice recognition) and 
Low-power devices 

• Security (data & communication channel 
encryption) 

• Open source (Framework & OS) 
• Mobile (Smartphone, tablets and goggles -see-

through display-) 

4. REVIEW OF MILITARY 
PROJECTS 
In this section is presented a review of various 
military projects using small wearable computers and 
AR systems in order to improve the SA on the 
battlefield.  

Background 
[Zie02a] mention that in 1989, the U.S. Army used a 
small wearable computer to help soldiers on the 
battlefield tasks. 

James Schoening, a research analyst working at the 
CECOM (Communications Electronics Command) 
of U.S. Army, is who started to use wearable 
computers. Working with Matt Zieniewicz, 
Schoening transformed his idea into system 
architecture with specific technologies, such as 
wireless data transmission, image capture and 
integrated Global Positioning System (GPS). In 
1990, Schoening and Zieniewicz associated with 
John Flatt, Sal Barone and Almon Gillette to 
demonstrate the Soldier's Computer System. Later, 
based on the Soldier's Computer project it gave rise 
to project SIPE (Soldier Integrated Protective 
Ensemble). It was in the SIPE Project, directed by 
Carol Fitzgerald, that the U.S. Army treated the 
components of the combat devices as an integrated 
system for the first time. 

Eyekon  
[Hic03a] define the Eyekon project as a support 
system for decision-making based on intelligent 
agents installed on a wearable computer carried by 
the soldiers. The dismounted soldier visualizes the 
target information and other information on his 
weapon. The aim of the project is to develop the 
smart icons and notations that are superimposed on 
the video of soldier's weapon. The basic functions are 
on a wearable computer connected via a secure 

wireless network to a local and remote database. The 
system incorporates sensors that provide real-time 
information (e.g. inertial sensor, GPS, IR, etc.). 
Eyekon is an intelligent agent-based decision support 
system hosted on a wearable computer with an 
available database. This system updates via radio 
links and on the weapon display, the information is 
superimposed using AR techniques. 

BARS  
The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) developed a 
prototype augmented reality system known as BARS 
(Battlefield Augmented Reality System) [Liv02a]. 
BARS focused on developing a digital system to help 
address the increasing emphasis on Military 
Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT). The BARS 
user interface includes a sophisticated but disjoint set 
of functions that assist the warfighter in 
understanding the surrounding environment, 
including information filter to annotate the most 
important or nearby objects, a set of representations 
of occluded objects, etc. BARS tracked the position 
and orientation of the user’s head and superimposed 
graphics and annotations that aligned with real 
objects in the user’s field of view. Multiple units 
shared a common database, where individuals could 
choose to join a given channel to access its graphic 
data.  

iARM  
Tanagram Partners was awarded a contract from the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) to develop the Intelligent Augmented 
Reality Model project (iARM) [Juh10a]. The 
objective of iARM is to develop an integrated digital 
system that could significantly improve decision 
making of military personnel in complex contested 
environments via an integrated operating system, a 
data services model, and a digitally enhanced head-
mounted display. The aim is that all these 
components work together in a seamless fashion 
which allows soldiers to perceive, comprehend and 
what is most important, project the best course of 
action for increased performance to achieve tactical 
objectives. iARM project covers many of the 
attributes of artificial intelligence. In Figure 3 is 
depicted the conceptual design of the HMD and the 
soldier's vision through glasses 
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Figure 3 – Conceptual design of iARM (Tanagram 
Partners. Final Project Report, 2010) 

 
 
ULTRA-Vis  
In [Ult08a] is detailed the Urban Leader Tactical 
Response, Awareness and Visualization (ULTRA-
Vis) project, supported by the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), has developed 
an AR prototype system for soldiers on the 
battlefield. The ULTRA-Vis system overlays full-
color graphical iconography onto the local scene 
observed by the soldier. To enable this capability, the 
program developed and integrated a light-weight, 
low-power holographic see-through display with a 
vision-enabled position and orientation tracking 
system. Using the ULTRA-Vis system, a soldier can 
visualize the location of other forces, vehicles, 
hazards and aircraft in the local environment even 
when they are not visible to the soldier. The 
prototype will be equipped for the gesture 
recognition using a glove. The system allows 
superimposed symbols in the 3-D battlefield, to 
locate enemy targets and locate the allied forces. 
ULTRA-Vis provides to squads a clear tactical 
advantage enabling collaboration among members of 
the squadron. ULTRA-Vis enables high SA and the 
ability to make decisions while on the move in the 
field of operations. In addition, the system can be 
used to communicate to the soldier a variety of 
tactically significant information including imagery, 
navigation routes and alerts. In Figure 4 is depicted 
the conceptual design of ULTRA-Vis. 

 
Figure 4 –ULTRA-Vis Prototype System 

(DARPA, 2013) 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK 
This article has described how to improve the 
Situational Awareness by using Augmented Reality 
as an advanced technique of information 
representation in a military context. For a right 
understanding was defined the meaning of terms such 
as Situational Awareness, Context Awareness, 
Augmented Reality, Augmented Cognition and 
Network Centric Warfare. The Information Model 

represents how the information goes through 
different stages from the information acquisition 
from the context of the environment to the 
information representation by using AR techniques. 
The importance of filtering information is enhanced 
because it dictates what kind of information should 
be displayed to the soldier and when. The article 
provided the historical review of military digital 
systems using AR to improve SA. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we apply the Conditional Random Fields approach for modeling human navigational behavior 

based on mouse movements to recognize web user tasks.  In fact, inferring activity of web users is an important 

topic of Human Computer Interaction. To improve the interaction process, many studies have been performed 

for understanding how users interact with web interfaces in order to perform a given activity. The Experimental 

evaluation and analysis of the results of the model we present in this paper demonstrate the efficiency of our 

model in human tasks recognition. 

Keywords 
Pattern recognition, Conditional Random Fields, E-learning Activity Recognition, Mouse movement tracking, 

Human Computer Interaction. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the activity of web users is an important 

topic of HCI. For years, various techniques have 

been used in this field, such as eye movements 

tracking [1], mouse tracking [7] and click-through 

analysis [10]. Understanding navigational behavior 

of users can improve interfaces usability, provide 

assistance for users with disabilities and others 

applications such as e-learning. On the one hand, the 

activity of mouse cursor can be easily captured and 

recorded. On the another hand, analysis of cursor 

behavior can provide high quality clues of a 

spontaneous, precise, direct and unbiased trace of 

user behavior. Such trace can be considered as a 

good indicator of the user reasoning strategy during a 

web activity. In this paper, we used the CRF 

approach [11] in order to recognize the tasks of web 

users, based on their navigational behavior using 

mouse movement. 

2. ANALYSIS OF USER 

NAVIGATIONAL BEHAVIOR USING 

MOUSE MOVEMENT TRACKING 
For each task (information searching, mail sending, 

downloading), users perform basic operations such as 

keyboard events, moving a cursor, clicking and 

pressing a button. 

Using a cursor pointing device during web activities, 

users “draw” their navigational behavior. Mouse 

movement tracking has been evaluated as an 

alternative to eye tracking for determining attention 

on the web page. Therefore, various studies have 

been achieved in this context such as the study of 

Chen et al. [3] who have found that mouse and eye 

movements are strongly related and that 75% of 

mouse saccades move to significant regions of the 

screen where eye gaze are moved and they have been 

confirmed that mouse data can be used to infer the 

intent of user.  So, mouse movements are explored to 

infer the user tasks during e-learning activity [5] and 

to provide insights into the intention behind a web 

search query [7]. Authors of [12] presented a user re-

authentication approach using behavioral biometrics 

provided by mouse dynamics and in reference [8] 

Heimgartner identify users only by analyzing their 

interaction behavior mainly based on mouse events.  

Elbahi et al. [16] presented a new possibilistic 

approach based only on mouse behavior for user task 

identification. Many other researches [4,18] have 

proposed different models based on possibility 

theory, on bayesian and semantic networks to 

recognize the goal of the users.  

Obviously mouse movement tracking is a very 

effective technique, easy to use, freely available and 

does not disturb user behavior. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 

profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 

redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 

and/or a fee. 
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 In this paper, we propose a new CRF model to 

automatically recognize web user tasks based on 

mouse trajectory recorded data. 

3. THE USER TASK AS A SEQUENCE 

OF FIXED AREAS OF INTEREST 
Each web interfaces can be described as a set of 

significant regions called Areas Of Interest (AOI) 

which can be manually specified or automatically 

discovered [9]. During a task, users move the cursor 

across the web interfaces and fix various AOI. Figure 

1 presents an example of a sequence describing fixed 

AOI during “logging into Gmail account” task. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, each user task can be defined as a temporal 

sequence of fixed AOI during a period of time T. 

TSKi = {AOI1,AOI2,…,AOIT}. Despite this clear 

definition of task, their automatic recognition is very 

challenging to solve.  

The automatic task identification can improve the 

general interaction process by giving help in real 

time to unfamiliar users, helping users with 

disabilities and improving interfaces usability. 

4. CRF: A BRIEF PRESENTATION 
Hidden Markov Models [13] have been widely used 

for modeling and labeling stochastic sequences. In 

spite of their efficiency, CRF theory [11], have been 

proposed to alleviate HMM assumptions. Therefore, 

various studies have been successfully achieved for 

modeling and labeling sequences using CRF [11, 17]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows that CRF model involve hidden and 

observable variables at each time step and the edges 

between nodes are not oriented, making the CRF an 

undirected graphical model.  

Due to the discriminative nature of CRF, it becomes 

possible to represent much more knowledge in the 

model using feature functions. With CRF we try to 

maximize the conditional probability distribution 

P(Y|X) represented as follows: 

       
 

    
         

 

   

  

 

   

           

     

 

   

  

 

   

                            

where: 

 Z(X) is a normalization factor used to ensure that 

outcome of P(Y|X)  is a probability, 

               and          are features 

functions that return a real value.  

    and    are weights of each feature function, 

 T is the length of the sequence X, 

 N is the number of features functions, 

CRF are designed to estimate the model parameters 

using an iterative gradient method such as BFGS 

algorithm and to perform the inference process using 

Viterbi algorithm. For CRF parameters estimation, 

we use a training set defined by: 

D                
   

 , where each      is a 

sequence of inputs and each      is a sequence of 

desired predictions.  

The estimation of weights of feature function ( ) is 

performed by maximizing the conditional log-

likelihood of annotated sequences of D. 

                  

   

   

 

For more details about CRF, reader can see [11, 15].  

5. CRF FOR USER TASK MODELING  

5.1 The user task modeling 
As shown in figure 3 the “Equation Grapher” 

simulator
1
 interface is described as a set of areas of 

interest AOI={A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H} judged by an 

expert as frequently pointed regions during users 

tasks.   

Like presented previously, each task can be defined 

as a finite, temporal, stochastic sequence of AOI set 

by a user during a period of time.  

                                                           
1 Phet available on : http://phet.colorado.edu 

 

Figure 1. Example of user task defined as a 

sequence of fixed AOI. 

Figure 2. CRF linear-chain graphical 

representation  
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To define each user task (sequence of fixed AOI), 

coordinates of mouse cursor have been recorded at 

each time slice Δt. 

5.2 The proposed model 
The model structure is described by: 

 TASKs= {tsk_1, tsk_2, …, tsk_M} : set of  M 

labels concerning M tasks of users. 

 AOI={aoi_1, aoi_2, …, aoi_N} : set of N areas 

of interest of the web interface that can be 

pointed by users during tasks. 

 X={aoi_k1,…, aoi_kt, …, aoi_kT} : the sequence 

of observations describing AOI fixed by mouse 

cursor during a task for a period of time T, with 

1≤k≤N. 

 Y={tsk_i1,…, tsk_it, …, tsk_iT} : the label 

sequence, with 1≤i≤M. 

Each sequence of observations (sequence of fixed 

AOI) given to CRF model must be entirely labeled 

using a single tag corresponding to performed task. 

Graphically, our model can be presented as follows: 

 

 

 

Let F={f1,f2,…,fn} be a set of features functions. 

Each function fj(yt-1,yt,X,t) looks at a pair of adjacent 

labels (yt-1 and yt) and all the observation sequence 

(X) at each time step (t).   

In order to validate the proposed model, we used 

CRF++ tool, by which we can define templates to 

automatically generate a set of features functions. 

Next, we present some examples of used features 

functions generated using CRF++ templates. 

Template1 : U00 :%x[0,0] generate a set of functions 

like: 

f1(yt-1,yt,X,t) =       1 if  yt=tsk_1   and  xt=aoi_2 ;     

                             0 otherwise 

The function f1 return 1 if the current label (yt) is 

tsk_1 and the current observation (xt) is aoi_2 else f1 

return 0. 

Template2 :U01 :%x[-1,0]/%x[0,0]/%x[1,0] generate 

a set of functions like: 

f2(yt-1,yt,X,t) =      1 if yt=tsk_2 and  xt=aoi_1  

                              and  xt+1=aoi_2  and  xt-1=aoi_4;     

                             0 otherwise  

The function f2 return 1 if the current label (yt) is 

tsk_2 and the current observation (xt) is aoi_1 and 

next observation (xt+1) is aoi_2 and previous 

observation (xt-1) is aoi_4 else f2 return 0. 

 

 

 

Once the model structure and features functions was 

defined, we train the model using labelled 

observation sequences. Each one corresponds to a 

single task and entirely labeled using a single tag. 

The figure 5 summarizes our task recognition 

approach. 

6. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Experimental settings 
We prepared a “training and test” set based on real 

manipulations, which consists of three tasks 

Figure 4. Graphical representation of 

proposed CRF model.  

 

Figure 5. CRF model for task recognition using  

mouse movement data.  

 

Figure 3. Areas Of Interest in “Equation 

Grapher” interface.  
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performed by students using the “equation grapher” 

interface. During each task, the student is asked to 

perform a graphical representation and to keep in 

memory the shape of the drawn curve. The three 

tasks are:   

Task1(DEG2): representation of a quadratic equation 

of the form ax
2
+bx+c=0 (with a, b and c ≠0). 

Task2(DEG1): representation of a quadratic equation 

of the form ax
2
+bx+c=0 (with a=0 and b, c ≠0). 

Task3(INT): a student is asked to discover (and keep 

in memory) intersection coordinates of a quadratic 

equation of the form ax
2
+bx+c=0 (with a,b,c ≠0) and 

a quadratic equation ax
2
+bx+c=0 (with a,c=0).  

So, the three tasks are very similar and complex to 

distinguish based only on cursor trajectory.  

For sequence of observations preparation, each user 

perform only one task and we use OGAMA tool [14] 

for recording mouse cursor coordinates. Based on the 

obtained data we produce an observation sequence 

corresponding to the performed task. Once, the 51 

observation sequences are prepared and labeled, we 

estimate the parameters of the CRF model. The used 

sampling technique is LOOCV (Leave One Out 

Cross Validation). 

6.2 Experimental results and 

discussion 
Although, three tasks are quite similar, experimental 

results, presented in table 1, showed that CRF model 

make out 88,23% as recognition rate. These results 

show that the proposed model have a good ability in 

user task recognition. 

Task Type Samples Error Recognition rate 

Task1 17 3 82,35% 

Task2 17 2 88,23% 

Task 17 1 94,11% 

Total 51 6 88,23% 
 

Table 1. Recognition rate of the proposed model. 

In order to explain obtained results, remember that 

each task is defined as a finite, temporal, stochastic 

sequence of AOI fixed during a period of time T. 

Thus, each task is described by a sequence of 

observations X={aoi_k1 ,…, aoi_kt ,…, aoi_kT}. 

Therefore, in order to recognize a given task, it is 

necessary to take into consideration all focused AOI 

during a task. 

Due to primary advantage of CRF approach which is 

the relaxation of the independence assumption, CRF 

model can take into account more complex 

dependencies between variables. So, all focused AOI 

during a task can be taken into consideration by CRF 

model.  

For this reason, CRF presents high performance in 

user’s tasks recognition.  

Table 2. Average Mouse Fixations (AMF) rate per 

AOI during tasks. 

Table 2 shows the average cursor fixations in some 

AOI for three tasks. The same table also presents 

average cursor fixations in each AOI during two 

tasks TASKX and TASKY. TASKX is INT task and 

correctly recognized by CRF model while TASKY is 

INT task and judged by the model as DEG2 task. 

Likewise, Table 2 shows that area A is rarely fixed 

during three tasks, therefore the area A can be 

considered as unimportant item of interest [6] which 

do not attract the user cursor during interaction. 

Task DEG2 is too dependent to areas E (28.84%) and 

B(15.18%) and task DEG1 is too dependent to areas 

G(21.84%) , F(18.57%), D(14.91%) and C(14.74%) 

while most used AOI for task INT are H(24.51%) 

and E(13.64%). These results show that each type of 

task attracts user attention into well defined regions 

in the interface. So, during each task mouse 

movements can be used to describe the strategy of 

user. A deeper analysis of mouse movements can 

give insights of the cognitive processes of the user 

during a task [2]. 

During TASKX which is INT task was correctly 

recognized by CRF model, in fact, mouse fixations 

rate of TASKX show that user focuses on areas 

E(9.85%) and H(34.04%) which are more relevant 

for INT task than DEG1 and DEG2 tasks.  

TASKY which is of type INT, but recognized by the 

model as DEG2, the user usually focuses on relevant 

AOI for task DEG2 E(29.51%) and B(18.86%) and 

ignores area H(4.47%) considered as important for 

the task INT.  

Knowing that all users have successfully performed 

the required tasks, we can see that during TASKY, 

the user adopts a different strategy to perform an INT 

task. This explains the failure of the model in 

recognizing TASKY because the CRF model adjusts 

its configuration based on the strategy of the group. 

To perform a given task, a human may adopt a 

    TASK 

AOI 
DEG1 DEG2 INT TASKX TASKY 

A 1,02 1,81 0,00 0,00 0,00 

B 2,57 15,18 10,60 6,91 18,86 

C 14,74 6,33 9,14 16,31 6,93 

D 14,91 6,47 10,03 6,01 21,24 

E 3,61 28,84 13,64 9,85 29,51 

F 18,57 11,05 6,83 4,93 2,84 

G 21,84 4,57 7,82 6,33 0,53 

H 3,71 7,93 24,51 34,04 4,47 
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strategy which is quite different of the one adopted 

by the majority of users; this task may be the cause of 

CRF failure. In fact a normal realization of a given 

task result in a normal use of important AOI which 

are relevant for this task and ignoring of important 

areas, or overusing of unimportant areas, should be 

considered as an indicator of different user strategy 

during task realization. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
During interaction process, the analysis of mouse 

movement of the user can tell us about the user’s 

task, AOI that have a user's attention high attraction 

and ignored AOI. Also, the analysis of cursor 

behavior can give insights about the strategy adopted 

by the majority of users and the particular user’s 

strategy during a given task. In this work, we used 

CRF approach in order to recognize tasks performed 

by users. Experimental results show the good 

performance of the proposed model in user task 

recognition mainly based on mouse movements. 

Also, results show that each task type have a great 

impact on mouse behavior because the cursor is more 

attracted by some AOI than others according to each 

type of task.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the technology of detection and tracing vehicles on  the sequence of images based on digital 

video stream analysis in the real-time mode. Such technology can be used for car identification, license plates 

recognition, and for defining of car traffic parameters: the cars speed and average speed of car traffic, the traffic 

density, et cetera. One of the main advantages of the presented technology is the simplicity of realization and the 

possibility of making a cheap solution based on it (cheap camera and a ordinary PC), in contrast to most of the 

specialized solutions with a high price, and requirements of high-performance hardware components as usual. 

Keywords 
objects detection and recognition, speed estimation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The tasks of image processing and signal analysis 

need to be solved in different  fields of human 

activity [Luk01a]. Due to evolution of computer 

equipment we can realize the tasks which could not 

be implemented in practice some years ago. One of 

them - is the processing of video streams in real-time 

[Sta00a, Mya01a]. Such a process is usually required 

in teleconferencing systems, security, tracking and 

other video-analysis systems.  Another trend of 

research in video stream processing technology 

evolving today, is the analysis of traffic flows based 

on videoregistration data [Luk01a, Cas00a].  

The simple transfer of videos to the operator monitor 

is ineffective for videostream analysis in real-time. 

Initial videodata have to be preprocessed to improve 

the efficiency and quality of decisions of such tasks. 

It requires the use of algorithms of automatic track 

changes appropriate for finding, recognizing and 

analyzing various objects on the images and finally to 

inform the operator about any unusual situations. 

Most of the traditional methods of traffic video 

information analysis are based on the selection and 

detection of some specific areas on the image and 

further tracking of these selected areas on the 

following frames. Such decision can often be 

functional but it`s not effective due to computational 

complexity, not always high precision, and strong 

dependence on the characteristic regions. Therefore it 

is unacceptable for the described task solution. 

2. TASK DEFINITION AND THE 

VIDEO RECEIVING MODEL 

The hardware 
The hardware complex, which provides the function 

of the offered technology, should consists of the 

following components: data source (video camera); 

device of transferring an input signal to a PC - special 

video capture card or video card with a digital/analog 

input interface; PC for data processing and storage. 

Special database (DB) containing images of all 

detected vehicle`s were created for the testing of 

proposed information technology, as well as the 

appropriate software tools to work with this database. 

The database consist of 1041 images of vehicles 

detected in the video stream, were filmed on the road. 

DB store the following information about vehicles: 

 the centre of the vehicle license plate (LP), 

 the size of the vehicle LP - vertical/ horizontal, 

 the LP tilt angle is relative to the horizontal, 

 the existence of the vehicle LP, 

 the visibility parameter of the LP on the image, 

 the type of the vehicle LP, 

 the content of the LP - registration number, 

the BMP filename, with the image of the vehicle.  

Video recording model 
As it is shown in Fig.1 – the video camera is mounted 

at a height h, and L2 – is a distance to the nearest 

visible point  (i.e., the end point of the area of 

tracking vehicle). L1 – is a distance to a farthest 

visible point D. The optical axis of the camera is OB.  

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 

profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 

redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 

and/or a fee. 
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The plane of the video recording is perpendicular to 

the optical axis of the camera OB. Let it be located on 

the point EC. The number of rows in matrix - N1. In 

this case the following expressions are correct. 

2 2

2 1 2

1 2

, arctan , arctan
h h

t OC h L
L L

   
         

   
(1) 

1 2 ,     2 sin 0,5d EC t    . 

 
Figure 1. Geometrical model of video recording. 

The video processing model can be represented as it 

follows: an video input module generates digital 

images which are based on the incoming video 

stream. After then those images are used as an input 

information for the vehicle detection module. 

According to the dynamic changes on a digital image 

a decision about presence or absence of the vehicle is 

taken. The image with the detected vehicle is used as 

an input for the tracking and speed determination 

module. Data about vehicle speed and the image of 

detected vehicle, have to be presented to the operator. 

3. AN ALGORITHM OF VEHICLES 

DETECTION AND TRACKING 
To determine whether the vehicle is presented on a 

digital image, there are two images used: current 

image and the current background component. The 

background component image is calculated as: 

1 1  (1 ) ,i i iS X S      (2) 

Si – current background picture; Xi-1 
 – image on the 

previous step; Si-1 
 – background picture on the 

previous step;  – coefficient (small enough), which 

determines the rate of change of the background 

component and it depends on the presence of absence 

of the vehicle on the current frame.  

Such representation of the background component 

allows to accumulate changes of the background 

component and the system can automatically adjust to 

change in the light of the scene (day, night) and 

weather conditions (snow, rain, cloudy, sunny). 

The image Xi can be presented as: 

i i iX U V  , (3) 

Ui – background component (stationary); Vi – figure 

of vehicle (background changes is assumed as noise). 

     
 a) b) c) 

Figure 2. Vehicle detection. 

To detect the vehicle on the image we can produce 

logical subtraction Xi (the current frame - fig. 2a) of 

Si (current background). The result is the background 

component changing area. After the threshold 

processing obtain a mask representing the binarized 

region of changes - "trace" of the vehicle (Fig. 2b). 

Parameter  determined the speed of background 

component changing depends on the mask: 

 if the proportion of the mask more than 5% of the 

image size (there is vehicle in visible area), the 

coefficient  reduced by 50 times, so as not to 

accumulate noise on the background component; 

 If the same proportion of the mask less than 5% of 

the image size, the coefficient  given back to the 

original value if the mask part more than 5%. 

The exception of this rule is the "systems stabilization 

time" - time of setting up of background component 

and weather condition when  coefficient is constant 

regardless of the proportion of the mask on the image, 

until the difference between image and the background 

on the adjacent steps is less than a threshold. 

When a proportion of the mask will be more 15% of 

the image size, the process of vehicle detecting and 

tracing is starting. And following algorithm is used: 

1) calculate a mathematical expectations array in 

rows of the current mask; recalculate its values: 

10 ,   1...5new

i i k i ka a a k    ; 

2) detect the max of this new array. According to 

previous transformation the max positions 

corresponds to the maximum difference of brightness 

on the mask (area under the bumper) - see. Fig. 2c.; 

3) the tracking of the vehicle on the image is finishing 

when there is a "jump of the max" (max is not found) 

or if the proportion of the mask < 15%. 

4. AN ALGORITHM OF VEHICLES 

SPEED CALCULATION 
To determine the vehicle speed the position of max 

value of the brightness difference array is used. These 

values received from two frames - at the beginning 

and at the end of vehicle tracking and used with the 

corresponded measurements of the frames time. If 

this frame is the first frame of the vehicle tracking 

process, then we save the coordinate max

1i  of the max 

value and the time t1 as start parameters of the vehicle 
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tracking. If this frame is the last frame of the vehicle 

tracking, then we save the coordinate max

2i  of the max 

value and the time t2 as a vehicle tracking termination 

parameters. After than speed can be determined as:  

max max

1 2

2 1

( ) ( )x xl i l i
v

t t





,   (3) 

where max

1( )xl i , max

2( )xl i  – the actual distance to the 

vehicle from the recording device. 

Considering that the brightness difference accounts to 

area under the bumper of the vehicle on the picture 

the speed estimation will be the most accurate in the 

case of precise observance of the receiving video 

system installation parameters (height, distance and 

camera position). In this case the  camera mounting 

height in relation of the vehicle fixation point 

(brightness difference) is constant. At the same time 

when we use LP of the vehicle for the speed 

determining by finding and tacking the LP position 

on the pictures - the accuracy of this estimation can 

be considerably lower. This occurs because of 

different height of LP mounting towards to the 

camera position (bumper, radiator frame, bus, truck, 

etc.). Taking into account the geometric model of the 

video recording presented above  the following 

algorithm is used for the vehicle speed estimation. 

Denote by i the required row number on the recorded 

image and then corresponding to it point location on 

the segment EL, which is equal the distance from a 

point x to E, can be calculated as: 
1 1

d
x i

N



. 

At the same time actual distance lx on the plane AD 

from the point A is defined as  tanx xl h   , where 

the angle value 
x

 can be represented as: 

x x    , 
 

1 2
/ 2

,  arctan .
2

x

d x

OP

  
      

 
 

cos
2

OP t
 

  
 

, 
2

arctan 1 tan .
1 2

x

i

N

     
      

    
 

The distance lx can be executed in three steps:  

1 step: calculate 
1  and 

2 by using (1): 

2 step: calculate 
x : 

  1 2 1 22
arctan 1 tan

2 1 2
x

i
i

N

       
       

    
(5) 

3 step: calculate  xl i :     tanx xl i h i   . (6) 

To accelerate the calculating process the lx(i) values 

can be tabulated for all values of 0, 1i N  . 

In a situation, when the analyzed point is located at 

some height h0 (relative to the road), the expressions 

(1), (5), (6) can also be used for calculating of the 

actual distance to the object after replacing the values 

L1, L2 and h  to the values 
1 2,  L L   and h : 

0 1 1 2 2, tan( ), tan( )h h h L h L h            . (7) 

Obtaining information about the horizontal 

arrangement of the tracking object is only possible in 

case of precisely known distance to the camera. 

Suppose that this was performed, we know the actual 

shooting distance from the object to the camera - lx 

(see. Fig. 3). In this case, we can obtain the equation:  

2

2

x x

W
w l

L
 , 

W2 – width of the tracking area on the distance L2. 

 
Figure 3. Geometrical model of vehicle tracking area. 

Note that the following equality should be performed 

for the boundaries of digital image: 

2

2

0
,

2

x

x

x
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w if

l L

 
   

 
;

22

2

1
,

2

x

x

x

j NW
w if

l L

  
   

 
, 

N2 – number of cols in matrix of registration, jx – the 

desired pixel, the expression for the horizontal 

coordinate of the registered point is obtained:  

  2

2

2

( 1) / 2

1

x

x x

j N
w j W

N

  
  

 
. (8) 

In a situation, when the analyzed point is located at 

some height 
0h  (in relation to the road surface), the 

expression (8) can be used after replacing the value 

2W  to the value 
2W  , and note that  2 2tanL h   , 

 

 

22

22

22
2

2

,
h LOCW

W OC h L

 
 



 the (8) can be presented:  

  2

0 2

0 2

( 1) / 2
,

1

x

x x

j Nh
w j h W

h h N

  
   

  
. (9) 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

Vehicle detection on a videostream 
Experimental researches were conducted on the basis 
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of the analysis of real traffic flow recorded movie, 

which represents a collection of video clips with 

different seasons, day-time and weather conditions. 

Recording  

conditions 

Vehicle 

missed 

Detected 

too late 

Multy-detection 

2 3 4 

Day (10 min.) 4 1 9 1 0 

Night (20 min.) 8 22 16 1 1 

Winter (9 min.) 10 0 13 2 1 

All (39 min.) 22 23 38 4 2 

Table 1. Statistics of detection of moving vehicles. 

In case of the night video the number of missed and 

late detected vehicles is exaggerated, because this 

video consists of many small clips. The system has 

not enough time to tune on the background 

component changing. The probability of the vehicle 

detection is about 0.95 and the probability of missing 

- 0.05. There is a slight dependence on the shooting 

conditions of night, day, winter, etc. The probability 

of false detection of a non-existent vehicle is equal to 

0. Some vehicle can be marked more the once. 

Vehicle speed estimation 
At the moment, there is no way to make an accurate 

assessment of the efficiency of vehicle speed 

estimation algorithm due to the fact that precise data of 

vehicles speed is not available (from the patented 

device for the velocity determination) for the 

experiments. The results of expert evaluation of the 

vehicle speed corresponds to the expected values. The 

error estimation is about 5-10%. Necessary to obtain a 

traffic flow video with accurate information of each 

vehicle speeds, the future investigation of the efficiency 

of the algorithm of vehicle speed determination, is as 

well as calibration of the parameters. 

6. PARAMETERS OF TRAFFIC FLOW 
The parameters are typically correlated to traffic flow 

[Gas00a, Cas01a] is a speed, density and the actual 

volume of traffic flow. The flow velocity v means the 

average speed of the vehicle (for the analyzed 

period). The density  - is the number of vehicles per 

area unit, the volume of the flow q is the number of 

vehicles per unit of time Assume that, T – is the 

duration of the interval of an assessment 

accumulation, for which at a particular time t0 K 

vehicles with the parameters  
1

0
,

K

k k k
t v




 are 

registered, where 
0 0[ , ]kt t T t   – the time of 

particular vehicle detecting, vk – speed of this 

particular vehicle. In that case the estimations of the 

required parameters may be determined by formulas:  

 
1

0

0

1
ˆ

K

k

k

v t v
K





  ,  0
ˆ

K
q t

T
 ,  

 
0

2 1
0 2

2

ˆ

ˆ
2

K
t

L L
v t TW

L

 
 
 
 

.  

7. CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS 
The paper presents an efficient technology that allows 

to solve the following tasks in a real-time mode:  

– detect the vehicle on a videstream, 

– evaluate the velocity of the vehicle on the image 

regardless of the presence of the vehicle LP, 

– determine the density of traffic flow on the basis 

of the estimation  of individual vehicle parameters. 

The main advantages of this technology are: 

1. A vehicle`s detection and tracking (also as speed 

estimation) based on the detection of the vehicle 
itself but not of the vehicle LP (the problem of 

detecting the vehicle without LP can be solved). 

2. The adaptive tuning of the algorithm parameters 

allows to detect the vehicle efficiently, regardless 

of changing weather or lighting conditions.  

3. The computational efficiency of the developed 

algorithms in very high. 

The perspectives of future works involve the 

specification of the model and to configure the 

algorithm of the speed estimation on the base of the 

real data on the vehicle speed. One more direction of 

the research is the development of techniques for the 

detection and recognition of LP on the vehicle. 
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ABSTRACT 
Retinex was introduced by E.Land to explain and solve a problem of color constancy in human visual system 
(HVS). In this paper, we propose a novel Retinex model based on sparse source separation problem. Different 
from the existing models, we can explain a relation between the modeling and the effectiveness of Retinex de-
composition with the proposed model. We demonstrate the performance of our model by experimental results. 

Keywords 
color constancy, Retinex theory, modeling, gradient domain, sparse source separation   

1. INTRODUCTION 
The color of object which is determined by machine 
visual system (MVS), such as a digital camera, is 
based on the amount of reflected light on the object. 
However, when human visual system (HVS) deter-
mines the object color, it also considers the amount 
of detail in the surrounding area and the variation of 
overall illumination. With this complex system, we 
can automatically discount the variation of illumina-
tion and so easily recognize the color of object which 
is same under varying illumination conditions 
[Pal09][Riz07]. This feature of the HVS is called 
color constancy [Ebn07], and it has been studied over 
the forty years. 
Land’s Retinex theory is the first computational 
model to simulate and explain the color constancy of 
HVS [Lan71]. He simulated and explained how the 
HVS perceives color, based on experiments using 
Mondrian patterns. With this result, he proposed 
path-based Retinex algorithm to solve the discrepan-
cy problem between the MVS and HVS [Lan83]. 
This algorithm extracts the reflectance components 
from the original image which is obtained by MVS. 
The extracted reflectance image is so clear and quite 
similar to the image of HVS because it has no illumi-

nation components in the image. After Land’s pio-
neering studies of Retinex theory, there have been 
many researches to interpret, improve, and imple-
ment the Retinex algorithm.  
The Retinex algorithm is usually categorized into 
four areas: path-based algorithms, recursive algo-
rithms, center/surround algorithms and physics-based 
algorithms[Mor09] . Among these areas, the physics-
based algorithms are widely studied in recent years 
because they can efficiently remove the global illu-
mination from the images. Based on the main as-
sumptions that the illumination varies smoothly and 
the reflectance is piecewise constant, the physics-
based Retinex algorithms set models of the reflec-
tance and the illumination firstly, and then decom-
pose image intensity as a product of the reflectance 
and the illumination.  
In [Kim03], Kimmel et al. proposed a variation mod-
el for Retinex which set the illumination as the varia-
tional framework. This algorithm can simply extract 
the illumination using the steepest descent method, 
but the reflectance model is not considered. To im-
prove this algorithm, Michael et al. proposed a total-
variation model for Retinex [Mic11]. This algorithm 
uses the total-variation model for the reflec-
tance[MaW10], and also considers the illumination 
model using the assumption of spatially smoothness. 
This algorithm makes the decomposition of image 
more appropriate and reasonable than the previous 
works. However, there still remains a problem in the 
total-variation model that the mathematical relation 
between the modeling and the effectiveness of de-
composition is not clear. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistrib-
ute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
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In this paper, we propose a sparse source separation 
model of Retinex theory. Using the properties that 
the gradient of reflectance is spatially sparse and the 
gradient of illumination is sparse in frequency do-
main, we apply the sparse source separation algo-
rithm to the Retinex model. With our model, we can 
explain the effectiveness of Retinex decomposition 
and can decompose the reflectance and illumination 
more accurately. Some experimental results are pre-
sented to show the effectiveness of the proposed 
model.  

2. VARIATION/TOTAL-VARIATION 
MODEL FOR RETINEX 
As mentioned above, the variation and total-variation 
model for Retinex are categorized in the physics-
based Retinex algorithm. The algorithms in this cate-
gory decompose the image intensity  as a product of 
the reflectance  and of the incident illumination 
intensity  as follows [Mor09] :   =  ∙ 																																						(1) 
,where 0 <  < 1 and 0 <  < ∞. In order to handle 
the product form, they are converted into the loga-
rithmic domain, i.e.,  =  + 																																						(2) 
where  = log ,  = log, and  = log . Based on 
the assumption that the illumination is spatially 
smooth, Kimmel et al. proposed the variation model-
ing for Retinex [Kim03], i.e., argmin [] =  (|∇| + ( − )+ |∇( − )|)  subject	to ∶ 		 ≥ , and	〈∇, ⃗ 〉 = 0	on	Ω				(3) 
where Ω is the support of the image, Ω its boundary, 
and ⃗  is the normal to the boundary.  and  are free 
non-negative real parameters. This model is a quad-
ratic programming problem which can be solved by 
many methods such project normalized steepest de-
scent method as in [Kim03]. However, this model 
has some limitations because the reflectance piece-
wise constant assumption is not considered in its 
model.  
To improve the variation model of Retinex, Michael 
et al. proposed the total-variation model for Retinex 
[Mic11], i.e.,  argmin, (, ) =  |∇| + 2 |∇| + 2  ( +  − )+ 2  																																		(4) 

where , , and  are positive numbers for regulari-
zation parameters, the term ∫ ( +  − )  is used 

for the fidelity, and the term ∫   is used only for 
the theoretical setting. As shown in (4), they consid-
ered the both sides: the reflection function is piece-
wise constant, and the illumination function is spa-
tially smooth. Using these properties, the total-
variation model makes more appropriate and reason-
able for the decomposition of Retinex than the previ-
ous variation model.  
Nevertheless, there still remain some problems in the 
variation/total-variation model. The variation and 
total-variation model do not explain the mathematical 
relation between their modeling and the possibility of 
decomposition. So we do not know whether the mod-
eling is suitable or not for the Retinex decomposition. 
They also have some halo effects in their decom-
posed reflectance images because they consider both 
the reflectance and illumination in the spatial domain. 
Due to the fact that the illumination was modeled as 
smooth in the spatial domain, the results of reflec-
tance images lead to the creation of local halos, such 
as those around the letters. 

3. PROPOSED RETINEX MODEL 
In order to improve the previous model of Retinex, 
we present a sparse source separation model of Reti-
nex. In this section, we introduce the sparse source 
separation algorithm firstly, and then we present a 
novel Retinex decomposition model using the sparse 
source separation algorithm. 

Source separation algorithm in mixed two 
sparse signals 
Suppose that there is a mixed signal  ∈ ℝ  of the 
superposition model, i.e.,  =  + 																																		(5) 
We assume that a vector  ∈ ℝ is sparse if the most 
of its entries are equal to zero. Similarly, a vector  ∈ ℝ  is sparse in frequency if its discrete cosine 
transform (DCT)   is sparse, where  ∈ ℝ×  is 
the matrix that encodes the DCT. Using these proper-
ties, we can separate the  into  and  to search for 
the sparsest possible components [McC14], i.e., [, ] = argmin,∈ℝ {‖‖ + ‖‖:  =  + }	(6) 
Where the ℓ-norm measures the sparsity of its input, 
and  > 0  is a regularization parameter that trades 
the relative sparsity of solutions.  
In [Don01], Donoho et al. proved that if  ‖‖ + ‖‖ ≤  2⁄ ,																							(7) 
then the solution to equation (6) is unique. In other 
words, we can perfectly separate  and  from  if  
and  are sufficiently sparse. 
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Unfortunately, solving (6) involves an intractable 
computation problem. So we replace the ℓ  penalty 
with the convex ℓ-norm to solve a classical sparse 
approximation program as follows : [, ] = argmin,∈ℝ {‖‖ + ‖‖:  =  + }	(8) 
In [Don01], Donoho et al. also proved that if  ‖‖ + ‖‖ ≤ 12 2⁄ ,																							(9) 
then the solution to equation (8) is also unique. In 
other words, we can also perfectly separate  and  
from  using the ℓ-norm if  and  are sufficiently 
sparse.  
The change to the convex ℓ-norm offers a benefit 
that we can use a number of highly efficient convex 
program algorithms for solving (8).  

A sparse source separation model of  
Retinex theory 
At first, we convert the equation (2) into a gradient 
domain, i.e.,  ∇ = ∇ + ∇																																	(10) 
, because the reflectance  is piecewise constant, the 
gradient of reflectance ∇  is spatially sparse. And 
because the illumination   is spatially smooth, the 
gradient of illumination ∇  is piecewise constant in 
spatial domain, so it is sparse in frequency domain. 
As we explained in the previous subsection, we can 
efficiently decompose the superposition signal which 
is mixed the spatially sparse signal and the sparse-in-
frequency signal. So, applying this fact to the sparse 
source separation problem, we can decompose the ∇ 
into ∇ and ∇, solving the follow problem :  ̌ , ′ = argmin,∈ℝ {‖‖ + ‖‖:  = ′ + ′}			 (11) 
where  = ∇,  = ∇,  = ∇, and 	is the size of 
image. Using the decomposed  and , we can get 
the reflectance   and illumination   with the simple 
inverse process of equation (10). 
Based on the equation (7), we can perfectly decom-
pose  into  and   if ‖′‖ + ‖′‖ ≤  2⁄ 																			(12) 
So, if   and   satisfy the above sparse condition, 
then we can accurately decompose the reflectance 
image from the original image.  
However, as we mentioned before, it is difficult to 
solve the equation (11) because the ℓ optimization 
problem is NP-hard. So we replace the ℓ penalty of 
(11) with the ℓ-norm, i.e.,  ̂ , ′ = argmin,∈ℝ {‖‖ + ‖‖:  = ′ + ′}			 (13) 
Based on the equation (9), we also see that the equa-

tion (13) is perfectly decomposed if 

‖′‖ + ‖′‖ ≤ 12 2⁄ 																			(14) 
With our Retinex modeling, we can explain the rela-
tion between the modeling and the efficieny of Reti-
nex decomposition that the sparsity of ∇  and ∇ 
are proportional to the accuracy of Retinex decompo-
sition, and if they satisfy the equation (14), then we 
can perfectly decompose the reflectance and illumi-
nation from the original image. 
To solve the equation (13),  we change this equation 
to the unconstrained form, i.e., ̂, ′ = argmin,∈ℝ ‖‖ + ‖‖+ 2 ( −  − )			 (15) 
,where  is the axis of image, and  is the positive  
regularization parameter. To solve the equation (15), 
we use the alternating minimization scheme as ′() = argmin∈ℝ ‖‖ + 2  −  − () 																		 ′() = argmin∈ℝ ‖′‖ + 2  − () −   (16) 
In order to get the  and  directly without the inverse 
process of equation (10), we apply the split Bregman 
method [Gol09] in each subproblems in (16), i.e., () = argmin,∈ℝ ‖‖ + 2 ∇ − ∇ − ∇() 															 () = argmin,∈ℝ ‖‖ + 2 ∇ − ∇() − ∇  (17) 
,where  = ∇ and  = ∇. With the iteration of 
each sub-problems, we can get the decomposed re-
flectance and illumination image. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In our implementation, we use the HSV Retinex 
which considers the intensity layer (V) only. We 
compare the results of our model with those of Kim-
mel’s model [Kim03] and the Michael’s model 
[Mic11]. The parameters of previous models set the 
same as their papers. In our model, we fix  =4	and	 = 0.1 which apply to weight the illumina-
tion cost.  
Figure 1 and 2 show the experimental results of the 
previous works and our proposed model with two 
Retinex test images. In these figures, we can see that 
the reflectance image of our model is the most clear 
in the edge of image.  
In the next experiments, we apply the Retinex algo-
rithms using the color circle images we made. As 
shown in figure 3, our proposed model restores the 
edge and intensity of reflectance more accurately 
than the other Retinex algorithms. Figure 4 shows the 
differences of S-CIELAB image [Zha97] between the 
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original color circle and the reflectance image which 
is obtained with Retinex algorithm. The brightness of 
S-CIELAB image means the amount of errors. As 
shown in figure 4, our Retinex model shows the less 
S-CIELAB differences than the other Retinex algo-
rithms.  
With the results in figure 5, we can also see that our 
model is almost free for the local halo effect, yet the 
results of previous model in figure 5(b)(c) lead to the 
creation of local halos.  
With these results, we can say that our model is ef-
fective for the Retinex decomposition. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we propose a sparse source separation 
model of Retinex algorithm. Based on the sparse 
source separation problem, we use the properties of 
illumination and reflectance in the source separation 
model that the gradient of illumination is sparse-in-
frequency and the gradient of reflectance is sparse in 
spatial domain. Unlike the previous physics-based 
Retinex models, our model is able to explain the 
modeling and the efficiency of model for Retinex 
decomposition. Some experimental results show that 
our Retinex model is effective to decompose the 
reflectance components from the original images.  
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Fig 4 The S-CIELAB difference images between the 
original color circle image and the results of Retinex 
reflectance images. (a) With the reflectance image by 
the variation model in [Kim03]; (b) reflectance image 
by the total-variation model in [Mic11]; (e) reflec-
tance image by the proposed model. 

 

Fig 5 The results of Retinex algorithms with ‘text’
test image. Top is the reconstructed color image, and 
bottom is the mono reflectance image of V layer. (a) 
The original image; (b) reflectance image by the 
variation model in [Kim03]; (c) reflectance image by 
the total-variation model in [Mic11]; (d) reflectance 
image by the proposed model. 
 

Fig 3 The results of Retinex algorithms with ‘color circle’ test image. (a) The illuminated image; (b) The 
original image; (c) reflectance image by the variation model in [Kim03]; (d) reflectance image by the total-
variation model in [Mic11]; (e) reflectance image by the proposed model. 
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ABSTRACT

A method of graph algorithm visualization based on an implicit visual effect generation approach is described. The
approach develops an idea to establish an algorithm as an input as well as input graph. Visualization of algorithms is
carried out by means of a set of configurable visual effects. We consider a class of hierarchical graphs as a class of
input  graphs.  This  allows  using wide  set  of  input  graphs  and  presenting  additional  data  appearing  during the
algorithm work as part of a single visualized graph model. Described approach is be used both in research and
education. 

Keywords:
Graph, hierarchical graph, algorithm, visualization, visual effect.

INTRODUCTION
Algorithm visualization is a recurring subject  in

the field of data visualization. Researchers mostly use
them in  order  to  build  some educational  courses  in
computer  science  field  [1,  2].  According  to  review
papers  a  lot  of  algorithm  visualization  works  are
focused on construction new visualization for specific
algorithm or for very limited number of ones, and also
have  different  characteristics  of  effectiveness  of
visualization. It’s remarked in reviews that  it’s  quite
difficult  to  create  effective  algorithm  visualization.
Thus most of works have low quality and often it’s
hard  to  find  working  samples  for  demonstration  in
education class. 

Most of these visualizations cover simple cases of
algorithms and data structures. The review paper [2]
remarks that  there is  need for  visualization working
with more complex data structures like B-trees or NP-
hardness.  It  does  make sense in order  to familiarize
students  with  more  complex  concepts  of  computer
science.  Often  authors  of  review  makes  conclusion
that  there  is  need  for  estimation  of  algorithm
visualization  effectiveness.  Usually  they  estimate
effectiveness in context of time required to understand
concept,  which  visualization  presents.  Also  review
authors  mark  that  effectiveness  of  visualizations  is
better  if  students  are  involved  into  a  process  of
construction  of  algorithm  visualization.  If  students
have opportunity to interact with visualization then it
produces more denotable effect in education. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all part
of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without  fee  provided  that  copies  are  not  made  or
distributed for  profit  or  commercial  advantage  and
that copies bear this notice and the full citation on
the  first  page.  To copy otherwise,  or  republish,  to
post  on  servers  or  to  redistribute  to  lists,  requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

This paper introduces the approach to construction
of  algorithm  visualization  constrained  for  graph
algorithms. It’s noted in paper [2] that constrains with
domains  allow  to  make  corresponding  assumption
which  lead  to  improvement  of  expressiveness  and
effectiveness of algorithm visualizations. We consider
only  graph  algorithms.  It  means  that  a  text  of  an
algorithm is written on terms of the graph theory.

RELATED WORK
There  are  many  tools  to  create  algorithm

visualization. Most of them focus on creation one-time
visualization  of  particular  algorithm  which  can  be
stored as video record or number of pictures, and later
can be demonstrated in education class. Also there are
several  tools  of  software  visualization  field  which
show  work  of  some  program  written  with
programming  language.  In  this  approach  state  of
memory is been visualized [5,6,8,9,11]. Also there are
approaches  using  static  images  in  order  to  show
dynamic  process  [4].  Also  there  are  works  which
proceed with limited fix set of algorithms [12].

This  does  not  allow  user  to  change  input
algorithms what would be high degree of freedom in
interaction with algorithm visualization. According to
reviews [2] it would be useful to have opportunity to
interact  with  visualization  process  for  education
purposes.

VISUALIZATION
In this work we consider approach in which we

limit  only  graph  algorithms  instead  of  general
algorithms.  It  means  that  we  consider  algorithm
working only with graphs. It allows us to select events
expressed in terms of graphs. For example adding of
vertex,  remove  edge  from  subgraph  or  change
attribute  value  of  tree  node  or  enumerate  nodes
incident  to  given  one.  And  we  can  describe  graph
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algorithms  in  such  terms  with  using  some
programming language  [10].  In  this  form algorithm
can be compiled into executable program. The result
of the program execution is information which is to be
used  in  creation  of  the  underlying  algorithm
visualization. An example of such instruction can be
adding  an  edge  or  a  change  in  the  attributes  of
vertices.  The following example shows the breadth-
first search algorithm for any graph. In the given case,
Get(...)  and  Set(...)  instructions are  used  for  reading
and  changing  the  graph  element's  attribute  values.
These  instructions  have  formats  Get(vertex,
attributename)  and  Set(vertex,  attributename,
attributevalue), respectively. Here is we have the first
aspect  of  visualization  interactivity.  We  change
algorithm  text  and  get  a  visualization  with  another
properties  without  additional  efforts.  To  construct  a
visualization of the breadth-first search algorithm, the
state attribute is appointed to each graph vertex. The
value of the state attribute reflects whether the vertex
was visited during a traversal of a graph.

VertexQueue.Enqueue(Graph.Vertices[0]);
while (VertexQueue.Count > 0)
{
    Vertex v = VertexQueue.Dequeue();
    Set(v, "state", "visited");
    foreach(Edge e in v.Edges)
   {
       Vertex t = e.PortTo.Owner;
        string c = Get(t, "state");
        if(c != "visited")
       {
           Set(t, "state", "visited");
           VertexQueue.Enqueue(t);
       }
    }
}
VertexQueue.Clear();

Each instruction of the algorithm generates one
or  more  images  of  the  current  state  of  the  graph
model.  The  graph  model  is  a  hierarchical  marked
graph.  The  hierarchical  graph  H  is  a  tuple  of  two
elements: the first is a graph G and the second is a tree
of  fragments.  Each  fragment  is  a  subgraph  of  the
graph G. For any two fragments U and V, only one of
the following properties holds: U is a subgraph of V, V
is a subgraph of U, or U equals V [3]. It is useful to
highlight  the  current  executing  instruction  in  each
image because it  allows a user to keep attention on
valuable events at this moment. To solve the problem
of highlighting the current executing instruction in the
image, the following approach is used. Each text line
has  a  numeric  index  in  all  text  lines.  So that  order
value  is  added  to  arguments  of  the  function
corresponding  to  the  text  line.  This  additional
parameter  is  the  number  of  the  current  executing
algorithm  instruction.  After  this  transformation,  the
text  of  the  breadth-first  search  algorithm  from  the
above example looks like this:

VertexQueue.Enqueue(Graph.Vertices[0]);
while (WhileCondition(2, VertexQueue.Count > 0))
{
    Vertex v = VertexQueue.Dequeue(4);

    Set(5, v.ID, "state", "visited");
    foreach(Edge e in ForCollection(6, v.InEdges))
   {
        Vertex t = e.PortFrom.Owner;
        string c = Get(9, t, "state");
        if(IfCondition(10, c != "visited"))
       {
            Set(12, t, "state", "visited");
            VertexQueue.Enqueue(13, t);
        }
    }
}
VertexQueue.Clear();

The  above  example  shows  changes  in  the
attributes of the graph elements, too. This is a typical
situation  for  algorithms implementing only traversal
of  a  graph  –  a  method when all  graph  vertices  are
visited one by one. For example, the Pruefer encoding
algorithm constructs  a  sequence  of  numbers  by  the
given  tree  graph.  During  the  coding  process,  the
vertices  of  the  graph  are  removed  one  by  one.  To
perform  this  operation,  the  RemoveVertex(...)
instruction should be used, which leads to generation
of  a  visual  effect  of  the  corresponding  vertex
disappearing.  Here  is  an  example  of  the  Pruefer
encoding  algorithm,  how it  can  be  formulated  as  a
parameter of the graph algorithm visualization system:

int i=0;
List<Vertex> Leafs = new List<Vertex>();
int n = Graph.Vertices.Count;
while(i++ <= n-2)
{
    Leafs.Clear();
    foreach(Vertex v in Graph.Vertices)
    if(v.OutEdges.Count == 0) Leafs.Add(v);
    Vertex codeItem = 
        Leafs[0].InEdges[0].PortFrom.Owner;
    Output.Add(codeItem);
    RemoveVertex(Leafs[0]);
}

Each  algorithm  instruction  generates  some
information during execution of the transformed text
of the original algorithm. This information describes
the number of the current instruction, the name of an
attribute of a graph element, the previous value of the
attribute, a new value of the attribute and the identifier
of the graph element.  This information allows us to
get the full history of operations executed over graph
elements. This operation history contains the detailed
information on the state of the graph model during the
algorithm running. Further the history of operations,
the input graph and the original text of the algorithm
are used to generate the algorithm visualization. Each
operation  history  element  corresponds  to  some
graphical  effect  over  visual  representation  of  graph
elements. The simplest example of the visual effect for
the  breadth-first  search  algorithm  is  to  change  the
color of the graph vertex representation when a state
attribute of the vertex has been changed and to change
the color of the text of the corresponding instruction.
Here is the second aspect of visualization interactivity.
We changes an assignment any particular visual effect
and get changed.
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EXPERIMENTS 
A system  of  graph  algorithm  visualization  has

been constructed based on suggested approach.  This
system consists of several components: an algorithm
execution  module,  a  graph  editor  and  a  graph
algorithm visualizer. It can be assumed without loss of
generality that data are passed between components in
a  text  form.  This  is  useful  if  the  components  are
implemented on different platforms and with different
tools. The purpose of the algorithm execution module
is  to  generate  the  execution  history.  The  algorithm
running is separated from its visualization. This allows
performing  the  algorithm  once  and  after  that  the
operation history can be used to visualize and refine
the visualization as many times as needed. This can be
useful when computationally-intensive algorithms are
visualized since the second cycle of execution of the
algorithm is complex in such cases. To provide correct
work  of  the  algorithm  execution  module,  it  is
necessary to meet a significant condition related to the
algorithmic  complexity.  It  is  reasonable  to  visualize
only efficient  algorithms,  because it  will  take much
time to build the operation history of execution of an
inefficient  algorithm. Efficient  algorithm means  that
an algorithm of polynomial complexity. We can use a
small  input  graph  for  this  case.  This  assumption
allows constructing of visualization for  a reasonable
time. 

The algorithm execution module takes the given
algorithm  text  written  down  with  a  programming
language, executes it and returns the log of operations
generated  during  the  algorithm  run  on  a  particular
graph.  The  log  of  executed  operations  contains
information  about  all  changed  attributes  of  graph
elements  and  other  events  related  to  input  graph
elements  during  the  execution.  Further  this
information  is  used  to  generate  graphical
representation of process.

Another component of the visualization system is
the  visualizer  itself.  This  component  receives  the
algorithm text, the graph, the history of operations and
additional  graphical  options.  A  history  information
item is  added  by special  instructions  created  at  the
stage  of  preparation  of  the  algorithm  text.  For
example, these special instructions are the functions:
Set(...),  Get(...),  IfCondition(...),  WhileCondition(...)
and ForeachCollection(...). Their first argument is the
number of the corresponding text line. IfCondition(...)
and WhileCondition(...) do not perform any changes in
the  graph  model  state  but  at  least  allow  making  a
visual selection of the text line where it was inserted.
ForeachCollection(...)  is  to  be  used  to  generate
information which allows highlighting a set of vertices
before they will be actually enumerated. To add these
functions into appropriate places of the original text of
the  algorithm,  it  is  sufficient  to  use  a  contextual
replacement. The purpose of the preparation stage is to
eliminate  the  need  for  declarative  structures,  which
have no relation to the actual nature of the algorithm.
A history item may also contain information about the

value  of  an  attribute  of  a  graph  element.  A graph
element is  a vertex, an edge or a port.  If  there is  a
vertex with its  incident  edge,  then a port  is  a  point
where the edge enters the vertex. When rendering, it
can be useful  that  the points are allocated for  these
additional  objects.  Ports  simplify  calculation  of
coordinates  of  graphical  primitives  which  represent
the  edge  elements.  Strictly  mathematically,  it  is
possible to simulate a port with a labeled vertex. So
the  class  of  graphs  with  ports  is  isomorphic  to  the
class of all graphs. An attribute of a vertex, an edge or
a port can have a string name and a string value. The
history of operations stores the previous value of the
attribute  for  a  particular  graph  element.  This
information  is  also  useful  for  building  the
visualization,  since  it  is  possible  to  make a  smooth
visual effect from a previous value of an attribute to
its  new  value.  It  is  not  obvious  how  to  bind
information from a history element to the visual effect.
In this case, a user needs to interfere in order to set an
explicit  binding between the  set  of  attributes  in  the
text of the algorithm and the desired visual effects. For
example,  if  the  operation  of  a  log  item  is  about
changing  the  coordinates  of  the  graph
element  reflected  with  the  use  of  the  attribute
"position",  then it  is reasonable to bind the attribute
with the  visual  effect,  which  leads to  a  shift  of  the
graph element. Another user example is to bind all log
items to the effect of a color mark of a current graph
element under processing. It  can be a current vertex
visited in the algorithm of deep-first search or in any
other  graph  traversal.  In  this  aspect  the  suggested
approach is close to the interesting events approach,
where an algorithm instruction is an interesting event.
The figure below shows an example of visualization
of the deep-first search algorithm on the graph, which
is actually a binary tree graph. The figure is one of the
screenshots taken during the process of visualization
of the deep-first search algorithm. The left side of the
figure displays the text of the algorithm formulated in
terms of graphs. The attribute of a graph vertex state
indicates  the  fact  that  the  vertex  has  already  been
visited during the process of the graph traversal. A line
of the algorithm text has one of the following states:
dark thin,  light  thin and thick. The first state means
that  the instruction has been executed at  least  once.
The second state means that the current image and the
last shown visual effect is the result of this instruction.
The last state means that the instruction has not been
executed yet. The right part of the figure displays the
graph  model,  which  is  a  hierarchical  graph  with
attributes.  Only  if  this  attribute  is  set,  the
corresponding  attribute  will  be  created  during
visualization. In this example, the visited vertices get
the state attribute that changes the color of a vertex.
Also, this attribute's value corresponds to the increase
of line width showing the graph vertex circle. Vertices
shown in a thin line has not been visited yet.
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Fig.  1.  Visualization  of  the  deep-first  search
algorithm. This is one of intermediate images.

Displaying of additional data structures can be used
to improve understanding of visualization of a graph
algorithm.  For  example,  the  deep-first  search
algorithm  uses  a  stack  and  the  breadth-first  search
algorithm visualization uses a queue. The content of a
stack or a queue can be represented as a graph. Since
the  visualization  system  allows  us  to  use  the
hierarchical  graphs,  a  stack  graph or  a  queue graph
can be included into a  graph model  for  a  particular
visualization. So the working graph model consists of
a graph with two vertices. The first vertex contains a
stack graph and the second contains an input graph.
Such graph model can be visualized with the created
module of the system of graph algorithm visualization.
The queue or stack size is changed during execution of
the given algorithm and the corresponding vertices are
added or removed from the stack graph. Hierarchical
graphs are helpful for this purpose. If there is no stack
or queue, then a tree of fragments only consists of one
fragment, the input graph. For a stack the graph model
consists of three fragments: a root and two children.
The first child is the input graph and the second is a
graph  representation  of  the  stack.  So,  if  the  given
algorithm  uses  an  input  graph  and  N  additional
structures,  then  the  tree  of  fragments  contains  N+2
elements. It is a root element and its N+1 children, one
of  which  is  the  input  graph  and  others  are  graph
representations of additional data structures.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes the approach of visualization

of graph algorithms, providing the capability to build
visualization  with  the  help  of  a  flexible  system  of
visual  effects  and  using  the  algorithm  as  an  input
parameter. 

The system of graph algorithm visualization  has
been created in order to test proposed approach. The
system  uses  runtime  information  of  algorithm
execution in order  to construct  corresponding visual
effects. Visual effects are used to reflect intermediate
states of graph model during algorithm execution. 

Interactivity  of  visualization  is  supported  by the
capability to  configure  visual  effects,  to  change  the
text of the algorithm and to build visualization once
again. The implemented system allows us to observe
the  performed  changes  after  restart  of  execution.
Simple  hierarchical  graphs  are  considered  to  be  a
parameter  for  the visualization system. The class  of
algorithms admissible for the system is a subject for
further research.

At  present,  the  described  method  is  used  for
construction of a visualization subsystem of a cloud
parallel  programming  system  being  under
development  at  Institute  of  Informatics  Systems  in
Novosibirsk.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, a method for analyzing transversal plane images from computer tomography scans is presented. 

This method allows not only the approximation of ribs-bounded contour but also the evaluation of patient rota-

tion around the vertical axis during a scan. A mathematical model that describes the ribs-bounded contour was 

created and the problem of approximation is solved by finding out the optimal parameters of the mathematical 

model using least-squares.  

Keywords 
Ribs, ribs-bounded contour, mathematical model, computed tomography, cardioid, least squares, optimization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In medicine, more and more decisions are made via 

analysis of images. Image data comes from medical 

diagnostic techniques such as radiology, echoscopy, 

magnetic resonance, thermovision, tomography, etc.  

Computed tomography (CT) is a technology allowing 

the inside of objects to be spatially viewed using 

computer-processed X-rays. It is very important in 

medical diagnostics because it shows human internal 

organs without cutting, e.g. brain, liver [Nug08], 

prostate [Che11]. CT scans are 3D images – a collec-

tion of 2D images (slices), representing slices by 

transversal plane. This paper deals with the finding 

the ribs-bounded contour. This is important for inter-

nal organ localization. In liver localization, the liver 

tissue looks very similar to intercostal muscles, 

which are separated by thin and almost invisible con-

tours (where liver touches ribs). So, the ribs bounded 

contour restricts the region of location of internals in 

the slice. Internal organ localization is particularly 

important for the comparison of patient health state 

or to evaluate disease processes. Here the image reg-

istration problem arises (see e.g. [Tre08]).  

CT scans show tissues of different electron density; 

bones have the highest density [Nug08] so bone tis-

sue has the highest intensity in the CT image. The 

goal of our paper is to define the ribs-bounded con-

tour by some mathematical model and to propose a 

way to evaluate the parameters of this model from 

the CT image. In this paper, we are restricting the 

slices to ones where ribs are visible, but this does not 

lessen the significance of our work, because many 

important internal organs are located here: liver, 

heart, stomach, pancreas, lung, etc. 

2. DATA TO BE ANALYZED 
Example of CT scan slices is shown in Fig. 1. De-

pending on the slice, the heart, lungs, stomach, or 

liver can be seen. In all the cases of Fig. 1 internal 

organs are bounded by ribs. Fig. 1 was obtained after 

the patient was given a radiocontrast agent injection. 

In this image, the heart and aorta as well as all blood 

vessels are bright. We are investigating two dimen-

sional images of size 512 × 512.  

3. METHOD 
In this section a method of analysis of CT scan slice 

(through transversal plane) is proposed. This method 

allows us not only to find the ribs-bounded contour 

but also to evaluate patient rotation around the verti-

cal axis during the scan.  

We notice a symmetry of the ribs by the human sagit-

tal plane, body rotation in respect to bed, aorta near 

spine, high grayscale intensity of bones, bed, heart 

and blood vessels (if the radiocontrast agent was in-

jected to the patient). All these must be considered 

when building a method. 

Our method consists of two steps: (a) extracting the 

bone tissue from image; (b) approximating the ribs-

bounded contour with a mathematical function. 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 

profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 
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otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 

redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 

and/or a fee. 
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Figure 1. Examples of the CT image slices. 

Body tissue extraction 
Because bone tissue is naturally brighter than any 

other tissue, an image can be thresholded – extracting 

pixels with a value higher than 150 if the whole CT 

scan is linearly normalized between 0 and 255. This 

threshold is chosen after the discussion below.  

In [Hen02], the electron density of internal organs is 

evaluated. The densities are given in Table 1. We see 

that the maximal electron density is of bone, at 5.29 ∙
1023, and the minimal electron density of bone is 

3.72 ∙ 1023. The lung has the minimal possible densi-

ty among internal organs with 0.83 ∙ 1023. In CT 

scan slices, lung tissue is purely black. Therefore, the 

problem is to transform the interval [0.83 ∙
1023; 5.29 ∙ 1023] into the interval [0; 255] and to 

find the point of the last interval corresponding to 

3.72 ∙ 1023. After such conversion, we get the 

brightness 165 corresponding to the minimal electron 

density of the bone. Leaving some reserve, we fixed 

the threshold at 150.  

Tissue Electron Density (electrons/cm3) 

Water 3.35 ∙ 1023 

Bone 3.72 − 5.29 ∙ 1023 

Spleen 3.52 ∙ 1023 

Liver 3.52 ∙ 1023 

Heart 3.46 ∙ 1023 

Muscle 3.44 ∙ 1023 

Kidney 3.42 ∙ 1023 

Pancreas 3.40 ∙ 1023 

Fat 3.07 ∙ 1023 

Lung 0.83 ∙ 1023 

Table 1. Electron density of body area [Hen02] 

After thresholding, undesirable regions can be se-

lected: lateral objects like the bed or metal implants, 

and everything that contains blood with radiocontrast 

agent – heart and vessels. These regions can be re-

moved with morphological operations [Rus11]. 

To extract the bone tissue, we suggest the algorithm: 

1. image=CTScan.Threshold(150); 

2. for each slice in image 

  slice=slice.FillIsolatedBlobs; 

3. image=image.MorphologicalOpen(2); 

4. spine=image.MorphologicalOpen(14); 

5. for z from 0 to image.SliceCount 

 image[z]=image[z]-

((spine[z].Dilate(4)-spine[z])&& 

   Rectangle((0, 0)- 

   (512,spine.GravityCenter.Y))); 

6. convexHullPoints={}; 

7. for each slice in image 

convexHullPoints= convexHullPoints ∪ 
     slice.ConvexHull; 

8. image= 

  image.FilterConnectedComponents 

    (convexHullPoints); 

In the pseudo code, CTScan is the CT scan image, 

and the function Threshold(th) transforms the 

grayscale image into the binary one. Image is the 

3D binary image. FillIsolatedBlobs fills with 

white the isolated black blobs that are on larger white 

ones, MorphologicalOpen(𝑥) and Dilate(𝑥) are 

morphological open and dilate operators respectively 

with round kernel of diameter 2𝑥 + 1. Function 

Rectangle((x0, y0) – (x1, y1)) makes a binary 

image with a white filled rectangle at specified coor-

dinates, and && is pixel-wise binary AND operator. 

The binary image subtraction 𝑋 − 𝑌 compares each 

pixel and returns the nonimplication. Gravity-

Center changes a binary blob to its center of gravity, 

FilterConnectedComponents(seeds) leaves bi-

liver gullet spine aorta bed spleen 

ribs breastbone heart lungs ribs 
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nary blobs that are connected to seeds only. 

ConvexHull returns a set of points of the convex 

hull of all white pixels in the binary slice. A set 

convexHullPoints joins such convex hulls points 

of all slices of the CT scan. FillIsolatedBlobs is 

necessary because inner rib tissue may appear in 

black after the binarization using the threshold. 

Spine[z].Dilate(4)-spine[z] analyzes the slice 

z and gives the 4 pixels thickness ring around the 

spine. Its top part (intersection with rectangle) is sub-

tracted from the image to separate aorta from spine 

where they touch each other. Then convex hull of 

slice is actually a convex hull of ribs – bone tissue is 

blobs that are connected to ribs.  

As a result of the bone tissue extraction above, we 

get binary images – see the example in Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2. Pixels representing bone tissue. 

Denote 𝐵 = {(𝑏1𝑖 , 𝑏2𝑖), 𝑖 = 1,𝑚̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ } the set of coordi-

nates of bone pixels obtained during analysis of CT 

image slices, 𝑚 is the number of bone pixels. 

Ribs-bounded contour approximation 
The ribs form a shape similar to cardioid (see Fig. 1): 

𝜌 = 1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑 − 𝜋 2⁄ ) ,  𝜑 ∈ [− 𝜋 2⁄ ; 3𝜋 2⁄ ) (1) 

Here 𝜌 is the radius and 𝜑 is the polar angle. The 

shape of (1) is depicted in Fig. 3 (blue curve). It 

looks similar, because it features a cave which could 

be used to approximate ribs cave near spine. 𝜋 2⁄  is 

introduced in (1) because the standard cardioid is 

rotated by 90° as compared with Fig. 3 and the ribs-

bounded contour in the images should be oriented 

like ribs depicted in Fig. 1. 

Our research showed that a ribs-bounded contour is 

more condensed vertically than the standard cardioid 

curve. Therefore, we suggest to add optimizable pa-

rameter – power 𝑠: 

 𝜌 = (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑 − 𝜋 2⁄ ))𝑠 (2) 

The (2) curve with different 𝑠 is depicted in Fig. 3. 

As we see in Fig. 1, the rib-bounded contour has 

some rotation in respect to the bed. Therefore, we 

should introduce the angle 𝜃 of such rotation. Param-

eter 𝑠 influences not only the vertical scale of the 

curve (1), but the form of the curve, too (see Fig. 3 

for curves with different values of 𝑠).  

 

Figure 3. Blue – standard cardioid (1), red and 

green – (2) curve with 𝒔 = 𝟎. 𝟓 and 𝒔 = 𝟎. 𝟑. 

In the CT scan slice (Figure 1), we see a cave influ-

enced by the breastbone. Curve (2) is convex in this 

region. Therefore, we need to complement the model 

(2) redefining 𝜌 with additional member 𝜌′ whose 

form may vary depending on the cave: 

 𝜌 = (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑 − 𝜋 2⁄ ))𝑠 − 𝜌′ (3) 

This member realizes the cave by subtraction of 

some value from the right side of (2) starting from  

𝜑 = 𝜋 2⁄ − 𝛽 till 𝜑 = 𝜋 2⁄ + 𝛽. The member 𝜌′ de-

pends on 𝜑 and has special properties. It must (a) be 

unimodal non-negative function on 𝜑, (b) achieve the 

maximal value as 𝜑 = 𝜋 2⁄ , (c) be symmetrical func-

tion in respect of 𝜑 = 𝜋 2⁄ , (d) be equal to 0 when 

𝜑 = 𝜋 2⁄ − 𝛽 and 𝜑 = 𝜋 2⁄ + 𝛽, (e) have zero first 

and second derivatives on 𝜑 when 𝜑 = 𝜋 2⁄ − 𝛽 and 

𝜑 = 𝜋 2⁄ + 𝛽. Function 𝜌′ may be as follows: 

 𝜌′ =

{
 

 𝑐 sin𝑙 (
𝜋(𝜑 − 𝜋 2⁄ + 𝛽)

2𝛽
) ,

            if  𝛽 ≥ |𝜑 − 𝜋 2⁄ |  
0, else

 (4) 

In (4), we have three control parameters for which 

optimal values need to be found: 𝛽 is an angle, defin-

ing the region of subtraction, c defines the maximal 

value of subtraction, l defines the steepness of curve 

describing the cave (𝑙 ≥ 2). Example of 𝜌′ is pre-

sented in Fig. 4 for different values of 𝛽, 𝑐, 𝑙. More-

over, we need some additional parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 

that define the horizontal and vertical scales of the 

curve that approximates the rib-bounded contour, 

respectively. The curve (3) should be fitted among 

ribs in the picture of bone tissue. For this reason, we 

need the optimal place of the point of (3) cor-

responding to 𝜌 = 0 in the picture; denote coor-

dinates of this point by (𝑥0, 𝑦0). 

If the values of 𝑠, 𝜃, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝛽, 𝑐, 𝑙 are fixed, we 

can draw some parametric curve (𝑥, 𝑦) = (𝑥(𝜑),
𝑦(𝜑)) approximating the rib-bounded contour:  

𝑥 = 𝑥0 + 𝑎𝜌 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − 𝑏𝜌 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 

y = 𝑦0 + 𝑎𝜌 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 + 𝑏𝜌 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 
(5) 
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where 𝜌 is defined by (3). If 𝜑 runs through the in-

terval [−𝜋 2⁄ ; 3𝜋 2⁄ ) with a step 2𝜋/𝑛, we get from 

(5) a sequence of points 𝐶𝑗 = (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗), 𝑗 = 1, 𝑛̅̅ ̅̅̅ of the 

curve. In our experiments, 𝑛 = 180. 

 

Figure 4. Dependencies of function 𝝆′ on 𝝋. 𝒄 = 𝟏. 

Optimization problem 
The model of ribs-bounded contour has nine parame-

ters whose values can be varied seeking to find the 

best approximation of the contour: 𝑠, 𝜃, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 

𝛽, 𝑐, 𝑙. The optimal values of these parameters must 

be defined by the set 𝐵 of coordinates of bone pixels 

obtained during the analysis of CT image slices. The 

optimization problem to find optimal 𝑠, 𝜃, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑥0, 

𝑦0, 𝛽, 𝑐, 𝑙  is formulated as a least square one: 

 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑠,𝜃,𝑎,𝑏,𝑥0,𝑦0,𝛽,𝑐,𝑙

𝑓(𝑠, 𝜃, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑥0, 𝑦0, 𝛽, 𝑐, 𝑙 )  (6) 

𝑓(∙) =∑ ‖𝐵𝑖 − 𝐶𝑘𝑖‖
2𝑚

𝑖
,   𝑘𝑖 = argmin

𝑗
‖𝐵𝑖 − 𝐶𝑗‖ 

The optimization method to solve (6) may be any 

local minimization one. We use the Matlab realiza-

tion of the quasi-Newton method [Unc15].  

4. RESULTS 
The performance and efficiency of the proposed 

method is illustrated in Figure 5. Approximation of 

the ribs-bounded contour is put on the image in red. 

The optimization results are as follows: min 𝑓(∙) =
212611, 𝑚 = 5403, 𝑎 = 160.51, 𝑏 = 217.01, 𝜃 =
0.076, 𝑠 = 0.35, 𝑥0 = 265.2, 𝑦0 = 296.52, 𝛽 =
6.25, 𝑐 = 0.71, and 𝑙 = 28.375. The average distan-

ce from points from 𝐵 to the curve approximating the 

ribs-bounded contour is 4.95 pixels. Both 𝜃 and 𝛽 

mean radians. Note, that the value of angle 𝛽 is 

greater than 𝜋. This is acceptable because the values 

of function 𝜌′ are close to zero at the boundaries of 𝜑 

domain [−𝜋 2⁄ ; 3𝜋 2⁄ ) when 𝑙 is large (see Fig. 4). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a method for the analysis of transversal 

plane images of computer tomography scans is pre-

sented. This method allows us not only to find the 

approximation of the ribs-bounded contour but also 

to evaluate the patient rotation around vertical axis 

during scans.  

The experiments showed that the number m of bone 

pixels depends on the CT scan slice and is large. The 

angle 𝜃 of patient rotation around vertical axis during 

the scan is about 4° in the analyzed data. This angle 

is not large, but its optimal estimate allowed more 

precise approximation of the rib-bounded contour. 

Power 𝑠 in (2) and (3) is less than 1. The angle 𝛽, 

defining the region of subtraction, is greater than 𝜋. 

This means that the subtraction is performed for all 𝜌 

in entire domain of 𝜑. The steepness l of curve de-

scribing the cave is very large. The combination of 

values of angle 𝛽 and steepness 𝑙 allows us to de-

scribe various forms of cave influenced by the 

breastbone.  

The proposed approximation defines the rib-bounded 

contour exactly. The model may be applied to any 

2D slice where the ribs are visible. Defining the area 

of internal organs from the ribs-bounded contour 

restricts essentially the search area, where these or-

gans are located, and may serve as the effective start 

for the detailed localization of particular organ.   

 

Figure 5. The ribs-bounded contour. 
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ABSTRACT
Obtaining the 3D model of an object is currently one of the most important issues that image processing is deal-
ing with. Measurement of the points on 3D objects requires different scans from different positions in different
coordinate systems. At our disposal are measured coordinates of an identical point, which can be obtained from
a laser 3D scanner, depth sensor, or any motion input device as Microsoft Kinect. A point whose coordinates are
known in both coordinate systems is called an identical point. Data transformation of identical points from one
coordinate system to another coordinate system is therefore required. The aim of this contribution is to present a
possible approach on how to estimate the unknown transformation parameters by regression models in a special
transformation problem. This transformation in its standard version has been derived under the assumption that
non-negligible random errors occur at points of that coordinate system into which the transformation is performed.
Points of the inverse image coordinate system are assumed to be errorless.

Keywords
Transformation of coordinates, estimators of transformation parameters, Helmert transformation, nonlinear regres-
sion model, linearization

1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of obtaining a precise 3D digital model of
some object today is a very actual theme. It is used for
example in geodesy, civil engineering, 3D printing, etc.
Measuring of points of 3D objects requires different
scans from different sites. Measuring can be performed
by terrestrial laserscanning, photogrammetry, using Mi-
crosoft Kinect etc. Coordinates of measured points on
an object are given in different coordinate systems.

For a full object description, transformation of coordi-
nates to common coordinate system is needed. Such
a problem is connected with an estimation of parame-
ters of transformation between different coordinate sys-
tems. Relatively large potential for the use of such mod-
els arise there, see [PPZN05],[SB05], [Sha06], [ZK03],
[JSS15].

For simplicity, let us use case where we have two dif-
ferent systems of coordinates. We will assume that a

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

measurement error appears only in the second system.
The transformation problem includes an estimation of
translational parameters and an estimation of a rotation
matrix between the two coordinate systems. Studied
transformation problem leads to solving the overdeter-
mined system of equations. These equations are often
solved using numerical methods, rely on linearization,
approximate starting values and iterations. The rotation
matrix can be expressed by Cardan angles, Euler an-
gles, angles yaw, pitch and roll, cf. [GA03], [LCSG13],
[SMH14]. Large class of statistical problems and dif-
ferent approach for solutions of transformation problem
arise there. Literature offer solutions based on Gauss-
Jacobi algorithm, Procrustes algorithms, etc. In some
cases, where the initial starting parameters are far from
true values of unknown parameters, iteration proceses
may fail to converge. In geodesy an geoinformatics, is
often succesfully used constraints on orthogonality of
rotation matrix. Therefore, the problem we describe by
a model with constraints. A detailed inspection of re-
gression model with constraints is provided in [Kub88],
[Kub93], [KKV95], [KM04], [KM04].

2 TRANSFORMATION PROBLEM
Our problem is an estimation of the transformation co-
efficients β1, . . . ,β12 specifying the transformation be-
tween the systems of coordinates.
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Let us suppose that i = 1, . . . ,n are identical points at
our disposal for the transformation. The formulated
transformation problem can be written in the following
form

µi =

 µi1
µi2
µi3

= φ(β ,ν) = γ +Tνi (1)

=

 β1
β2
β3

+

 β4, β5, β6
β7, β8, β9
β10, β11, β12

 νi1
νi2
νi3

 ,

i = 1, . . . ,n.

Instead of vectors of actual coordinates νI,i (System I),
i = 1, . . . ,n, and µII,i (System II), i = 1, . . . ,n, estima-
tors of them only are at our disposal.

The estimator of µ has the form of random vectors
YII ∼ (µII ,ΣYII ); the mean value of the random vector
YII is E(YII) = µII = (µII,1, . . . ,µII,n)

′ and its covari-
ance matrix var(YII) = ΣYII ).

We will assume ΣYII is a positive definite (i.e. regular).

The problem in determining the optimum estimators
of the unknown transformation parameters and of the
transformed coordinates of the identical points simulta-
neously is caused by the fact that they are not errorless,
which leads to application of the least squares method.
Note that there are corrections of the coordinates within
the System II.

2.1 Orthogonality condition
We assume that the systems of coordinates are orthog-
onal. The transformation coefficients should satisfy the
condition

h(β ) = (h1(β ),h2(β ),h3(β ),h4(β ),h5(β ),h6(β ))
′

= (1,0,0,1,0,1)′, (2)

where

h1(β ) = β
2
4 +β

2
5 +β

2
6 ,

h2(β ) = β4β7 +β5β8 +β6β9,

h3(β ) = β4β10 +β5β11 +β6β12,

h4(β ) = β
2
7 +β

2
8 +β

2
9 ,

h5(β ) = β7β10 +β8β11 +β9β12,

h6(β ) = β
2
10 +β

2
11 +β

2
12.

3 REGRESSION MODEL WITH CON-
STRAINTS AND ITS LINEARIZA-
TION

If we know good approximations µI,0 of the vector
µI and β 0 of the parameters β1, . . . , β12, respectively,

such that the vectors δ µI and δβ can be neglected
(δ µI = µI − µI,0), then the linearized version of the
transformation problem (1) with constraint (2) can be
used. After linearization, we can write our model in
form of linear model with linear constraint µ̂1−X1β 0

. . .
µ̂ I−XIβ 0

∼3I
 X1

. . .
XI

δβ ,

 Σ1 . . . 0
. . .

0 . . . ΣI


 , (3)

b+Bδβ = 0 (4)

Let consider Σi = σ2V, the value of σ can be adapted
from the documentation protocol of the measurement
device. In our case, Σi = (0.03 m)2 · I3×3.

The best linear unbiased estimator of unknown param-
eter is (see [KKV95], [K13])

ˆ̂
δβ =

{
I−CB′

[
BCB′

]−1 B
}
×

× C(X′1Σ
−1
1 ,X′2Σ

−1
2 , . . . ,X′IΣ

−1
I )×

×

 µ̂1−X1β0
...

µ̂I−XIβ0

−CB′
[
BCB′

]−1 b,

C =

(
I

∑
i=1

X′iΣ
−1
i Xi

)−1

, (5)

Xi = 1n⊗ γ +(In⊗T)νi, (6)
I is an identical matrix, (7)
1 is a matrix with entries equal to 0, (8)
⊗ is the Kronecker product. (9)

Matrix B = ∂h
∂β

is of the form

B = (06,3,B1,B2,B3) (10)

B1 =


2β0,4 2β0,5 2β0,6
β0,7 β0,8 β0,9
β0,10 β0,11 β0,12

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 ,

B2 =


0 0 0

β0,4 β0,5 β0,6
0 0 0

2β0,7 2β0,8 2β0,9
β0,10 β0,11 β0,12

0 0 0

 ,
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B3 =


0 0 0
0 0 0

β0,4 β0,5 β0,6
0 0 0

β0,7 β0,8 β0,9
2β0,10 2β0,11 2β0,12


and b is of the form

b =



β 2
04 +β 2

05 +β 2
06−1

β04β07 +β05β08 +β06β09
β0,4β0,10 +β0,5β0,11 +β0,6β0,12
β 2

0,7 +β 2
0,8 +β 2

0,9−1
β0,7β0,10 +β0,8β0,11 +β0,9β0,12
β 2

0,10 +β 2
0,10 +β 2

0,11 +β 2
0,12−1

 , (11)

Xi = (I,X1
i ,X

2
i ,X

3
i ), (12)

X1
i =

 νi,1 νi,2 νi,3
0 0 0
0 0 0

 ,

X2
i =

 0 0 0
νi,1 νi,2 νi,3
0 0 0

 ,

X3
i =

 0 0 0
0 0 0

νi,1 νi,2 νi,3

 .

3.1 Conversion of coordinates
For conversion of the non-identical points to another
system of coordinates we have the formula

ˆ̂µ j =

 β1
β2
β3

+

 β4 β5 β6
β7 β8 β9
β10 β11 β12

ν j, (13)

or formula

ˆ̂ν j =−

 β4 β5 β6
β7 β8 β9
β10 β11 β12

 β1
β2
β3

− ˆ̂µ j

 . (14)

4 EXAMPLE
Let us think about the task in Figure 1.

The points in the left picture were measured in coordi-
nate system S1 from position 1. The number of mea-
sured points is 27. Let us sign them with symbol µ .

The points in the right picture were measured in coor-
dinate system S2 from position 2. The number of mea-
sured points is 24. Let us sign them with symbol ν .

In both scans I identical points were polarized. In our
case on the picture, the number of identical points is 14.

The first three points were the corners of the building
and the fourth was the top of the tower. The coordinates
are given at Table 1 and 2.

Figure 1: 3D object.

By transformation of formula (1) we get the non-
consistent system of equations (in our case 42
equations with 12 unknowns). To get a solution, the
method of least squares can be used. Another way is to
get the solution using the first 4 identical points.

Using the method of least square we get the solution:

i νi
1 199.0011 197.7993 252.8010
2 198.9996 203.9991 252.8037
3 192.7959 204.0007 252.7993
4 195.8986 200.8992 278.2588
5 199.0003 197.8015 270.8577
6 199.0032 204.0042 270.8596
7 192.8020 203.9973 270.8624
8 197.7968 202.7980 272.0078
9 193.9998 202.8021 272.0113

10 198.9980 201.1369 257.1768
11 198.9975 200.9067 263.2470
12 195.9970 204.0031 255.2122
13 197.4546 204.0014 254.8240
14 197.2252 204.0039 264.8107

Table 1: Measured points — first scan
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i µi
1 51.9913 49.7667 -0.1975
2 52.0058 55.9771 -0.1762
3 45.8238 55.9992 -0.1935
4 48.8862 52.9172 25.2851
5 52.0035 49.7963 17.8745
6 51.9882 56.0437 17.8573
7 45.8023 56.0213 17.8612
8 50.7981 54.7834 19.0159
9 46.9733 54.8143 19.0425

10 51.9681 53.1109 4.1871
11 51.9920 52.9199 10.2655
12 49.0106 56.0258 2.2254
13 50.4793 55.9760 1.8276
14 50.2220 55.9679 11.8168

Table 2: Measured points — second scan

β̂ 0 =

 β 0
1 β 0

4 β 0
5 β 0

6
β 0

2 β 0
7 β 0

8 β 0
9

β 0
3 β 0

10 β 0
11 β 0

12

= −146.7812 0.9984 0.0015 −0.0008
−148.4136 −0.0020 1.0022 0.0013
−252.6847 −0.0008 −0.0010 1.0002

 .

The problem is that our solution does not satisfy the
orthogonality condition h(β 0) = 0 because

h(β̂ 0) =


0.9969
−0.0005
−0.0016

1.0045
0.0003
1.0004

 .

In our case, Σi = (0.03 m)2 · I3×3. Now using the for-
mula (5), we get the estimate

ˆ̂
δβ =


ˆ̂

β1
ˆ̂

β4
ˆ̂

β5
ˆ̂

β6
ˆ̂

β2
ˆ̂

β7
ˆ̂

β8
ˆ̂

β9
ˆ̂

β3
ˆ̂

β10
ˆ̂

β11
ˆ̂

β12

=

 −0.5992 0.0016 0.0012 0.0002
0.6167 −0.0007 −0.0022 −0.0001
−0.1496 0.0014 −0.0001 −0.0004

 .

The final result is obtained using the formula

ˆ̂
β = β̂ 0 +

ˆ̂
δβ = −147.3804 1.0000 0.0027 −0.0006

−147.7969 −0.0027 1.0000 0.0012
−252.8344 0.0006 −0.0011 0.9998

 .

and the constraints (2) is now of the form

h( ˆ̂
β ) =


1.0000
−0.0000

0.0000
1.0000
0.0001
0.9996

 .

Let us try to recalculate the coordinates of a point that
matches the top of the clock, which can be found in Fig.
1. In the system S2, the point has coordinates

µ =

 52.0000
53.0000
16.2963

 .

By using the formula (14), where we put estimate ˆ̂
β to

β1, . . . ,β12, we get ν̂ =

 199.7611
200.5815
268.9756

 .

Figure 2: Points after transformation.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, the problem to determine the optimum es-
timators of the unknown transformation parameters and
of the transformed coordinates of the identical points si-
multaneously is solved.

A rotation transformation matrix and shift parameters
can be estimated using a regression model, where ro-
tation parameters fulfill the orthogonality constraints.
This constraints is barely fulfilled for the initial solu-
tion/average solution.

To illustrate the whole process of estimation, we pre-
sented the results of an algorithm in an example.
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ABSTRACT 
Aramid yarns are widely used for various technical applications. For example, they are used for creation of 

a magnetosensitive element of the torsion magnetometer, which is a part of the geophysical complex GI-MTS-1 

(SPbF IZMIRAN). Such element is made of three microfilaments of aramid yarn. Study of such physical-

mechanical characteristics of yarns as tensile, shear and torsion moduli, is necessary for improvement torsion 

magnetometer. This paper describes the preparatory phase of experimental study of yarn twist angle variation 

during tensile test. It includes equipment description, in particular, description of the scheme of video capture, 

and developed computer vision algorithm for determining an aramid torsion slope angles. Proposed scheme of 

video capture includes high-speed camera and allows precise focusing due to two-coordinate platform and 

avoiding of optical distortions. A special computer vision algorithm, which based on the Hough transform, was 

developed. This algorithm was tested on torsion images obtained with digital microscope. The algorithm works 

with different real yarns regardless of their color and twist type.  

Keywords 
Segmentation, Hough Transform, image recognition, microfilament aramid yarns, Helically Anisotropic Rod, 

torsion bar, tensile test, high-speed camera. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Aramid yarns are widely used for various technical 

applications. For example, they are used for creation 

of a magnetosensitive element of the torsion 

magnetometer, which is a part of the geophysical 

complex GI-MTS-1 (SPbF IZMIRAN)  [KSPLZ10a]. 

Such element is made of three microfilaments of 

aramid yarn, which have diameter of 0.016 mm, using 

special device [KSPL10a], [PKN14a]. Study of such 

physical-mechanical characteristics of yarns as 

tensile, shear and torsion moduli, is necessary for 

improvement torsion magnetometer.  

The magnetosensitive element is a torsion bar, which 

has helical anisotropy elastic properties and can be 

modeled as Helically Anisotropic Rod (HAR). 

Authors of the current paper propose an experimental 

analytical method of evaluating physical and 

mechanical characteristics of the helical lines of 

HAR, videlicet, to fix lines slope angles versus axis 

of HAR during tensile test [Per12a]–[MMSS84a]. It 

is planned to use a high speed camera for getting yarn 

images during tensile. These images will be 

processed by computer vision algorithm to determine 

required slope angle.  

There are several methods for determining a yarn 

twist angle (a slope angle of a coil). Cybulska 

[Cyb99a] used an algorithm based on least squares. 

Ozkaya et al. [OAJ2010a] used spatial and frequency 

domain methods combination. Kofnov and 

Shlyakhtenko [KS2014a] proposed to use 

twodimensional discrete fast Fourier transform. In the 

current paper authors propose an alternative method 

based on the Hough transform.  

This paper describes the preparatory phase of 

experimental study of yarn twist angle variation 

during tensile test. It includes equipment description, 

in particular, description of the scheme of video 

capture and description of the developed computer 

vision algorithm for determining aramid torsion slope 

angles. 
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Figure 2. Schematic structure of the video 

capture organization 

2. OBJECT OF RESEARCH 
An object of the current research is the elastic torsion 

suspension (Fig. 1), which is used to create magnet 

indicator rotation axis. This suspension is a «braid» 

of three strands (one thread in each strand). The 

envelope of torsion bar cross-section is the ellipse 

with longer axis of 0.046 mm and shorter axis of 

0.033 mm. The total length is 100 mm. The density of 

braiding is 7 knots/mm.  

An optical study of the elastic torsion structure was 

carried out in the laboratory of electron microscope 

and physical and technological researches of the 

Peter the Great St.Petersburg Polytechnic University. 

a 

 

b 

 

Figure 1. Photos of braided torsion bars: Two 

orthogonal projection: top view (a), side view (b) 

3. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
Experimental determination of physical and 

mechanical characteristics of torsion suspensions will 

be performed at the department of Mechatronics of 

ITMO University. Tensile tests will be carried out 

with the test machine AGS500NX SHIMADZU 

(SHIMADZU CORPORATION, Japan). Taking into 

account small size of samples special grips were 

designed. These grips are the bollard grips with a 

bollard diameter less than 20 mm. Tensile test data 

processing are produced with the special software 

«TRAPEZIUM LITE X» (SHIMADZU 

CORPORATION, Japan). 

To get images during the tensile the camera 

CamRecord CR450x3 Optronis (Optronis GmbH, 

German) will be used. This camera allows taking 

pictures at speeds up to 10 000 frames per second. 

Taking into account geometric parameters of the 

object of the research special scheme of video 

capture was designed (Fig. 2). This scheme includes: 

1 – high-speed camera Optronis СR450х3; 2 – 

controlled positioning platform for focusing during 

microphotography; 3 – camera bellows; 4 – Nikon F 

to M42 mount adaptor; 5 – mechanical RMS–M42 

adapter; 6 – microscope lens [PK14a]. 

This scheme allows precise focusing due to two-

coordinate platform and avoiding of optical 

distortions. Insignificant disadvantages of this scheme 

are absence of the diaphragm regulation, it is possible 

to solve with sufficient lighting; unwieldiness of the 

scheme, but it is not currently important in the 

laboratory. 

4. DEVELOPED ALGORITHM 
A special computer vision algorithm was developed 

to determine aramid torsion slope angles. The main 

concept of this algorithm is based on image 

segmentation and application of the Hough transform. 

Image segmentation allowed identifying torsion 

edges. The Hough transform was used to detect lines 

that correspond to coils edges.  

The program algorithm has the following steps: 
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1) Image loading and preparation; 

2) Determination of torsion axis; 

3) Edge detection; 

4) Determination of coils vectors; 

5) Calculation of angle of slope of coils; 

6) Calculation of average angle 

7) Output the results. 

During the first stage image loading and its 

conversation to “double” format were conducted. 

After that the area with better lighting was selected. 

The purpose of these operations is the simplifying 

and changing a representation to make future analyze. 

According to various researches [BL12a], [SC12a] 

Canny edge detection algorithm has the best 

performance especially for images without noise. 

This method was used in the current work. A 

threshold was selected using Otsu’s method. 

Therefore the image with torsion edges was obtained 

as a result of above operations. 

An aramid torsion slope angle is determined as the 

inverse cosine of inner product of coils and torsion 

axe vectors. To find torsion axe a distance between 

torsion edges was analyzed, viz. a center of this 

distance was determined. Most of center points had 

the same horizontal coordinate describe torsion axe. 

To find coils vectors and a twist type the Hough 

transform [Hou62a] was used. After that torsion slope 

angle and average angle was determined. 

Developed algorithm was tested for torsion images 

obtained with digital microscope. Figure 3 

demonstrates the algorithm execution for images with 

25X and 50X magnification. Also this algorithm was 

tested for images of staple yarn (Fig. 3c). 

5. FUTURE WORK 
Future work consists of testing developed algorithm on 

images obtained with high-speed camera during tensile 

test. After that it is planned to determine such elastic 

constants as modulus of elasticity (E1), shear modulus 

(G1), and Poisson ratio (ν1) using following equations 

of HAR theory:  
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Figure 3. Algorithm execution: for torsion images 

with 50X(a) and 25X(b) magnification; for images 

of staple yarn (c) 

0  – the determined angle of incline of the helical 

lines. 

Within each interval find the minimum value of the 

functional for given values ν1: 

  min)(
2

2111
 gGgExF  

Finally, calculate the required data using 

optimization methods [Per12a]–[MMSS84a]. 

6. CONCLUSION 
This paper describes the preparatory phase of 

analytical experimental study of aramid yarn elastic 

constants. It includes equipment description, in 

particular, description of the scheme of video capture, 

and developed computer vision algorithm for 

determining an aramid torsion slope angles. Proposed 

scheme of video capture allows precise focusing due 

to two-coordinate platform and avoiding of optical 

distortions. A special computer vision algorithm was 

developed to determine an aramid torsion slope 

angles. This algorithm works with different real yarns 

regardless of their color and twist type.  

a 

b 

c 
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ABSTRACT 
Forming forces and their behavior plays an important role in defining the mechanism of any sheet metal forming 

process. In Incremental sheet forming, due to inherent complexities, study of forming force behavior is a 

challenging task. In absence of geometry independent techniques, only studies specific to certain axisymmetric 

and planer symmetric geometries are available. Present work deals with development of a novel methodology for 

the study of behavior of forming forces in geometries with multiple features by mapping components of forming 

forces obtained with dynamometer readings to spatial coordinates of tool path coordinates.  Techniques such as 

Nearest Neighbor Search, RANSAC and calculation of l2 norm are employed for this very purpose.  

Keywords 
Incremental Sheet Forming, Forming Forces, Point cloud, Nearest Neighbor Search, RANSAC

1. INTRODUCTION 
Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is a novel sheet 

forming process which allows user to produce sheet 

metal components directly from CAD models using a 

CNC milling center with nil or minimum part 

specific tooling. Unlike, conventional forming 

processes which requires costly part specific dies; it 

allows a single set-up without specialized tooling to 

produce a variety of geometries in different shapes 

and sizes. Immense flexibility in implementation and 

reduced requirement of part specific and process 

specific tools makes ISF an ideal choice for rapid 

prototyping of sheet metal components and 

production of components in small batches [1].  

1.1 Introduction to Incremental Sheet 

Forming 

ISF is performed using a CNC controlled 

hemispherical tool following a tool path of normally 

finishing operation which when indented on a metal 

sheet clamped at periphery produces highly localized 

plastic deformation. This deformation when dragged 

along the path of CNC controlled tool progresses 

incrementally. In due course, this progression of 

incremental deformation results in formation of 

desired contour or geometry on the sheet. Most 

common and simple set-up for ISF is known as 

Single Point Incremental Forming (SPIF) as shown in 

figure 1. Here, sheet is deformed at a single point of 

contact by the tool.  

Most significant of the parameters which governs the 

ISF process are wall angle (α),vertical step size 

(∆z),forming depth (h), tool diameter (d), etc. as 

shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1.Incremental Sheet Forming [1] 

 

 

Figure 2.Schematics of ISF Parameters  

In ISF, the angle subtended by the wall of the 

component with horizontal plane is referred as wall 

angle (α) as shown in Figure 2. Wall angle is formed 

by the tool while it follows a predefined tool path. 

Step size (Δz) is the distance moved by the tool, in 

vertical direction per revolution of the tool for helical 

tool path. Forming depth (h) means the maximum 

depth achievable through ISF for a given geometry 

with given material and process conditions. Tool 

diameter (d) is the diameter of the forming tool being 

used. Generally, hemispherical tipped tools are used 

in ISF. Tools transfers deformation force to sheet at 

tool-sheet contact to facilitate the desired local 

deformation.  

1.2 Background 

In the existing literature, study of forming force is 

limited to only simple axisymmetric geometries like 

truncated cone, truncated pyramid etc. [2]. These 

studies, utilized the rate of force change obtained 

from measuring devices such as tool dynamometers 

and then correlated them with increasing forming 

depth [3].  

Although, parameters like wall angle and step depth 

are sufficient to describe behavior of forming [4], [5], 

[6]; complex shaped geometries presents challenges 

in explaining the force behavior through traditional 

methods.  

A complex geometry may comprise multiple features 

of different wall angles. Further, in case of adaptive 

tool path [7]; step depth may differ with change in 

depth. 

In both the aforementioned cases, behavior of forces 

can’t be explained by a single value of wall angle or 

step depth. Local geometry i.e. geometry at a given 

depth and plane or tool position must be involved in 

assessing and forecasting forming forces and their 

behavior for providing a more generalized view. 

Sometimes, due to constraints on machine, material, 

tooling or geometry; forming forces above certain 

level are undesirable. By incorporating the effect of 

tool position on forming force the effect of local 

geometry can be easily approximated. Here by 

visualizing forming forces in relation with tool 

positions one can plan a corrective strategy by using 

forming at elevated temperature, multi pass ISF [8] 

or any other technique to bring down the intensity of 

the forming forces to the desired level. 

Several geometries have been studied for incremental 

sheet forming applications, but literature indicating 

force behavior for geometries involving multiple 

features are scarce. In the present work, force data 

from ISF was configured to obtain the spatial 

variations occurring during the forming process and 

the force change pattern was observed on a complex 

shaped geometry.  

The present work discusses a methodology which can 

be used to map and visualize forming forces to tool 

positions and geometrical features.  

2 METHODOLOGY 
A computational tool is developed to establish 

mapping between spatial coordinates and 

components of forming force. A special purpose NC 

code, an In-house tool and an open source solution 

forms the basic constituent of the tool box utilized in 

the present investigation.  The proposed methodology 

comprises of tool path generation, acquisition of 

forming force data, mapping between forming force 

components and coordinates of tool path points. The 

resulting point cloud of tool paths points with force 

components as scalar fields can be segmented in sub-

clouds of different shapes and features to facilitate 

feature based assessment of forming forces.  

2.1 Test geometry 

Since, the proposed methodology is a geometry 

based technique, preparation of a 3D CAD model of 

the desired geometry is the first step required. As a 

case study, test geometry is necessary which 

comprises of multiple features and can be formed 

easily. Hence, an Irregular Hexagon was chosen as 

test geometry because of its unsymmetrical shape and 

presence of multiple features such as flat, concave 

and convex surfaces with fillets and sharp corners. A 

uniform wall angle was kept for all faces. Wall angle 

of the geometry was taken at 55° to ensure complete 

formation of geometry. 55° is a safe wall angle as 

most of the sheet metal alloys allows achievement of 

considerable forming depth with it.  
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Dimensions of the geometry are chosen according to 

the constraints of available machine tools and 

fixtures.  

 

  

Figure 3.Methodology 

Figure 4 shows the test geometry. Various faces of 

the test geometry are named as shown in Figure 4. 

Dimensions of the geometry is described in Figure 5 

and Table 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.Test Geometry 

 

 

Figure 5.Various Faces of Test Geometry 

 

Dimensions 

Radius of Convex 

Surface (a) 
10 mm 

Length of flat 

Surface (b) 
56.47 mm 

Length of flat 

Surface (c) 
57.49 mm 

Radius of Concave 

Surface (d) 
10 mm 

Depth 30 mm 

Wall Angle 55° 

 

Table 1.Dimension of the test geometry 

2.2 Generation of Tool path 

The test geometry in STL format is sliced into planer 

contours which are used for producing helical tool 

path as discussed by Malhotra et al. [9] and Zhu et 

al[7]. Here, STL model when sliced in Z direction 

results in generation of “n” number of contours 

separated by incremental depth of tool path in 

negative Z direction. Number of slices from a STL 

model depends on geometry of the component and 

desired incremental depth.  By interpolating a helical 
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curve on points of the contours; the tool path is 

generated.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.Generation of tool path 

 

The set of points on the tool path can also be 

considered as a 3 dimensional point cloud. Figure 7 

shows a point cloud formed using tool path points of 

the test geometry. Since, the point cloud being 

analyzed is synthetically produced; it is completely 

devoid of outliers and noise.  Although, base of the 

geometry fails to get captured, it is not a matter of 

concern as the base lies un-deformed and detached 

from the forming process.   

 

 

Figure 7.Point cloud formed using tool path points 

2.3 Calculation of elapsed time between tool 

positions 

As calculation of elapsed time between tool positions 

is required to facilitate mapping of tool position to 

force data, the NC code was prepared with linear 

interpolation and circular interpolation was 

completely avoided. Feed rate was chosen as 

constant at 2000 mm/min. 

Tool path generated only through linear interpolation 

at constant feed rate allows the tool path to be 

considered as a polyline comprising of multiple 

straight line segments. The coordinates of the points 

on tool path can also be considered as coordinates of 

tool’s position while forming. 

By taking l2 norm, distance between the two 

consecutive tool path  points were calculated in 3 

dimensional space which leads to calculation of 

elapsed time while tool moves between the given 

consecutive points. Therefore, complete time history 

of the tool movement can be calculated in this 

manner.  

2.4 Experimental set-up & Experimentation 

An experimental campaign was undertaken to form 

geometry through SPISF. An Experimental set-up 

was developed and experiments were performed to 

record force data using a tool dynamometer. 

All experiments were performed using a 3-axis 

milling center. Fixtures and clamping mechanism 

were developed in-house. Fixtures were developed 

according to the test geometry and clamping plates 

were designed as per the external periphery of the 

test case.  The design was realized by fabricating 

mild steel plates of 10 mm thickness.  Provision for 

setting a tool dynamometer in the fixture was also 

included. Figure 8 shows the experimental set up 

with tool dynamometer. 

 

Figure 8.Experimental setup with dynamometer 

Experiments were conducted using set-up described 

in the preceding section. Irregular Hexagons were 

formed through SPISF. Al 1050 sheets with 0.95 mm 

thickness were used as blank material. The process 

parameters selected for the experiment are described 

in Table 2. The process parameters were chosen 
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arbitrarily as their effects are not a point of concern 

for the present investigation.  

 

Process 

Parameter 
Selected Value 

Feed Rate 2000 mm/min 

Step Depth 0.5 mm 

Tool speed 1000 rpm 

Table 2.Process Parameters  

 

2.5 Recording force values by a Tool 

Dynamometer 

For measuring numerical values of forming in x, y 

and z axes a Kistler tool dynamometer has been used. 

It is a Piezoelectric Quartz based three-component 

dynamometer used for measuring the three 

orthogonal components of a force. The dynamometer 

consists of four three-component force sensors fitted 

under high preload between a baseplate and a top 

plate. Each sensor contains three pairs of quartz 

plates, one sensitive to pressure in the z direction and 

the other two responding to shear in the x and y 

directions respectively. The force components are 

measured practically without displacement. The 

outputs of the four built-in force sensors are 

connected inside the dynamometer in a way to allow 

multicomponent measurements of forces and 

moments to be performed [10]. Figure 9 shows a 

Kistler Multicomponent tool dynamometer. 

 

 

Figure 9.Kistler Multicomponent tool 

dynamometer  

 

Dynamometer was mounted below a base plate on 

the outer corner of which four holes were drilled to 

accommodate the desired fixture. Base plate rested 

on the upper surface of the dynamometer while the 

fixture stood on the base plate by using four pegs of 

desired length. Set-up of dynamometer also consists 

of a Personal Computer or workstation and a 

controller to acquire and record data. Figure 4 shows 

arrangement of dynamometer in the experimental set-

up.  

 

Figure 10.Arrangement of dynamometer in 

experimental set-up 

Force components in x, y and z axes i.e. Fx, Fy and Fz 

were considered for the present investigation and 

were recorded in newtons. 10 Samples per second 

were recorded and saved in a csv file. Forming force 

vs. forming time plot with interval of   0.1 seconds is 

shown in Figure 11.  

 

 

Figure 11.Plot of forming force vs. forming time 

2.6 Mapping force values to coordinates 

of tool path points (tool positions) 
 

A Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) algorithm [11] 

was used to obtain the mapping of the time history of 

values to the spatial coordinates during the forming 
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operation.  Initially, for every value of elapsed time 

in time history calculated from the tool path; a 

nearest neighbor was searched in the array of elapsed 

time values recorded by the dynamometer.   

As it can be seen form Figure 12, a linear NNS 

algorithm was utilized for the very purpose. For any 

given data point in Time History calculated from the 

Tool path a nearest neighbor can be searched in the 

array of Elapsed time calculated using the 

dynamometer. Linear NNS returns the index value of 

the identified nearest neighbor. For example, as 

shown in Figure 12 at 17 second after the initiation of 

forming, i.e., at time = 17 second in time history 

calculated from the tool path the Nearest Neighbor in 

the array of Elapsed time calculated using the 

dynamometer is 17.82 sec with index value of 3.  

 

Figure 12.Linear NNS at T= 17 seconds 

 

By calling all the values corresponding to index 3 in 

the array of Elapsed time calculated using the 

dynamometer and values corresponding to index of 

query point (i.e., 17); a new array can be generated 

with both spatial coordinates and force components. 

This is shown in Figure 13. 

Force components can be considered as 3 

dimensional scalar fields corresponding to the 

respective tool position points in the point cloud. 

2.7 Segmentation of features from the 

point cloud 

Collection of tool path points can also be considered 

as a 3 dimensional point cloud. Figure 7 showed a 

point cloud formed using tool path points of the test 

geometry. Force components can be considered as 3 

dimensional scalar fields corresponding to the 

respective tool position points. Since, the point cloud 

being analyzed is synthetically produced it is 

completely devoid of outliers.     

General point cloud segmentation techniques can 

easily be applied to such points to generate sub-

clouds representing individual features. Sub-clouds 

can be generated from the original point cloud of tool 

path coordinates through implementation of a 

commonly available technique known as Random 

Sample Consensus (RANSAC) Shape Detection.  

 

 

Figure 13.Mapped data 

 

In the present work a variant of RANSAC developed 

by Schnabel et al. [12] is used. It was selected over 

other techniques such as Hough Transform [12] and 

MLESAC [12] as it is a simple and general technique 

with potential for wide applicability. Further, 

complex shaped geometries can easily be processed.    

This operation can be performed using Cloud 

Compare (CC), an open source solution for point 

cloud analysis [13]. Cloud Compare uses the same 

implementation as introduced by Schnabel et al. and 

just provides a simple user interface on top of it.   

Parameters selected for the segmentation operation 

are given as shown in Table 3.  For the given test 

geometry, minimum number of support points per 

primitive was manually selected at 500. Even though 

minimum points required per primitive are 3, 4, 3 and 

4 respectively for Plane, Sphere, Cylinder and Cone; 

a much larger set of points was used as the features 

inherent to test geometry were large themselves with 

high density of points. Furthermore, as it is visually 

evident that the test geometry has lack of toroid 

features; Plane, Sphere, Cylinder and Cone were the 

only primitives chosen. Number of maximum 

iterations is automatically computed by the Cloud 

Compare software. 

Using data obtained from experimentation described 

in the previous section, the proposed methodology 

was implemented. Sub-clouds for various features 

were generated. The original geometry was divided 

into 5 different types of features. Figure 14 depicts 

the sub-clouds generated from the original point 

cloud using RANSAC.  

Now, individual points with spatial co-ordinates of 

tool position and scalar values of forming force 

components corresponding to position are ready to be 

analyzed for drawing required inferences. 
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Parameters for segmentation 

Primitives 

Plane, 

Sphere,  

Cylinder, 

Cone  

Minimum support points per primitive 500 

 

Table 3.Parameters for segmentation 

 

 

 

Figure 14.depicts the sub-clouds generated from 

the original point cloud 

2. 3 ASSESSMENT OF FORCE 

BEHAVIOR FEATURE-BY-FEATURE 
After the implementation of the proposed 

methodology, sub-clouds for various features were 

assessed for force behavior. After segmentation, 

Force Vs. time graphs for each feature was plotted 

separately, and the trends in all the three components 

of force values were observed. Histograms were used 

for quantitative description of the spatial force 

behavior.  

   3.1 Force vs. time graphs 

Force vs. time graphs are shown in Figure 15 and 

Figure 16. Figure 15 shows graphs of force behavior 

at the faces. A common trend in force behavior was 

observed. Figure 16 shows graphs of force behavior 

at the corners and fillets. Graphs for corners and 

fillets too show similar trends. 

It is the number of spatial points in features which 

results in differences visible in graphs; as the number 

of sample points varies across the features. 

Otherwise, force behavior is almost same across the 

features due to all features being at a constant wall 

angle. 

 

Figure 15 (a).Plot of forming force vs. forming 

time for flat surface 

///

 

Figure 15 (b).Plot of forming force vs. forming 

time for convex surface 

 

Figure 15 (c).Plot of forming force vs. forming 

time for concave surface 
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Figure 16 (a).Plot of forming force vs. forming 

time for a corner 

 

Figure 16 (b).Plot of forming force vs. forming 

time for a fillet 

 

3.2 Quantitative analysis of the forces 

Apart from the graphs shown in the preceding section 

a quantitative description of the force behavior is also 

required.  

 

Figure 17 Histogram of Fz from point cloud of a 

fillet with values of Fz mapped as a scalar field 

After mapping force components with spatial 

coordinates, quantitative variation in forming forces 

is shown with the help of a Histogram as Shown in 

Figure 17.  

 

4 RESULT & DISCUSSION 

As presented in the previous sections, the 

methodology for spatial assessment of the forming 

forces in Incremental Sheet Forming was 

successfully developed and tested on the selected test 

geometry.  

Force vs. time graphs were plotted for individual 

features by segmenting the point clouds mapped with 

force components as scalar fields. Histograms for 

individual features were plotted to gauge the spatial 

variation in forming forces in a quantitative manner.  

Based on the visualizations and spatial assessment of 

forming forces it is now possible to take corrective 

actions to bring forming forces to the desired levels.  

In future, present work can be extended by 

integrating the spatial assessment with corrective 

actions as a single solution.   
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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses an approach to create 3D representation of physical objects. The aim is creating a visual
representation of an object, which allows for robust recognition, irrespectively of the distance and the direction of
observation. The approach uses a set of rotational views of an object, which are transformed into a set of keypoints
using the SURF visual feature detector. The key points are then collected to build a 3D model of the object. Such
representation allows both for recognizing the objects based on local characteristics, and distinguishing different
global geometry transformations that are needed to recognize the object in its 3D environment.

Keywords
visual reconstruction, visual memory, SURF descriptors

1 INTRODUCTION

Creating virtual models of physical objects using pho-
tographs, video records, or 3D scanning became very
popular in computer vision. There is a growing number
of techniques and devices serving this purpose. Most
of the work done in this field focuses on reconstructing
global geometry of objects. Such approaches usually
lead to obtaining a set of characteristic points located
on the surface of a reconstructed object. The points are
then transformed into a polygon mesh, to use in a va-
riety of applications, like 3D visualization. Although
the precise geometry is highly desired and useful, such
representation is not convenient for recognizing an ob-
ject, because many objects may change their geometry,
or part of the geometry might be invisible.

Object recognition typically uses 2D feature detection.
Depending on the method used, the visual features can
either be edges, corners, regions of interest, interest-
ing points or ridges detected within an image. Detec-
tion of features starts from the pixel level, and trans-
forms a local image contents into a set of low-level
parametric objects. The collection of visual features

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

related to a particular object should allow for identi-
fying the object within an image in which the object is
visible. Local features are robust with respect to occlu-
sions and changes in global geometry of the observed
object. There is a number of approaches developed so
far, designed for building recognition systems based on
local features like [Low01, Rot04, Jun05]. However,
the weakness of systems based exclusively on local fea-
tures is their inability to distinguish changes in global
geometry.

Various problems are faced, when one tries to build vi-
sual 3D recognition system. Such system should be
able to recognize an object irrespectively of its transla-
tion, rotation, and scale in addition to changes in light-
ing conditions, shading, partial occlusions, and local
deformations. The scale invariance is important, be-
cause it allows for recognizing objects irrespectively
of the distance. An important achievement to over-
come these difficulties, was introduction of the Speeded
Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm [Bay08]. This
method first identifies a set of key points within an im-
age, together with vectors of descriptors for each of the
points. In this way, the local image contents around
each of the key points is characterized using either 64
or 128 dimensional floating point vectors.

The problem of object recognition is, however, more
complex when we consider 3D objects. In this case two
possible approaches can be distinguished. Either the
objects will still be described by 2D features, but trans-
formed into 3D model, or we can develop 3D feature
descriptors. The first approach is relatively simple to
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apply, because we can use the same well known fea-
ture descriptors that are used for recognizing objects in
flat images. Moreover this approach requires nothing
more than ordinary camera images. In the second ap-
proach the 3D object representation is assumed. This is
more complicated, because we have to make 3D scans
of the objects that we want to work with. There is
a number of technologies available on the market de-
signed for 3D scanning. They use laser rays, structured
light, multiple camera views, or time-of-flight cameras
[Pfe15, Tanb08] to obtain 3D geometry of an object.
The literature is dominated with approaches describing
such geometry in terms of global shape features, but
there are also approaches to treat the problem with the
local features, which are more appropriate for recogni-
tion purposes. An example of such an approach is the
3D extension of the SURF algorithm [Kno10].

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate an approach
based on using SURF local feature descriptors, and se-
quences rotational views of objects to reconstruct the
objects in 3D space. Using rotational views allows for
recognizing the object irrespectively of the direction of
observation. The SURF descriptors are scale invariant,
which allows for recognizing the objects irrespectively
of the distance. However, the scale invariance demon-
strated by SURF is not sufficient for wide range of dis-
tances. Thus we have to extend the object representa-
tion to contain interest points identified in sequences of
rotational views recorded from different distances. This
allows to capture more effectively the features, which
are not visible from large distance, or might be omit-
ted, when seen from close distance. The same refers
to the height from which the object is observed. To
make the object representation complete we add addi-
tional sequences of views recorded from different ver-
tical locations with respect to the object.

The described object representation is desired in many
applications. An example could be a mobile robot
memory, which would allow for recognizing objects
and navigating 3D environment irrespectively of the
temporary position of the robot. The additional advan-
tage of placing the key points in 3D space is the possi-
bility of identifying changes in geometry of objects. In
this way objects can be analyzed in two stages. First is
identification of the object as a loose collection of char-
acteristic points found within an image, and then verifi-
cation of the respective distances between the points. In
this way we can find out, if there are any changes in the
spatial configuration of the object, or identify missing
or invisible parts of the object.

Despite building 3D representation of objects, we are
still using 2D feature descriptors. This approach is
computationally more efficient, than a truly 3D repre-
sentation of features, like the one presented in [Kno10].
This is of particular importance, when we consider real

time image analysis in a real time system. Considering,
that model is assumed to be used for processing indi-
vidual camera images, we do not need a precise object
geometry mapping.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe
the turntable approach to reconstructing objects from a
sequence of images. In Sec. 3 the way we use SURF lo-
cal features to characterize objects is discussed. Sec. 4
describes how the points from 2D images are converted
into 3D coordinates. Next, in Sec. 5 we describe the
way of extending the basic approach in order to ef-
ficiently capture the features from different distances,
and the height of the observation point. Finally in Sec. 6
we describe selected experimental results.

2 THE TURNTABLE APPROACH TO
3D OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION

Creating an object representation in our approach is
based on registering sequences of rotational views of an
object. We assume, that the object rotates on a turning
table around a vertical axis within the field of view of a
fixed camera. This solution has already been applied for
creating 3D object reconstruction [Fre04, Zha09]. The
method works as a camera based 3D scanners, which
leads to creating a 3D mesh representing the object’s
surface. While useful in many applications, a mesh is of
little use for recognition purposes. Our work is aimed at
creating an object representation, which could be con-
sidered a visual object memory. We need to create this
representation in a way, which allows for easy recog-
nition of the object, irrespectively of the direction, and
the distance of observation. Such a representation is
useful in many applications, like a mobile robot mem-
ory system, which allows for object recognition, and
environment navigation.

The turntable approach presented here originates from
the method presented in [Fre04]. However, the men-
tioned work was focused on reconstructing global ge-
ometry of an object, while the goal of our work is build-
ing the recognition system. The method deals with
two 3D coordinate systems - one associated with the
object and the other with the camera (Fig. 1). More-
over, the environment view is registered on a 2D image
plane, with its own 2D coordinates. What we know is
the position of particular scene elements VI = (u,v,1)
in the 2D image plane (for convenience expressed in
the homogeneous coordinates). This position results
from location of the scene element with coordinates
VO =

(
XO,YO,ZO,1

)
in the 3D coordinate system as-

sociated with the object, as well as from the projection
matrix P, which transforms position of each point from
the object coordinates VO into the image coordinates
VI. This matrix results from the camera position and
orientation with respect to the object coordinate system,
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Figure 1: The coordinate systems considered in the
turntable approach

and the camera focal length. We do not know the P ma-
trix a priori, but it can be found using a calibration pro-
cedure, like the one described in [Fre02], or any other
suitable calibration method. So in further considera-
tions we assume that the projection matrix is known.

The next point is the formula used to obtain the screen
coordinates from the original object coordinates. In
other words, this is the transformation from the 3D VO

coordinates into the 2D image coordinates:

λVI = P ·VO, (1)

where λ is a positive scalar value. Explicitly the above
formula can be written as follows:

 λu
λv
λ

=

P1,1 P1,2 P1,3 P1,4

P2,1 P2,2 P2,3 P2,4

P3,1 P3,2 P3,3 P3,4

 ·


XO

Y O

ZO

1

 . (2)

From the above we determine the λ constant:

λ = P3,1XO +P3,2Y O +P3,3ZO +P3,4, (3)

and the u,v image coordinates:

u =
P1,1XO +P1,2Y O +P1,3ZO +P1,4

P3,1XO +P3,2Y O +P3,3ZO +P3,4
, (4)

v =
P2,1XO +P2,2Y O +P2,3ZO +P2,4

P3,1XO +P3,2Y O +P3,3ZO +P3,4
. (5)

Now we have to note, that the ZO axis is the rotation
axis of the object. Thus the vertical position of every
element of the object is constant, and will be denoted
as h (height from the rotation plane 0 level). The coor-
dinates that vary are XO and Y O. The trajectory of every
element of the rotating object is a horizontal circle with

center in the 0,0,h point. The equation of the circle can
be written as follows:

O
(
XO,Y O,ZO = h

)
=
(
XO)2

+
(
Y O)2−R2 = 0, (6)

where R is the radius of the circle obtained separately
for every interest point. Now we transform eq. (4) in
order to extract XO:

XO =
(P1,2−P3,2u)Y O +(P1,3−P3,3u)h+(P1,4−P3,4u)

P3,1u−P1,1
.

(7)
After rearrangement we get:

XO =
(P1,2−P3,2u)
P3,1u−P1,1

Y O+
(P1,3−P3,3u)
P3,1u−P1,1

h+
(P1,4−P3,4u)
P3,1u−P1,1

,

(8)
or in simpler form:

XO = A1
1(u,v)Y

O +B1
1(u,v)h+C1

1(u,v). (9)

This after substituting to eq. (5) gives:

v =
P2,1(A1

1Y O +B1
1h+C1

1)+P2,2Y O +P2,3ZO +P2,4

P3,1(A1
1Y O +B1

1h+C1
1)+P3,2Y O +P3,3ZO +P3,4

.

(10)
The formula can be rearranged to get Y O in the follow-
ing way:

Y O =
(P2,1−P3,1v)B1

1 +P2,3−P3,3v
(P3,1v−P2,1)A1

1 +P3,2v−P2,2
h+

(P2,1−P3,1v)C1
1 +P2,4−P3,4v

(P3,1v−P2,1)A1
1 +P3,2v−P2,2

, (11)

or shorter:

Y O =C1(u,v)h+D1(u,v). (12)

The above can be substituted to eq. (9):

XO = A1
1(u,v)C1(u,v)h+A1

1(u,v)D
1
1(u,v)+

B1
1(u,v)h+C1

1(u,v), (13)

or shorter:

XO = A1(u,v)h+B1(u,v). (14)

XO and Y O written in this way can be substituted to
the equation for the circle in 3D object coordinates
(eq. (6)). As a result we get the equation specified by
the radius and the height:

O(u,v) = (A1(u,v)h+B1(u,v))
2+

(C1(u,v)h+D1(u,v))
2−R2 = 0. (15)

After reorganizing and grouping with respect to h we
get the circle equation in the following form:

O(u,v) = A(u,v)h2 +B(u,v)h+C(u,v)−R2 = 0.
(16)
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In the above equation we have two parameters h and R,
which are unknown. To find them we have to fit the cir-
cle equation to at least 2 image points (u,v) represent-
ing the same interest point of the object seen at different
angles of rotation. To make the fitting more reliable, it
is desirable to collect larger number of the same point
views, by following the point in images representing
subsequent rotations.

3 CHARACTERIZING OBJECTS
WITH SURF DESCRIPTORS

To characterize an object we use the SURF detector
[Bay08]. It identifies a set of key points within an im-
age, and then computes vectors of descriptors for each
of the key points. The vectors are floating point number
vectors of size 64 or 128 depending on the algorithm
setting. Matching elements in two images is based on
matching vectors of descriptors of particular key points
To build the object representation we need to extract
the key points belonging to the object from all the key
points identified in an image. Assuming that the object
of interest is the only moving element in the scene, and
the camera is static, we can easily distinguish the points
belonging to the object from these of the background.
It is enough to match the points between two images
presenting different rotations of the object, then iden-
tify the points that changed their positions, and remove
all the static background points. Fig. 2) shows an exam-
ple of artificially rendered scene using the NeoAxis 3D
rendering engine [Neo15]. The Girl object1 is rotated
by 10o between the left and right image. The operation
repeated for full set of rotational views, delivers the col-
lection of points representing the 360o panorama of the
object. This is the basis for building the 3D object rep-
resentation.

The number of matched points between images de-
pends on the angle of the object rotation. It cannot be
too large, because the number of matched points drops
rapidly with the increase in the rotation angle value. It
cannot be too small either, for efficiency reasons. In our
experiments, we assumed, the fixed value of 10o angle
of object rotation between subsequent images. It de-
livers sufficiently large number of matched points, and
generates a complete rotational view of the object in 36
images.

All the subsequent images deliver new points, which
are grouped into sequences matched between a number
of subsequent views. We treat this sequence as the same
key point observed in the subsequent images. Most of
the sequences are limited to just two instances of a key
point observed in two subsequent images. There is also
a large number of longer sequences consisting of points

1 One of the objects available by default in the NeoAxis Game
Engine.

Figure 2: A pair of images with matched SURF key
points between different object rotations

identified in up to 7 subsequent images. This corre-
sponds to 60o rotation angle between the first, and the
last point in the sequence. The larger number of points
in a sequence, the more precisely the circular trajectory
of the key point can be determined.

4 PLACING CHARACTERISTIC
POINTS IN 3D MODEL

The sequences of characteristic points will be used to
locate the point in the 3D model. To do that we start
from fitting every sequence to the circle equation (16).
The center of the circle is known, because this is the
(0,0) point in the (XO,Y O) coordinates. To position the
key point in the 3D space, we need to find the h and R
parameters. h is equivalent to the ZO coordinate, and
R is the radius of rotation of the key point around the
ZO axis. Finding a circle, that best matches N instances
(in N subsequent images) of a particular key point is a
minimization problem, with objective function written
in the following form:

J
(
R2,h

)
=

N

∑
i=1

[A(ui,vi)h2 +B(ui,vi)h+C(ui,vi)−R2]2→ 0.

(17)

The minimum of that function is obtained by calcu-
lating its partial derivatives with respect to R2 and h
and finding their zeros. To reduce the size of expres-
sions we will use a simplified notation for sums, i.e.
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∑A = ∑
N
i=1[A(ui,vi)], etc. The equation for the partial

derivative of J wrt R2 is the following:

∂J
(
R2,h

)
∂R2 = 2∑[Ah2 +Bh+C−R2] (18)

To simplify further transformations we can omit the
constant before the sum, because it is irrelevant for the
task of finding minimum of J. The resulting formula
can be written as:

∂J
(
R2,h

)
∂R2 =−NR2+h2

∑A+h∑B+∑C = 0 (19)

Similarly we get the derivative of J wrt h:

∂J
(
R2,h

)
∂h

= 2∑[(Ah2 +Bh+C−R2)(2Ah+B)] =

2∑(2A2h3 +3ABh2 +B2h+2ACh+BC−
R22Ah−R2B) = 2(2h3

∑A2 +3h2
∑AB+

h∑B2 +2h∑AC+∑BC−R2(2h∑A+∑B))
(20)

After omitting the constant before the bracket, and
small reorganization, we get

∂J
(
R2,h

)
∂h

= 2h3
∑A2 +3h2

∑AB+

h(∑B2+2∑AC)+∑BC−R2(∑B+2h∑A) = 0.
(21)

We can easily isolate R2 from eq. (19):

R2 = 1/N(h2
∑A+h∑B+∑C) (22)

After injecting it to eq. (21) and reorganizing the equa-
tion, the following expression of degree 3 with respect
to h is obtained:

ah3 +bh2 + ch+d = 0, (23)

where
a = 2N ∑A2−2(∑A)2

b = 3(N ∑AB−∑A ·∑B)
c = N(∑B2 +2∑AC)−2∑A ·∑C− (∑B)2

d = N ∑BC−∑B ·∑C
(24)

When 4p3+27q2 < 0 with p = c/a−b2/(3a2) and q =
b/27a(2b2/a2 − 9c/a) + d/a the eq. (23) gives three
real solutions. To find them the Cardano formula can is
used. Then the value of the radius R can be found using
eq. (19), for each of the found values of h.

Of course, not every solution, which minimizes the sum
(17) is the desired solution. We have no clue, other than
verifying the correctness of the solution. Thus we have
to take the first of the found values for h. Compute for

it the value of R, and the rotation angle β , reconstruct
the XO and Y O coordinates, and check if the computed
3D coordinates of the key point, multiplied by the trans-
formation matrix (2), reproduce the u,v image coordi-
nates. If yes, the key point has been placed correctly.
If not, we have to repeat the checking procedure for the
remaining solutions.

We already know how to compute the radius and height
of the 3D circle. Reconstruction of the temporary loca-
tion of the considered key point can be obtained in the
following way: X = Rcos(β ± i∆θ)

Y = Rsin(β ± i∆θ)
Z = h

(25)

where ∆θ is the object rotation step between subsequent
images, i is the image number in the sequence of all
images, the + sign is for counterclockwise rotations,
the − sign is for clockwise rotations, β is the unknown
angle of rotation of the key point in the object coordi-
nates. We assume that the object’s coordinate system
is stationary (not rotating with the object). As a con-
sequence the key point changes its temporary angle of
rotation along with rotations of the object, and β is the
rotation angle in reference to the initial rotation of the
object (i = 0).

The method to identify β is based on comparing the u,v
key point coordinates from the image with coordinates
obtained using eq. (25) multiplied by the transformation
matrix P. The estimated image coordinates computed
on the basis of reconstructed 3D coordinates (eqs. (4)
and (5)): 

ûi =
P1,1XO+P1,2Y O+P1,3ZO+P1,4
P3,1XO+P3,2Y O+P3,3ZO+P3,4

v̂i =
P2,1XO+P2,2Y O+P2,3ZO+P2,4
P3,1XO+p32Y O+P3,3ZO+P3,4

(26)

should fit the original image coordinates ui,vi.

To solve eqs. (26) we start from computing the XO and
Y O coordinates by using the previously derived formu-
las (see eq. (14) and (12)). Then we divide the second
by the first equation from eqs. (25), which gives:

Y O

XO = tan(β + i∆θ) (27)

from the above, we get the formula for the β angle:

β =


(arctan(Y

X )− i∆θ) mod π− counter-
clockwise rotations

(arctan(Y
X )+ i∆θ) mod π− clockwise

rotations

(28)

This formula is, however, limited to the range of (0,π)
(if we add π for negative angles). For full reconstruc-
tion the whole range of 2π has to be considered. If
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β was from the range (0,π) then the angle given by
eq. (28) is correct. Otherwise (the angle from the range
(π,2π)) we need to add additional π . But the prob-
lem is that we do not know what the actual range of
the angle is. We can find this by verifying the results
produced by eqs. (26), with XO and Y O computed using
(25) and the identified angle. If the results reproduce
original ui,vi, then the angle is correct, otherwise we
should add π to the angle. In this way we get the β

angle in the range [0,2π], which allows for complete
reconstruction of the position of the key point.

An additional issue, that has to be mentioned here, is
how does a single key point is recorded in the object
model. When the object is rotated, the key points are
matched, between subsequent images, but this does not
mean that their respective vectors of descriptors are
identical. In fact, the vectors gradually change, along
with the changing look of the key point neighborhood.
In consequence, the memorized key point, is repre-
sented by a sequence of vectors of descriptors. And
this sequence has to be memorized in order to increase
the efficiency of object recognition. Choosing just one
of the vectors, would reduce the ability of recognizing
the point, when the angle of object rotation would sig-
nificantly differ, from the angle for which the vector of
descriptors has been recorded.

5 EXTENDING THE MODEL FOR
LARGER ROBUSTNESS WITH RE-
SPECT TO DISTANCE AND DIREC-
TION OF OBSERVATION

The presented approach assumed creating an object rep-
resentation as seen by a camera from a fixed position
(the same distance from the object and the same angle
of observation). This allows for recognizing the object
when the distance and angle of observation does not
differ significantly from the one that was used while
making photos. It is true that SURF descriptors are
robust with respect to the scale transformation, which
accompanies changes of the distance between the cam-
era and the object. However, this robustness has its
limits. When the difference of distances between the
memory representation and the actual object view is
too large, the number of matched key points drops too
much. Thus we have to extend the model to allow it for
incorporating the features visible from both large dis-
tance, and from close neighborhood.

This also refers to different directions of observation.
We collect all rotational views of of an object, but with
the camera located at a fixed height. However, when
we look at the same object from a point located higher
or lower, the number of matched key points will be re-
duced. Thus for having a complete object representa-
tion, we also have to consider this aspect in the memory
model.

angle 1

Short distance sphere

Long distance sphereangle 2

Figure 3: Illustration for placing the camera in differ-
ent positions on the sphere during recodring rotational
views

The general extended model that we consider can in-
clude an arbitrary number of angles of observation and
arbitrary number of distances from the observed object.
This is equivalent to the camera motion along a num-
ber of arcs, each positioned at different distance from
the object. The camera can look at any direction at the
object as long as it does not change its position dur-
ing recording particular sequence of views. Thus the
points of observation are located on spheres with dif-
ferent radius along their meridians and parallels. For
practical reasons we have to keep the balance of the
number of spheres, and number of angles of observa-
tion. Fig. 3 shows the simplest case, where an object is
observed, from two distances, and two angles (equiva-
lent to two parallels on respective sphere). The prod-
uct of the number of spheres and the number of angles
gives the number of all registered sequences of rota-
tional views, which in this case amounts to 4.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Sec. 4 described all the computational steps needed
to build a 3D model of key points. As already men-
tioned, we identify the key points using the SURF al-
gorithm implementation available in the OpenCV li-
brary [Ope15]. The experiments presented in this work
are based on images artificially generated using the
NeoAxis game engine [Neo15]. Using artificial data
allows for easy elimination of all kinds of noises per-
sistent in photos of real objects, and focusing on the
results generated by the algorithm itself. Moreover it
is easy to set up any kind of experiments with differ-
ent object and camera settings. The already presented
Girl character (see Fig. 2) is transformed into the model,
which is visualized in Fig. 4. It is easy to note, that the
model does not reproduce the object’s geometry pre-
cisely. Instead it can be considered a cloud of points
around the object of interest. This is also visible in im-
ages presented in Fig. 2. However, in our case this is not
a problem, because the model is designed for recogni-
tion purposes, not for precise shape reproduction. The
model from Fig. 4 consist of about 1300 key points.
This is more than enough, when we only expect to spot
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Figure 4: 3D reconstruction of the Girl object

the object within the field of view. However, for more
precise analysis of the details, and possible deformation
of the object geometry, a larger number of points is re-
quired. Thus for such a purpose the presented model
complexity would be accurate. The number of points in
the model results from the particular choice of parame-
ters of the SURF feature detector, and the assumed pre-
cision of point fitting. It is easy to regulate the model
complexity by choosing appropriate values of the pa-
rameters.

We tested the ability of perceiving objects from differ-
ent distances using the extended representation as de-
scribed in Sec. 5. The points from the images are iden-
tified by finding the best match to the points from the
memorized object, with an assumed accuracy (distance
between the respective vectors of descriptors of partic-
ular key points). This is not very advanced recognition
mechanism, but allows for verification, if the model is
properly constructed, and the respective points can be
identified.

The object representation was extended, by making two
sequences of rotational views from two different dis-
tances. The first sequence was taken from a large
distance, where the object features are barely visible.
The second sequence was taken from a small distance,
where the object size is comparable to the size of the
field of view, and a large number of object details can
be perceived. The Fig. 5 demonstrates, how the memo-
rized object is perceived in the environment for an an-
gle observation close to horizontal direction. The num-
ber of identified key points differs significantly between
the two images. When the object is seen from close
distance, the number of key points typically exceeds
100. This number drops to no more than a few key
points, when the object is seen from large distance. The
demonstrated range in which the object can be spotted,
would not be possible, without using representations
coming from different distances.

We also registered the object representation from differ-
ent angles of observation. Sample results are presented
in Fig. 6 for the angle of about to 45°. Comparing the
images those from Fig. 5, indicate that the number of
key points is smaller, than in case of horizontal view.

a)

b)
Figure 5: Key points identified within an object seen
from horizontal direction (a) the Girl object seen from
close distance, (b) the girl object seen from large dis-
tance

In fact our observations indicate, that for a fixed dis-
tance, the number of registered key points decreases
with the growing angle of observation. For the demon-
strated case of 45°the number of registered points is on
average 60% of the respective number for horizontal di-
rection of observation. This is not surprising, consider-
ing that typically from higher located observation point
less details are visible. This of course depends also on
the object geometry. A flat object like a carpet exhibits
much more features, when observed from the top.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The presented method allows for creating 3D represen-
tations of objects based on local SURF features. The
advantage of this approach is the ability to reproduce
local object characteristics, which are robust with re-
spect to occlusions, changing distance and direction of
observation, as well as object geometry deformations.
The method is extended, to allow for efficient recog-
nition of objects from distant and close locations. We
tested this approach in a virtual environment, where we
create representations of selected objects, stored in the
memory of a virtual agent. In this way, the agent is able
to recognize the objects, irrespectively of the mutual lo-
cation of the agent and the objects.

In addition to local features, the global object geometry
is recorded in the 3D point locations. As a consequence
the two aspects - local and global - can be analyzed sep-
arately. In this way the visual memory based on such a
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a)

b)
Figure 6: Key points identified within an object seen
from the direction of 45°(a) the Girl object seen from
close distance, (b) the girl object seen from large dis-
tance

representation has a potential to maintain high recogni-
tion ability even if the object undergoes global geom-
etry transformations, like changing body positions of a
character. This gives the potential ability to distinguish
different parts of an object, on the basis of their move-
ments with respect to the remaining parts of the object.
Further this can be used for creating internal charac-
teristics of the objects. This issue will be investigated
in the future. Our ultimate goal is creating the visual
memory, which will be able to recognize different ob-
jects, create representation of the perceived scene on
the basis of recognized objects‘ locations, and recog-
nize different, states of the objects, on the basis of their
geometry transformations.
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ABSTRACT 
A brief description of CEETI is given, addressing its history, research lines, main scientific results and current 
projects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Center for Studies in Electronics and 
Information Technologies (CEETI) was founded in 
1996 with the purpose of developing research 
projects in the fields of digital image and signal 
processing (DIP and DSP, respectively). Research 
activity at CEETI has led to various results, 
published in refereed scientific journals, a selection 
of which follows. 

2.  IMAGE PROCESSING AT CEETI 
DIP at CEETI has been performed in response to 
both practical and theoretical problems. The main 
areas addressed are shown and commented below. 

Factors affecting image diagnostic value. 
The influence of radiologic dosage on image quality 
was addressed in [Per02] [Per03]. The reduction of 
the dosage while maintaining image diagnostic value 
is highly desirable to preserve patient’s health. 
Expert’s opinions together with ROC analysis were 
used to establish lower dosage limits without 
reaching a knee-like point in the ROC curve. 
The effects of compression on image quality was the 
topic of [Paz09] in radiologic images, and of [Fal10] 
for leukocyte images. Lossy compression codecs like 
JPEG 2000, included in DICOM standard, introduce 
increasing image distortions as compression rates 
(CR) gets higher. The effect on a given image 
depends on its characteristics (color, contrast, noise 
levels, etc.). For this reason each image type is 
affected in a different way, and compression limits 
must be determined on a per-type basis. Fig. 1 
illustrates the effect of compression in leukocyte 
images, as described in [Fal10]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Effect of JPEG 2000 compression on 
leukocyte images. A: Original 1536H*2048W 
image. B, C and D: details of a monocyte with CR 
of 50:1, 100:1, and 200:1, respectively. 
Again, expert’s opinions and ROC curves were used, 
this time to determine CR limits. 

Anomaly detection 
The complex problem of anomaly detection in 
images was the content of [Tab09], and an 
application to cervical cancer detection was 
described in [Oro13]. 
In the latter work [Oro13], a preprocessing of the 
image is performed, based on the saliency concept 
from biological vision systems. Smear images show a 
high variability in content, as shown in Fig. 2. A new 
method for identifying salient regions in pap smear 
images is proposed and compared to previously 
reported approaches. 
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Figure 2: Left, illustration of background (orange 
rectangles), cytoplasm (blue) and nuclei (yellow) 
in Papanicolau test images. Right, difficulties 
found: touching cells (yellow rectangle) and noise 
(red rectangles). 
How such machine-saliency methods can be used to 
improve human performance in a realistic anomaly 
detection task is also described. 

Noise reduction in phase images 
Noise filtering of phase images was addressed in 
[Lor02] [Lor07] [Cru09]. An advanced application is 
reported in [Car02] using quantum-dot cellular 
automata. Phase images appear in several 
applications, like magnetic resonance images (MRI) 
or interferometric synthetic aperture radar (IFSAR). 
Phase unwrapping in 2D is not uniquely defined, and 
noise greatly affects its estimation. In [Lor02] several 
methods and models were proposed and evaluated in 
terms of the quality of the reconstructed unwrapped 
phase. In Fig. 3 an example of the results obtained 
for the best denoising method is shown, for a 
spherical phantom. 

 

 
Figure 3 Wraped (top) and unwrapped (bottom) 
phase images of a spherical phantom. Left: 
original, center: noisy, right: filtered. 
Later, other denoising techniques were evaluated 
(e.g. wavelets in [Cru09]). 

Cellular Microscopy 
Research on DIP of cellular microscopy images has 
led to results reported in various papers, among them 
in [Oro11] [Lor13] and [Coc14]. 
In [Oro11], the segmentation of cell nuclei and 
cytoplasm is required, since the ratio between both 
areas in a cell is an important feature for cancer 
diagnosis. Cell nuclei in Papanicolau tests are highly 

variable in terms of shape and texture, as shown in 
Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4: Left, illustration of background, 
cytoplasm and nuclei in Papanicolau test images. 
Right: nuclei variability (cyan, red and yellow). 
This work used a two phase approach for nuclei 
segmentation, validated against manually segmented 
images and compared to several state-of-the-art 
methods. 

3. OTHER RELEVANT RESULTS 
Through its history, CEETI has also reached 
visibility in research areas other than DIP. 
Compression, filtering and classification of ECG 
signals was the main topic in CEETI’s early years 
[Mor97] [Car98] [Tab99]. EEG signals have also 
been addressed, either for its compression [Car04] 
[Baz12a] [Baz12b] or analysis [Rui09] [Rui10] 
[Rui12]. 
Speech processing has been an active area of 
research at CEETI, where most significant results are 
associated to the measurement of perturbations in 
pathological speech [Fer05] [Fer09] [Fer10].  
Some results have also been obtained in the 
processing of genomic sequences [Fue07] [Lor09]. 
General-purpose DSP algorithms and techniques 
have also been addressed, like noise reduction using 
wavelets [Can02] or bionic models in classification 
tasks [Gon10]. 

4. CURRENT PROJECTS 
The line of DIP at CEETI is currently centered in two 
main topics, one in the detection of anomalies in cell 
microscopy, and other in neuronal (and 
arteries/veins) tracing methods. Biomedical 
applications are still a priority at CEETI. 
As for other research topics outside DIP (i.e. DSP), 
pathological speech processing is the strongest line. 
The usefulness of speech to diagnose a pathology or 
reflect its severity is being studied on dysphonias, 
cognitive impairing diseases and sleep apnea, among 
others. 
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ABSTRACT 
This article describes the Computer Graphics and Vision research that are being developed by three universities’ 

laboratories in Argentina: III-LIDI Institute of Computing Research at National University of La Plata, VyGLab 

Visualization and Computer Graphics Laboratory at South National University, and CGLab Computer Graphics 

Laboratory at National University of San Luis. 
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1. III LIDI INSTITUTE OF 

COMPUTING RESEARCH  
The III-LIDI Institute of Computing Research

i
 

belongs to the Informatic Faculty at National 

University of  La Plata – Universidad Nacional de La 

Plata (UNLP) (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Informatic Faculty at UNLP (Argentina) 

Current research topics include the design and 

implementation of virtual and augmented reality, and 

interactive TV educational applications. Besides 

there is a great effort in human resource training so 

the group works in consolidating a posgraduate 

carreer in Image Processing, Computer Graphics and 

Vision. 

Augmented Reality in Education 
There are educational opportunities for Augmented 

Reality (AR) and Geolocation to enrich Teaching and 

Learning. One of the goals of the group is to study 

the incorporation of this technology in educational 

contexts of different educational levels, from 

kindergarten to university. The design of educational 

applications focusing on active learning involves the 

creation of scenarios to explore and interact with 

their real environment related with their interests and 

situations related to real life. Also it is needed to 

develop tools that allow teachers to use new 

technologies. 

Virtual Reality in Education 
One of the main applications of Virtual Reality (VR ) 

are simulators, which provide the user with a realistic 

experience in the management of vehicles or 

machinery. Ship simulator was developed for 

educational and community outreach purposes. The 

virtual reality equipment consists in three LED TVs 

at an angle of 120 ° between adjacent screens, and 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 

this work for personal or classroom use is granted without 

fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 

notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 

otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to 

redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission 

and/or a fee. 
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virtual reality glasses with tracking. Its main 

characteristic is the low-cost and its portability. This 

allows to move the equipment to sciences exhibitions 

which are visited by students and general public 

(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Ship simulator in a science exhibition 

The group is also focused in the design and 

implementation of multi-resolution visualization of 

3D terrain to improve realism taking advantage of the 

processing capabilities of the GPU and memory 

constantly growing. 

Interactive Television 
The group coordines the “RedAUTI Thematic 

Nework in Applications and Usability of  Interactive 

Digital Television (IDTV)” - ReAUTI Red de 

Aplicaciones y Usabilidad de la Televisión Digital 

Interactiva
ii
- which is conformed of 39 

iberoamerican research and development groups 

from Spain, Portugal and ten latinoamerican 

countries (Figure 3). The main goal is the design and 

implementation of applications, services and content 

production for IDTV, in its multiple platforms , open 

source to solve problems of the Latin American 

context. 

 

 

Figure 3. Participants of RedAUTI Thematic 

Network in Applications and Usability of IDTV 

Postgraduate Teaching 
The Informatic Faculty creates in 2012 a new 

postgraduate carreer called “Specialization in 

Computer Graphics, Images and Computer Vision” 

with the aim of strengthen human resources in this 

areas. This carrer can be taken as the main step for a 

Phd student to route thesis work in this direction. The 

The teachers are both from domestic and also foreign 

universities. 

 

2.  VyGLab VISUALIZATION AND 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

LABORATORY 
The Visualization and Computer Graphics 

Laboratory (VyGLab)
iii

 belongs to the Computer 

Science and Engineering Department at South 

National University – Universidad Nacional del Sur 

(UNS) (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. VyGLab at UNS (Argentina) 

This group performs core and applied research in 

visualization and computer graphics. The main areas 

of expertise are volume modeling, augmented reality 

and visualization. Current research topics include 

volume modeling with wavelets, augmented reality 

books, outdoors augmented reality, semantic based 

visualization and information visualization.  

Volume modeling 
The group is working on the definition of wavelets 

over non nested tetrahedral grids, allowing the 

representation of functions defined on the irregular 

tetrahedrization of a volume. In this way, it is 

possible to represent different attributes of the 

volume object and its interior such as color, 

brightness, density, etc.  

Outdoors Augmented Reality 
The group is working on visualization of geological 

information in the field by means of tablets PC. This 

allows geologists to visualize existing geological data 

sets superimposed to the ground terrain as though 

they were part of the environment and to explore 

various above and under-ground phenomena 

associated with these datasets. This is a new 
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application area with strong potential for a wide 

spectrum of applications.  

Augmented Reality Books 
The group have developed an interactive and 

collaborative system for traditional books 

augmentation that allows the addition of AR content 

to any pre-existent traditional book (Figure 5). It is 

working on interactions with the book and it is 

experimenting with users to validate the proposals. 

 

Figure 5. Augmented Reality Books 

Semantic Based Visualization 
Taking into account that data visualization process is 

a very complex exploration activity and, even for 

skilled users, the group is working on semantic based 

visualization in order to figure out how to assist users 

and designers throughout the stages of the 

visualization process. At this time our goal is to 

obtain a formal representation of the visualization 

field to establish a common visualization vocabulary, 

including the underlying semantics, and enable the 

definition of visualization specifications that can be 

executed by a visualization engine with ontological 

support.  

Large Data Visualization 
Related to Information visualization we are mainly 

dedicated to multidimensional visualization of large 

volume of data sets originating from the natural 

sciences, and in particular from the Geological 

Sciences (Figures 6-a and 6-b). This poses serious 

challenges with regard to analysis and interpretation 

without visual support. Visualization contributes 

significantly to the exploration and understanding of 

the meaning of these datasets; currently we are 

mainly dedicated to the visualization of mineral 

compositions and to the automatic visual analysis of 

geological samples by point counting. 

 
a) 

 

b) 

Figure 6. Information Visualization 

Computer Graphics and Visualization 

Teaching 
In addition to the research activities the members of 

the group dedicate to computer graphics and 

visualization teaching. The teaching program 

includes several undergraduate courses: a required 

course in Computer Graphics included in the 

Computer Engineering Curricula and optional 

courses on Advanced Computer Graphics, Real Time 

Rendering, Information Visualization and Big Data 

Visualization that can be taken by students from 

different degree programs. It also includes advanced 

postgraduate courses in the same subject. These 

courses are included in the postgraduate curricula 

offered in several Universities across the country.  

3. CGlab COMPUTER GRAPHICS 

LABORATORY 
The Computer Graphics Laboratory (CGlab) is a 

research and development group at National 

University of San Luis – Universidad Nacional de 

San Luis (UNSL) (Figure 7). All researchers work in 

the Informatic Department corresponding to the 

Physics, Mathematics and Nature Sciences Faculty. 

The former group started computer graphics research 

in 2001 with the study of Non-photorealistic 

Computer Graphics applications by image processing 

techniques. Through the years basic tools have been 

enlarged to include powerful computer graphics 

theory concepts and techniques. Later in 2012 the 

group was formally constituted. 
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Figure 7. National University of San Luis 

(Argentina) 

CGlab’s research lines are: Non-photorealism, 

Virtual Reality, Real Life Simulation, Video games, 

Training. Most representative projects are ReTTrAc, 

CAVE-Vox and Be Civic. 

Real Time Traffic Accidents Simulation 
ReTTrAc, acronym of Real Time Traffic Accidents, is 

part of the project called Alfa III GAVIOTA 

financed by the European Community Programme
iv

. 

It has brought together European and Latin American 

Computer Graphics, Engineering and Architecture 

research groups. The developed work is a general 

Virtual Reality computing platform that enables real 

time visualization of 3D scenarios for manufacturing, 

training and forensic simulations. The platform is 

able to treat static and dynamic 3D environments, 

allowing to share the experience of navigation in the 

scene among the users, even geographically 

distributed. The platform proposed was validated 

through real time 3D models manipulations and 

interaction in simulated car crashes. 

Conversational Agents 
CAVE-Vox is a conversational character as a 

question-answering assistant for task-generic 

applications into a Cave-like environment (Figures 8-

9). This work develops software to design a virtual 

character and provides it with verbal skills interaction 

and locomotion. The proposed virtual character is 

based on open-source components and runs entirely 

into a Cave-like environment. The system design was 

validated by conducting human tests to measure the 

real time, realism, interaction ability and technical 

brilliance of conversation. 

 
Figure 8. Cave environment at CGLAb UNSL 

 

 
Figure 9. Virtual reality application running in a cave 

environment at CGLAb UNSL 

Serious games 
Be Civic project uses a serious game in a immersive 

learning environment for teaching civics. In order to 

improve the user's experience the game was 

developed to work in a cave-like immersive 

environment, using a conversational character for 

interaction. The game includes static and dynamic 

3D environments, allowing to share the experience of 

navigation in the scene among the users, even 

geographically distributed. 

                                                         
i
 III-LIDI http://weblidi.info.unlp.edu.ar 

ii
 RedAUTI http://redauti.net 

iii
 VyGLab http://vyglab.cs.uns.edu.ar 

iv
 ALFA GAVIOTA http://www.alfagaviota.eu 
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